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Pressing for Visib·

•

.uring the protracted debate over Andy Rooney's suspen-
sion from 60 Minutes, many people expressed the opin-
ion that Rooney was unfairly censored, According to this
thinking, Rooney should be free to utilize the airwaves
to express·his antigay perspectives because that's part of

the healthy give and take of journalism. .
Unfortunately, for lesbians and gays in contemporary

American journalism, it's all give and no take. While homophobes
are free to express their opinions throughout the journalistic spec-
trum, gays and lesbians are not.

There is not now, nor has there ever been, an openly gay or
lesbian person writing a regular column of political opinion in any
newspaper or magazine in America. There is not .now, nor has. '

there ever been, an openly gay or lesbian television-news com-
mentator, reporter or talk-show host. There is absolutely no place
in the. mainstreaqJ. press where the public can, on a regular basis,
hear the arguments for gay and lesbian equality and civil rights.
It's not Rooney who suffered unfair censorship, it's gays and les-
.bians. And not for 60 or 90 days, but always.

When' people tire of Rooney's offensive aritigay bigotry on
CBS, they should be able to switch to that savvy lesbian commen-
tator on NBC. But no such commentator exists, and from the look
of things, her arrival on the airwaves or the op-ed pages is not
imminent. Such an absense is yet another example of how far
gays and lesbians' are from achieving even the kind of token
acceptance in society that people of color and women gained a
generation ago, .

It was a major advance for Blacks, Asians, Latinos and wpmen
when they achieved mandatory representation in the press., Such
. token representation did not and could not erase journalism's per-
,vasive sexism and racism, but it certainly helped. For all its easily
lampoonabfe qualities, the "Shana, you blithering idiot ... "
"approach to commentary at least institutionalized a feminist per-
spective in the mass-market news, a perspective' that has contin-
. ued to mature. The same can be said for the growing number of
Black, Asian and Latino pundits who regularly write" comment on
and interpret the news. Until a person of color or a woman runs
CBS or 1be New York Times, the presence of such comm!!ntators
and the growing' number of rank-and-file female and ,minority
members of the press corps is the next best thing, And such a
growing army of the formerly dispossesed virtually guarantees that
someday, hopefully soon, a person of color and a woman will run
CBSor the Times." '. .
, Not so with gays, Although the Gay and Lesbian Alliance
Against Defamation raises this subject often in meetings with
media representatives, our community has yet to elevate full-time
press representation to the level of a major political demand, Until
such a demand is placed near the top of our agenda and made at
the top of our lungs, any momentary victory over the likes of
Andy Rooney will probably last 60 minutes at best.' ~

•
•
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We're Are-Islanded Upl
In regard to the recent

ACT UPdemonsfratlon at the
National Institutes of Health
In Washington and the dis-
mal attendance downgrad-
ed to "over 500* by TheNew
York Times, I have come up
with a modest proposal for
the gay community here In
New York, Sure, we're all sick
of hearing about the AIDS
crisis, so why not plan one
final ACT UP action to com-
pel the National InstlMes of
Health to move Its fadilHes to
Fire Island? Think of It. This
way no one In the dty would
redlly have to bother too
much to stand up for their
rights or go out of their way
to make their existence
known. All It would then take
Is a quick and painless break
from sunning, cruising or dish-
Ing to dash over to the
offices of Anthony Fauci,
possibly relocated next to
the Island Gym, to make
some noise about a hopeful,
new drug. Everyone could
be back to the shore In Hme
to start dinner before eve-
ning cocktails. All future
demonstrations could be
held as theme parties to
Insure a really great turnout,
maybe requesting that
attendees dress up as their
favorite experimental drug
or dead lover. Good clean
fun, and for a cause, too,

I know that It would take
vast sums of money to
accomplish this goal, but be
creative, guys. Let's simply
hold yet another closing
party for the Saint at the Cen-
ters for Disease Control, ask-
Ing everYone to donate the
money they were going to
spend on recreational drugs,
We could raise a ton of cash
and have the best turnout at
a demonsfratlon yet. And all
the yelling the boys do over
the latest Donna Summer
song will scare the pants off

the feds, who will realize that
we really do mean business
and may then finally take our
numbers seriously.

See you at high tea.
Craig Holmes
Manhattan

Girl Speaks Out
I believe It Is standard

practice for a writer whose
work has been Impugned by
faceless pinheads to be given
a chance to respond. Some-
how or other In the earnest
missionof OutWee/(s edltor1al
offices, the possibility of an
Immediate response to a cer-
tain Monsieur PIerre Brown of
Manhattan was lost. May this
letter serve as a response to
the Monsieur's crltIcIsrns.

May I firstpoint out to you,
sir,that the correct title of my
essay In the (no, 10) August

28, 1989, Issue of OuMgek Is
"SCenes from a l..esbIa"I Love
Ufe: not "Secrets of a Les-
bian Love life: In that essay
(and perhaps others) you
claim to have noticed a
"contempt against guys."
Indeed, Monsieur, you are
correct. I have had a con-
tempt for "guys" ever since
the term was so promiscuous-
ly used In Junior high school.
"Guys," as a moniker for male
human beings, Implies, from
the moment of utterance, a
kind of flaccid Intellectual
and moral c0n-

Jured up by the following
"guys" of recent United States
history: Bull Connor, Ronald
Reagan, Edwin Meese, Lee
Atwater, Sean· Penn and
other cultural and social
activists for white, heterosexlst,
paIrlarchal hegemony.

If It Is, to you, "needless to
soy" that none of you "guys"
will "act any differently
towards (us) girls" no matter
how much we do to train

you to think before you lI'lZIp
that fly you call your brain,
then I can only conclude
that all of us who write or
attempt "bodily changes"
are Indeed on the right track
with OU' efforts.

Your paranoia regarding
Kathryn Otter's assessment
of the claustrophobic
oppressiveness of the male
gaze left me truly breathless.
How lucky you are Monsieur
Brown to have never wres-
Hed with the brutal effects of
misogyny on your sense of
selfl May I ask If you thought
anything before you wrote
the following: "more a tone
of rebellion verging on male-
phobia than a natural les-
b1anlstlcdesire?"

Shall I first correct your
grammar and etymology or
simply rip right through to
your~rofcosrraflon?

It Is obvious from the total
lack of political consclous-
ness In your correspondence
that you live In a world free

srONEIVAl.1. RIOrS
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from racism and sexism,
though you seem to con-
cede that homophobia Is
maybe a bit of a problem.
You oh-so-attrulstlcally swoon
that 'we hove to look out for
each other: although It Is
obvious that straight men
are more part of your com-
munity than lesbians. You
also seem to reflect that part
of the gay 'guy" community
that wishes that lesbians
would just get back to the
kitchen where they belong
so that you can blast the
Smiths Into your headphones
and melt your grey matter In
the belief that you are hear-
Ing profundities worth quot-
Ing later In life.

In conclusion, let me say
how pleased I am to have 1)
not earned your respect, 2)
caused you to feel personal-
ly attacked regarding Issues
of sexism, which only reveals
your complete lack of
undemanding on the Issues,
3) Inspired you to distort lan-
guage In a lame effort at
pOlitical potency and 4)
made you hopping mad. I
will make sure to send you
an advance copy of my
work-ln-progress tentatively
tlt1ed: 'Balls for Brains: A Girl
Speaks Out about Guys:

Marla M.aggentl,
aufWeek contributing writer

Manhattan

day .... Tom Stoddard's all
wet.Act~.

up, why do they have to
table there? We're going to
ship merchandise all the way
out to California to sell T-shIrts
at this conference, a confer-
ence we probably shouldn't
be attending?

OufWeek once criticized
God's Love We Deliver for
accept1ng contributions from
the Coors brothers. Thissitua-
tion Is olmost Identical. Cer-
tainly, getting food to
homebound PWAs Is just as
vital, If not more so. But we
can't just overlook where 1hat
money Is coming from--or, as
In this case, the U.S.Immigra-
tion policy, foreign nationals
and the other AIDS service
organizations around the
world who are boycotting.

ACTUPINY will be the only
ACT UPattending this confer-
ence. Hunejrecisof other AIDS
organizations are Joining the
boycott, Including GMHC.
Two countries that I'm aware
of (Canada and France)
hove decided not to partld-
pate. We're like scabs at a
strike, putting our needs over
others'. Ifstruly a disgrace.

I realize that you might
not feel the same about this
Issueas I do; however, I hope
that you will at least give a
forum to It, as many people
are dissatisfied with the way
the vote turned out.

Thanks for letting me
bend your earl

Joe and Ken
Manhattan

OutNuke
"Smashing the Closet?"

Let's nuke the closetl Keep
up the good work. We buy

David Lopez
Manhattan

Convicted? Of What?

6 OUTYWEEK June 13, 1990

Michele OeRanleau (former-
ly managing editor of The
Sentinel, San Frandsco) and
OutWeek, New York:
According to OutWeek,

you are vafousIy described as
"lesbian, straight or bisexual,"
01of which Is besides the point.

By getting schools super-
Intendent Ramon Contlnes
flred-or In fear of being let
go-you hove managed to
get yourself dismissed from
your job at TheSentinel, Does
It really matter that you did
or did not clear It with your
publisher first? Both of you,
for no good reason-just a
simple statement from Con-
tlnes-have caused no end
of trouble for 1) yourself, 2)
publisher Chalker and 3)
Contlnes, Well, what would
you naive journaHsts (?)
expect the Supt. of Schools
to comment, huh? You have
convicted Contlnes sans
benefit of trial. And I say,
Phooey. Double phooey.

'Outing: a new '90s
word (like "wilding") mainly
has loads of value In ruining
a career or life, When you
tatfle on a seemingly straight
person, flm be sure he Is an
out-and-out homophobe,
Nothing elsewill simply do.

Francis Marsh
Manhattan

P.S.For goshsakes, Michele,
get that disgusting smirk off
YOIJ face (photo In OutWeeI<)
If you ever expect to be hired
again as a reporter, editor or
edHorlalwhot-not

All the Women March
While we were happy to

see OutWeek's article last
week about the (lesbian Her-
story) Archives being a grand
marshal of this year's Pride
Day parade, the story was
misleading. The entire
Archives contingent, not just
the four women named In the
article, will be grand marshals.

Polly Thlstlethwalte
Manhattan

Anfl·Newyorcenfrlc Eccentric
Please have your office

manager replace that out-



of-date wall map you use to
establish and maintain geo-
graphic balance.
New York City and the

Hudson River are no longer
the western boundary of the
U.S.People now live west of
the Mlss!s~lppl. There are
even people west of the
Rockies.In fact, people even
live on the Pacific Coast.
Some significant number of
los Angelenos are due full
personhood due to their
prior status as prisoners of
New YorkCity. I I ,,; .." -" -.. - ····1

National pUblications
cany·nat1onal news. Publica-
tions canylng only parochial
regional news remain largely
regional. I have previously
paid prices -higher west of
the Rockies· and even
"higher west of the MIssissip-
pl.. But what the fuck Is
"higher outside of N.Y.C:
doing on a nat10nalweekly?
Am enjoying your giving

the reactionary Advocate a
run for Its money. Enjoy the
tone of your coverage.

Have all transvestites,
transsexuals, drag queens,
bikers, sadists, leather peo-
ple and prostitutespreviously
In NYC (and everywhere
else) died, or you folks just
have myopia? For censored
gay news I can read the Los
Angeles Timesas well as the
aforementioned Advocate.

Peter Stephen NIcholas
LosAngeles, Calif.

P.S.Where the hell are
Issues(no.) 47 and (no.) 48?

And Nelson
Never Got PaId a Cent
What a wonderful maga-

zine y'alJ have up there I It
was so nice to be mentioned
by Liz and Sydney In your
(no. 45) May 16, Issue, but
they forgot to mention that
all 'a' them artists like Mr.
Larry Tee, Ru Paul, Lahoma

- and them Pop Tartswas shot
direct on live video by Mr.
Nelson Sullivan, who y'all
know has done gone on to
somewhereselse.
We love New York City

almost as much as Palmetto

,

and Atlanta, and It's so nice
to see all 'a' our friends up
there with yall doln' sogood
for themselves.,
Thanks so much for a

great magazine
DeAundra Peek
Palmetto, Ga.

Keep Up the Out
My name Is Madrid St.

Angelo. I am a native New
. Yorker presently residing (as
of the past eight months) InNelson Sullivan

Denver, Colorado, I am an
active member of ACT
UP/DenVer.
I am writing to say Bravol

to your expose on "outing·
(no.46, May 16). The pros
and cons of 04tln9 were
covered excellently In your
editorial. Earlier this year,
when ACT UP/Denver was
approached by ACT UP/
New York to support "out-
Ing: I wrote a brief piece In
our Denver gay paper,

,
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Quest. After reading your
editorial on outing, I was
able to gain a dearer under-
standing of what outing Is
really all about. In particular,
I praise highly the pieces
written by Gabriel Rotello,
Victoria A. Brownworth and
Steve Beery. How sad It Is
that here we are, nearly In
the year 2000, and we are
stili arguing amongst our-
selves as to how and why
the world should accept us
as gay men and women, I'm
not thoroughly convinced
that outing the closeted Is
the most positive way of
bringing about our accep-
tance; however, these des-
perate times call for
desperate measures. Outing
the apathetic gays In highly
respected positions seems
like a rightful tactic.

Keep up the top-notch
coverage I

.Madrid St. Angelo
Denver, Colo.

Working with Bush
During the 1988 presiden-

tial election, many gay lead-
ers urged our community to
vote for the Democrat, Mas-
sachusetts Govemor Michael
Dukakls. They warned that a
vote for George Bush was a
vote for Ronald Reagan,
They said that Bush would
contlnue the Reagan years
of Indifference to the needs
of gay Americans.
Theywere wrong.
George Bush has been

more sensitive to the rights
and needs of gay men and
lesbiansInhisfirst year in offlce
than was Ronald Reagan In
his total eight years. A survey
of gay Republicans conduct-
ed by the New York-based
group Republicans for IndMd-
ual Freedoms, found that 93
percent of Its members
believed that Bush would ulti-
mately be beft!3l' on our Issues
than was his predecessor.

As a gay Republican who

our
COUf\"IJ .

Bush's AIDS ·report card,- displayed by AIDS activists in
Washington, D.C., on World AIDS Day 1989 Photo: Patsy Lynch
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would be unnecessary. But In
the real world, many have
real fears of losing family,
Income and position.

H,rbCohen
ManhQtton

A Stparatt P'-c. of My Mind
I am a J)l'oteMOrat Boston

Univellity. I've been out for
YICIII, at "aa my mate ot 30
years. The .tudent. know
and Clccept.

My oftlce 18 rrf'I offIc. and
01'0 very much a .tudent
loung.. I hav, .tud.nt,
com. In .v.ry day wit"
probltm.: grCld", fClmlly,
rtICltlona"lp., tuition, angtrt
and Joy" W. lov. on.
anoth.r v.ry mue". What I.
eald wh.n the door I. dOled
IIprivate and conft~.ntlal. I
have never broken that rult,
never.

I've had students come
out quickly. I've had them
thinking and ponde~ng. I've
had them come out and

that could back1Ire. The edi-
tor of a San Francisco gay
newspaper oYfed the school
chancellor who had not sup-
ported a gay education bill
she liked. She wanted to hurt
him, 8Q she announced he Is
gay-apporently the wOrtt
thing she colJd think Of. She
used outing 01 0 gay-bOlh·
Ing technique, and It did not
work. T". threat of outing
may be eff.ctlve to g.t
famoUi or Inftuentlal people
to help UI or to Itop "urttng
u., but It I. pejorative and
.. If-hating and ulually will
not work.
Coming out Ind.ptn-

d.ntly and btlng out.d art
two dlff.r.nt thing" Many
art n.lth.r .motlonally nor
ftnanclally IlCUrt .noug" to
be out. Thoae of UI who are
already out should not be 10
zealoUi that we think only of
the greater good and not of
Individual harm. In the best
of all possible wo~ds, outing

and Is not viewed os a con-
servative~t.

George Bush, In my vtew,
180 mon of decency ond
composslon ond he Is edu-
cable on our IHutS. He has
Ihown a wllllngn", to listen
and to leom obout our eon-
cernl. Some gay Clctlvl,t.
Nn him In ef1Igy ond shout
obletnltl81 ot him. Why
don't we give him the bene-
fit of the doubt ond work
wtth him? Pema", he will do
theeame with UI.

Nom. Wfthlw'ri
WhIt. P/c1I"" N.Y.

Outing at lathing
On. thing II certain

about outing: It I. n.v.r
going to provld. a role
model1or anyone becauaelt
" clearly a 10rmof gay-baah-
Ing. Thletechnique hos bean
uaed against goy men and
lasblanl forever. Its 1.118 by
our own people 18a new
ond dangerous gimmick

voted for George Bush, I'Ube
the 11m to admit that he has
o long wa.{ to go. But he Is
off to 0 good stort. Even my
most liberal DemOcratic
friends will odmlt (privately)
that BuIh Is not the ~ght-wlng
kook that they thought he
WOI. Let me give a few
example. of why the term
~eagan-BUlh II not correct:

Bush eupportl the InciUlion
01 people with AIDS In the
major clvll-rlghtl leg Illation,
the Amerteana with DllClbllltI"
Act. BuIh'. AIDSCommllllon
dOlI not have the moral~dt-
ologlcClI toni thClt wa. thl
hallmark of Rlagan'l com-
million. ~ felli, hilltaff met,
In the W"lte Hou .. , with
openly gay Republican lead-
era. BUlh Ilgned the Hate
C~m.. law, which dealt wtth,
among other thlngl, gay·
bashing. BUlh appointed Dr.
Antonio Novello to be Sur·
geon General; she has some
expe~ence In the AIDS IHut
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lose their families, I've had
the gossip about last week-
end's party. They pass on
sexual Information very
quickly. Booze or drugs,
whatever, allows them to do
what they want and they
often feel they are safe with
their peers, Not so, I've seen
It (coming out) nearly
destroy some students. It Is
not really a matter of outing,
but gossip; It amounts to the
same thing, Iguess,

I just do not feel outing Is
safe for those at such a
young age, When a student
says he/she Is afraid Mom
and Dad will find out, I tell
them I do not feel there Is as .
yet any reason to, lay It on
them; walt a while, be sure,
find out what your life Is
about. Why give them a
problem they are not ready
to handle? True, It would be
their problem, but just walt a
bit. Right or wrong, this Is
what I tell them.

I've. seen many, many
young people crushed and
destroyed by their own com-
Ing out-let alone, being
pushed out py others.
Someone once said,

-Children can be crueV
Well,so can young adults. So
can we oldsters.I say, let the
kids decide. If they want to
come out, fine. If not, just let
them alone.

I say: Let's love them,
Let's guide them, Let's care.
But let us let them, allow
them, to make the choices,

Richard Leamlng
SFA Theater

Boston Unlverslfy

Hex on Rex
Our disenchantment with

Rex Wockne(s -reporting·
has reached another apex.
As members of ACT UP/
Chicago, we feel it Is incum-
bent upon us to respqnd to
his absurd coverage of the
national AIDS actions in

Chicago April 20-23. Our
comments are intended to
be read as part of a more
general critique of his work
that has been building
steadily over the past
months In various sectors of
the lesbianand gay commu-
nl1y.In short, hiscoverage of
the atorementioned events
is indicative of his persistent
tendency to delegitimate
and minimize the politics of
race, gender and class in
our communi1y.
Once again, hiscynicism,

arrogance and downright
obliviousness have prevent-
ed Rex from registering the
significance of some historic
events: the firstnationai AIDS
action in the Midwest, the
first conference of people of
color and AIDS activism, a
critical moment· in the forg-
ing of links between local
organizations and the
national AIDS (activist)
movement, a new level of

solidarity between activist
groups of women, people of
color and people with
Immune-systemdisorders.

Instead of focusing on
these things, Rex undercuts
them by suggesting that we
were protesting -alleged dis-
crimination· by health-insur-
ance companies. Look Rex:
We weren't protesting the
-alleged· nature of discrimi-
nation. We were protesting
discrimination. If you have a
problem with the status of
-discrimination· as a cate-
gory to mobilize around
politically, then we suggest
you reexamine your commit-
ments. Do you realizethat by
putting the word -crisis· in
quotation marks, you Imply
that the whole AIDS phe-
nomenon Is a sham Invented
by some agitators, that pe0-
ple aren't dying and losing
loved ones, that our pain
and rage IsInvalid? Tothose
of uswho are willing to take

I~
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Chicago. April 23. 1990
Photo: Patsy Lynch

to the streets, AIDS repre-
sents a genuine crisis, how-
ever much you may find It
shrilland overblown that we
use that rhetoric.

•

But there's more: Anyone
who read your non sequitur
-another crescendo was
reached several moments
earlier" statement mUsthave
Inferred that you had privi-
leged the wrong crescendol
Only the most conventional
and unproblematlzed sensi-
bilities could account for
your denigration of the
women's action of blocking
the street with -old mattress-
es" In favor of the more-
macho balcony maneuver
of four men-with names,
Why aren't any women
named? For example, you
could have easily gotten the
names of Lulu Belliveau and
Andrea Stanley, the two San
Francisco women pictured
with the article,

Finally, we contend that
you reduced the vigil at
Cook County Hospltal-and
by Implication the entire
demonstration-to the Irrele-
vant acting out of a bunch

of -'60s activists: You write,
-The air was thick with the
political philosophy that In
order to be free, all oppres-
s~ed peoples must unite
against the straight, white,
male establishment: This
comment Is totally SUbJec-
tive, and; you can't get
away with passing It off as
reporting. But you make your
bias clear In the next para-
graph, when you suggest
that It Is somehow unfair to
white gay men that a focus
Is put on women and people
of color once In awhile. This
Is absolutely unacceptable,
Given your relatively ode-

QJate coverage of even1sper-
taining to gays and IesbIcnsin
Eastern Europe, we suggest
that you (be) sent there on
permanent assignment

ACTUP/Chicago

RexWocknerreplies:
1)It Is neither my duty nor

my intention asa news writer
to minimize or maximizeACT
UP's "politics of race, gen-
der and class." If anything
were ever to be maximized,
It would be the politiCS of

12 OU'fTWEEK June 13, 1990

homosexuality, as I am a
reporter for gay/lesbian
newspapers.
2) The people of color

conference was covered by
another Chicago-based
reporter, The article has
appeared In Chicago's Out-
linesand Is available for syn-
dication.
3) I have no first hand

information on HIV-related
discrimination by the Insur-
ance companies ACT UP
picketed, The word
"alleged" Is standard usage
In news reporting whenever
unconfirmed allegations are
published.
4) The word "crisis" was

put in quotes because it was
. a word used by ACT UP
leaders-a quote. Also, the
phrase I wrote was "health-
care crisis"not "AIDScrisis." I
never Implied or stated that
the AIDS epidemic Is not a
"crisis,"
5) Therewould never be

room In a news story for the
names of 25 people-and
that's at least how many
blocked the streets with old
mattresses.

6) Yes, I
observed the
takeover of the
Cook County
Building as more
dramatic than the
blocklng"of the
Clark-Randolph
Intersection. ACT
UP/Chicago has
blocked that
Intersection
before, but It has
never before
commandeered
the Cook County
Building. I was not
the only reporter
to see this event
as the day's cli-
max,
7) I stand by

my statement
that the air at the
vigil outside Cook
County Hospital
was thick with the
political philoso-
phy that In order

to be free, all oppressed
peoples must unite against
the straight, white, male
establishment. I listened
carefully to the first 15
speeches and noted the
audience reaction.
8) I noticed that cover-

age of the demo In Boston's
Gay Community News was
written by ACT UP/Chicago
member Debbie Gould,
That'sone way to get exact-
ly what you want In the
newspaper. Thearticle, Inci-
dentally, did not mention
the takeover of the Cook
County Building.
9) Budapest Is lovely In

June, Unfortunately, I must
go to dreary Stockholm to
cover the ILGAconference.



Republican Bias
The Honorable Ralph Marino
Senate Majority Leader
New YorkState Senate
Albany, New York 12247
Dear Senator Marino:
Yesterday I received a

copy of your press release,
'Senate Republicans Pro-
pose Comprehensive Antl-
Bias and Gang Assault Bill:
along with your cover letter
dated May 16.

While I would not argue
about how this bill deals with
assault crimes and gang
assaults In particular, to also
call It a 'Comprehenslve
Anti-Bias' bill Is an Insult to
everyone who has worked
so hard at trying to get the
New York State Senate to
pass an effective anti-vio-
lence bill.

For years, the Republican
majority In the State Senate
has refused to vote out of
conference any anti-bias
legislation that Included the
words sexual orientation, This
year, the proposed legisla-
tion S4600A, sponsored by
Senator Roy Goodman, has
been stalled, This bill would
protect all New Yorkers,
Including lesbians and gay
men, who are becoming the
most frequent victims ot blas-
related Incidents, In the first
tour months of this year, the
New York City Gay and Les-
bian Anti-Violence Project
has recorded an Increase of
128 percent In bias-related
Incidents over the similar
period last year.

Supporters ot S4600A
Include the Anti-Defamation
League, the Staten Island
Human Rights Coalition, the
Brooklyn Residents Against
Bias-Related Violence, the
Bar Association tor Human
Rights, the New York State
Black Women's Political
Action Forum, Lambda Legal

Defense and Education
Fund, Disabled In Action ot
Metropolitan New York, Long
Island Human Rights Project,
as well as many of the lead-
ing politicians and district
attorneys In our state.
While S8766 only requires

that judges consider as a tac-
tor at sentencing whether an
assault was bias-motivated,
S4600A actually mandates
that a person conviG,ted of
biOHelated violence or Intimi-
dation will serve a consecu-
flve sentence tor this offense.
It Is not lett to the judge's dis-
cretion. S4600Aalso allows for
a conviction tor blas-related
violence or Intimidation
regardlessot whether or not a
conviction has been
obtained for any other
charge. And S4600Arequires
all law enforcement agencies
to report annually the number
ot Investigations undertaken,
not just the convictions.

In the past you have stat-
ed your support for antl-bias
legislation, In your capacity
as Senate Majority leader,
New Yorkers look for you to
lead the Senate Republicans
to honestly address the Issues
ot bias crimes, not to put up
smokescreens,

How many more Yuset
Hawkins, James Zappalortls
and Michael Griffiths have to
die betore the Senate
Republicans finally act?

HowardKa1z
8/as Legislation Project

Coordinator
New YorkCity Gay and Les-
bian Anti-Violence Project

The Invisibilityof Brewster Place
Ms,Oprah Winfrey
The Oprah Winfrey Show
P.O,Box 909715
Chicago, IL 60690
Dear Ms.Winfrey,

Rrstot all, I'd like to con-
gratulate you on all your suc-
cesses, You're a talented
and ballsy woman, and
deserve all you receive.

I watched the special,
The Women of Brewster
Place. I also read the book,
I've now been reading about

•

the new series,Oprah, where
Is the lesbian couple?

I'm a cable TVproducer In
New York, I understand busi-
ness and sponsor considera-
tions. I am also an out dyke.
Isn't there some way to Incor-
porate those beautltul
women back Into the theme
ot your shOW?Must they dis-
appear? How Invisibledo we
have to be?

It's bad enough that gay
people, and gay women In
particular, are not written Into
more scripts, etc" to begin
with, Where we are present,
do you have to wrtte usout?

If anyone has the power,
end the '<I:l\IVIf, to maintah the
Integrity ot the storylhe, It'syou.
. By all means, go tor the
money, But don't forget that
Brewster Place Is a powerful
story because of al/ of Its ele-
ments, At least ten percent
ot Black women are gay,
probably more, Their inclu-
sion In the original book, and
TV special, lent credibility,
style and romance,

Thanks tor listening, Best
ot luck.

Judith Oppenheimer
Manhattan

•
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Transvestite murdered, two men beaten
by John Voelcker

NEW YORK-The epidemic of
gay-bashing that has swept New York
City this spring continued last week,
with the murder of a
tranvestite in the Bronx
and the beating of two
gay men in Greenwich
Vtllage.

As reported in
Newsday, Fabian Thomas,
28, was shot once in the
back on Wednesday, May
30, in the Bronx One Auto
shop on 150th Street and
Cortlandt Avenue. He died
at the scene. At the time
he was shot, Thomas was
said to have been wearing
faded jeans, womens'
sandals, a blue blouse,
and a long braided wig.

Thomas' relatives
and friends told reporters
that he was occasionally
harassed because of his
homosexuality and
flamboyant wardrobe;
Thomas was said to have
called himself "Aru ba
Woman."

Police arrested Lewis
Cedres, 19, of 3125 Park
Ave. in the Bronx, and
charged him with second-
degree murder ..The killing.
had not been classified as
a bias crime at press time, '
but police said they were FIGHTING INVISIBIUTY
still investigating. Steve Nesselroth

Early in the morning
of Friday, May 25, two gay men were
attacked and heaten by a gang of four
or five men, one of them reputedly a
U.S, Navy sailor in uniform. Steve
Nesselroth, 33, an East Village resident,

•

•
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Nesselroth said the uniformed
sailor came up to him, asking further
questions "How come you said that?
Why would you say that?" and the

incident escalated when
other members of the group
shoved, hit and then jumped
the two men.

Dickerson was hit in
the head with what
Nesselroth believes was a
bottle in a plastic bag, and
Nesselroth· himself was
pushed to the ground,
spraining his wrist and
scraping the skin on both
his hands.

Two Transit Authority
policemen responded to the
men's calls for help and
chased after the attackers,
who quickly scattered. One
TA officer hailed a cab to
get to the other side of
Washington Square Park,
where three of the alleged
attackers, including the
sailor, were apprehended.
Nesselroth and Dickerson
identified the three as their
assailants, and, after filing a
complaint at a TA patrol
station in the Canal Street
subway station, they were
taken to Beekman
Downtown Hospital for
treatment.

The three men
Photo: Andrew Lichtenstein arrested-Thomas Holtorf (the

one in the sailor unifonn), 19,
of 523 Naughton Ave., Staten

Island;, Nelson Padea, 18, of 1010 E,
Tremont Ave.Bronx; and Luis Suarez, 17,
of 33 Bank St, in Manhattan-were
charged with third-degree assaul~,
harassment and aggravated harassment.

and Benjamin Dickerson, 30, of Atlanta, .
were walking west on Waverly Place
near MacDougal Street, when the group
taunted them.

"Just as we walked past them,"
Nesselroth told OutWeek, "they said,
'Oh, another couple of fags,' and I said,
'Yeah, that's right,' without even
thinking about it."

.,



Padea and Suarez also face charges of
possessing stolen property from other,
non-gay-related incidents. AU were
released on bail. They will appear in
court on June 26. The incident has been
designated an anti-gaybias crime.

Nesselroth, an employee of the
New York City Department of
Corrections, said that he decided to go
public as a gay-bashing survivor
because such crimes "aren't being
publicized enough.

"I know of four or five recent
bashings," he told OutWeek, "and they
seem to be increasing, even before
the summer season. 1 just think these
kinds of crimes need to be made
more visible." T

•

,
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by Nina Reyes·
NEWYORK-Twenty-nine women

who were allegedly illegally strip-
searched last year after being arrested
for civil disobedience at an ACf UP
demonstration have each received an
$8,000 settlement from the city. Debate
over what the 'individual recipients
should do with the money, however,
has div:ided~hegroup! according to·
several sourCeS..

A number of the recipients have
also expressed: outrage that the city
parted with nearly a quarter of a
million dollars while claiming
budgetary'restriqions make funding
additional AIDSservices impossible.. ..

"It's just such waste, such utter
waste," said Ann Otto, who picked up
her check from the city on May3l.

"We had wanted a lot of things
aside from money,"' stated Rachel
Lurie, one of the women who received
the city's settlement payment. "The
only thing the city was willing to do
was a monetary settlement and issue a
statement. "

Lurie also explained that some of
the women felt very strongly that the
money received from the city should
be given to projects fighting for the
rights of prisoners, against AIDS and
for other issues important to the
lesbian and gay community. While
many of the women are in fact
donating either a portion or the total
amount of the settlement, others have
chosen to use the money in other
ways.

Lurie added that, although the suit
. did not bJ:ing· about the procedural
changes that the plaintiffs had asked
for, "unofficially, the word has gone
out that it's not OK for the guards to
strip-search, because the city will have

•
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to pay for it."
The women were arrested in

March of 1989 at ACf UP's second
anniversary demonstration at City Hall.
News of the strip searches, which were
performed by female prison matrons,
made the front page of The New York
Times the next day, and set off a
whirlwind of media controversy in the
city's daily papers and on television
talk shows.

The women were arrested on
minor charges which did not
necessarily provide the basis for the
reasonable cause required before
lawfully subjecting someone under
arrest to a strip search.

The city's settlement payment was
accompanied by a statement from the

city and stipulated that the city did not
admit violation of the law, whatever,

the implication of the settlement.
Another issue that has troubled

S9me recipients was that some women
who were strip-searched claimed their
legal counsel did not advise them that
the monetary settlement had been
accepted.

Sources said that these women felt
strongly that the group should hold
out for implementation of the policy
. changes that they had understood
were a part of their settlement offer,
and that they were unhappy with the
attorneys' decision to accept the
monetary settlement. Lawyers for the
group were not available for
comment.'"

Hospital admits women
toAIDS ward
by RexWoekner

CHICAGO-At least two of the
AIDS demonstrators who said they
were beaten or harassed by Chicago
police officers and Cook County
sheriffs deputies during the April 23
national AIDS demonstration in
downtown Chicago's Loop have filed
formal complaints with the Chicago
Police Department.

Leonard Benefico, coordinator of

operations for the CPD Office of
Professional Standards, said one of the
complaints alleged excessive force and
will be investigated by OPS.

The other complaint, Benefico
said, "involves non-excessive-force
allegations and is under investigation
by the [CPD]Internal Mairs Division.",

At a press conference the day after
the demo, ACf UP members charged
police and sheriff's officers with



repeated acts ,of gratuitous violence
during the arrests of the 129 protesters
who committed civil disobedience.

Demonstrators said they were
kicked, punched, banged into walls,
jumped on, dragged, charged with
horses, cut, scratched, bruised and
locked in a sealed paddy wagon with
its heater on in 87-degree weather.

Out Week has been unable to
determine if any complaints have been
filed with the Cook County Sheriffs
Department, but sheriffs spokesman
Bill Currie has previously stated that
"the door is open" to anyone "who
feels they were poorly treated,"

In other demonstration news,
Cook County Hospital admitted the
ftrst woman to its AIDSward April 24.
Unfair treatment of women with AIDS
was one of the primary focuses of the
weekend's protests,

Hospital offtcials denied that the
ACT UP demonstration brought about
the change, but ACf UP's Carol Hayse
said, "It's quite obvious to us that it
was the result of our efforts.

"People always want to deny the
efftcacy of radical action," Hayse said,
"Those kind of people will want to
take credit for doing it and steal the
thunder of the movement." ...

,

,

CHERRY
GROVE

Like a dream, the
island shimmers before you
as the ferry plows through the salty bay.
Cherry Grove, Fire Island lies ahead.
It is a gay place like no other on earth -
and you can own it!
. The Cherry Grove B~ach Club is offer-
ing timeshare vacation ownerships-
which assures you of very special times
year after year. It's an excellent oppor-
tunity to belong to one of the world's
most favorite resorts. Call Neil at 1-800-
468-3186 toll- free now for details and
get ready to enjoy some of the best times
of your life, Or locally, dial 212-982-5420.
And ask about our complimentary

mini-vacation. Or simply return our
coupon. We'll send you the infonnation
right away!
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Share Special Times.
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NEW YORK - Mayor David
Dinkins released his version of the
city budget on May 24, and city
council budget hearings are slated to
begin this week. But despite overall
increases in AIDS spending levels, a
substantial disparity remains
between the amount the mayor's
budget proposes for AIDS-related
services, and the amount people on
the front lines of the AIDS epidemic
say thdr organizations must have to
keep pace with New York City's
spiralling AIDS caseload.

.Last December, the Committee
for AIDS Funding, a coalition .of 27
organizations based In the AIDS
community, proposed that New York
City increase AIDS spending by $156 .
million in the com.ing fiscal year.·
Recognizing that such funding was
unlikely, the coalition issued a
memo last February outlining a
"survival budget" with proposed
increases in AIDS spending of
roughly $30 million.

However, according to Dinkins'
Press Secretary Albert Scardino, the
mayor's budget for flscal year 1990-
91 proposes only $9.1 million In
AIDS-spending Increases, a figure
less than one third of what the
community said it needs merely to
stay afloat another year.

In a press briefing at the Gay
Men's Health Crisis on May 30,
pessimism was mixed with guarded
praise for speciflc line items in the
budget. .

Members of the Committee on
AIDS Funding lauded the call for the
addition of 224 case-management

•
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and staff positions at the Department
of Social Services Division of AIDS
Services, which provides support
services for people with AIDS.

However, Rona SolQmon from
the Center for HIV Education and
Services in Staten Island said tile
department has no presence in her
borough.

"It's a five-borough city with
[DAS] offices in four boroughs," she
said, questioning whether any of the
new case-management units would
be placed in Staten Island.

According to other Committee

FY 1990·91
proposes ...less 'han
one 'hird 01 wha'
'he community says
it needs merely to
stay alloat.
--------------------------

for AIDS Funding members,
welcome budget Items include the
addition of two full-time and two
part-time community-outreach
workers at the Department of Health,
who would distribute educational,

materials to gay and bisexual men of
color.

But proposed cuts in programs
in public schools, and the flat
funding of .community AIDS
organizations without providing a
safety net for inflation alarmed CAP
reps across the board.

Some CAF members expressed
concern over funding levels for
housing for people with AIDS,
pediatric AIDS cases, and programs
run by the city's beleaguered
hospital system.

And Ron Johnson, the executive
director of the Minority Task Force
on AIDS, said that the six-month
funding figures for some AIDS
service organizations, would be
spread over 12 months, effectively
cutting in half the municipal funding
for affected groups. Johnson'S own
organization would be affected by
Dinkins' flat-funding proposal.

"Mayor Dinkins had plans for
this budget," Jennifer Kimball, a
mayoral spokeswoman, told
Out Week. "[But] with the deficit, it is
all-around disappointing to the
mayor. Given that we have a deficit
of nearly two billion dollars, the
nine-mill ion-dollar increase in
spending for AIDS speaks very
loudly." She noted that the proposed
overall increase in AIDS spending is
seco,rid only to proposed increases
for funding drug-treatment programs.

After two weeks of city council
hearings, at which everyone, from
city-agency heads to concerned
private citizens are expected to
testify, the mayor and representatives
from the council will begin budget
negotiations. The Council must
approve a budget by July 1.

Dinkins will ask the City Council
to approve tax hikes in order to meet
the budget shortfall, but election-
conscious council members may very
well bridle at the suggestion.

CAF is expected to begin an
intensive lobbying campaign aimed
at convincing city council members
to hold the line on budget cuts and
gain increases wherever possible.
Representatives of all 27 member
organizations plan to testify before
the Council during the upcoming
budget hearings. T
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by RexWockner
WASHINGTON-The secretary of

Club De Legayes, a gay and lesbian
organization in Accra, Ghana, has
written to the National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force seeking contact
with the rest of the gay world.

"We found your address in the
world almanac, and we have decided
to write to you because we feel you
will be of great help to us," wrote Enos
Jeffreys .

"Our activities are quite secretive
since it has not been legalized here in
Ghana. We have been for quite a long
time looking for someone to help us
get into contact with similar
organizations and also get listed in the
gay and lesbian publications in the
U.S."

The group requested copies of
gay newspapers and offered to
welcome gay and lesbian tourists who
wish to visit Ghana.

Club De Legayes is the second
clandestine gay group in this West
African nation to make itself known.
About a year ago, 14 people in the city
of Nkawkaw formed a secret gay
group and sent our a plea for moral
support and money for printing.

Ghana, with a population of 14
million, is the world's leading grower
of cacao beans. Most of its citizens are
very poor, and only one in four can
read and write.

According to the Spartacus
International Gay Guide, there is no
law prohibiting homosexuality and no
legal age of consent. This contradicts
Jeffrey's letter.

Spartacus states that "there is
nothing unusual in Ghana about
people just fulfilling their sexual
desires, including gay ones, without
taboos. Nevertheless," the book
continues, "foreign tourists sometimes
end up somewhat confused when they
use their accustomed methods of
sexual approach, discovering that, in a
sexually open culture, there are
completely different, complicated rules
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of conduct."
The book lists several "mixed

gay and straight" hotels, theaters,
nightclubs, restaurants and bars,
and 11 separate public cruising
areas for gay men, including
beaches, universities and the central
post office. .

--
Club De Legayes' address is: Enos

Jeffreys, Club De Legayes, Bubuiashie,
Atico, P.O. Box 3879, Accra, Ghana.
Phone: 011-233-21-224112.

The group in Nkawkaw can be
reached c/o Festus Owusu Sekyere,
P.O. Box 282, Nkawkaw-ElR, Ghana.

-flledfrom Chicago
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by Rex Wockner
LONDON-The BritishBroadcasting

Corporation Monitoring Service, an
intelligence-gathering wing of England's
state-owned radio and Tv, has confinned
sketchy reports from January that the
government of Iran executes men and
women found guilty of having
homosexual sex.

Monitoring shortwave broadcasts
of the Voice of the Islamic Republic
of Iran at 10:30 (Greenwich Mean
Time) on May 18, the BBC recorded
a second "Friday prayers" sermon
delivered at Tehran University by
Ayatollah Musavi-Ardebili, one of the
country's leading politicians and
spiritual leaders.

"For homosexuals, men or
women, Islam has prescribed the
most severe punishments," the
Ayatollah said. "After it has been
proved on the basis of Shari'ah, they
should seize him [or her], they
should keep him standing, they
should split him in two with a
sword, they should either cut off his
neck or they should split him from
the head.

"He will fall down," the Ayatollah
continued. "After he is dead, they
bring logs, make a fire and place the

corpse on the logs, set fire to it and
burn it. Or it should be taken to the
top of a mountain and thrown down,
Then the parts of the corpse should
be gathered together and burned. Or
they should dig a hole, make a fire
in the hole and throw him alive into
the fire. We do not have such
punishments for other offenses,

"There cannot be the slightest
degree of mercy or compassion
toward those who observe
inadequate Islamic dress or toward
prohibitions," the Ayatollah went on.
"There should not be the slightest
degree of mercy toward these
criminals."

At that point, according to the
BBC, the crowd listening to Musavi-
Ardebili's speech erupted in shouts
of "God is great."

"We have to try and establish an
anti-vice culture in our society," the
Ayatollah explained. ''We must make
certain that those unlawful acts are
shunned by the people. The people
should learn to see evil, to a degree
that even the perpetrator of a vice
should tremble with a tormented
conscience after having committed
that vice under the compulsion of
physical desire,"



•

Musavi-Ardebili then relayed "a
tradition cited in Malek Bin Attiyeh,"
in which a man approached the
Imam Ali and stated, "I have
committed a homosexual act."

"Islam has laid down a choice
of three punishments with respect
to such acts: decapitation, being
thrown off a mountain or being
burned alive; these are your
choices,· the holy leader replied.

"'Ali, tell me, which is the
harshest?' the man asked.

"'The third one,' Ali replied.
"'In that case, I will take that

one,' the man said.
"That is what culture is; that is

the anti-vice culture,· Musavi-
Ardebili told his audience.

News of an official extermination
campaign against Iranian
homosexuals was first published
January 22 by syndicated U.S.
newspaper columnist Jack Artderson,
who said the crackdown began on
New Year's Day, following meetings
between Iranian Chief Justice Morteza
Moghtadai and lower officials,

Moghtadai reportedly told the
officials that "the religious
punishment for the despicable act
of homosexuality is death for both
parties," and detailed five execution
options: "being beheaded by a
sword, being stoned to death, being
thrown down from a height such as
a mountain or tall building, dying .
under the rubble of a wall
demolished on their head, or being
burned alive." .

. \
Anderson's column was based

on shortwave broadcasts and
sources inside Iran, he said.

At that time, the U.S. State
•

Department deputy public affairs
advisor for Near Eastern and
South Asian affairs ,George
Malleck, said: "If it was on the
radio, it's probably true. Those
people have committed so many
grievous offenses against common
decency, y~u shouldn't be
surprised that this is just one more
group of people who have been
chosen for the regime's ire. They
kill lots of people for lots of
reasons, none of which make lots
of sense,·

-filed from Chicago
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by Paul Rykoff Coleman
SEAlTLE-Gay men in long-term

relationships stay with their partners,
on average, two years longer than
lesbians. They also have sex more
frequently than lesbian couples but
enjoy it less.

These are some of the findings
that the publishers of a newsletter for
lesbian and gay couples announced
after recently tabulating the results of
1,749 responses to a survey they
conducted to gauge behavior and
attitudes among same-sex couples, The
publishers, Stevie Bryant and Demian,
say their survey results, aside from
providing interesting insights, will be
useful to social-service organizations,
government agencies and employers
that may be facing issues of
employment, taxes, insurance, credit
and housing as they relate to same-sex
couples. Most (95 percent) respondents
were white. Of 1,266 couples
represented in 1,749 surveys returned,
706 were lesbian and 560 were gay
men. The average age of respondents
was 35,

According to the survey, men stay
together, on average, 6.9 years, women
4.9 years, Even so, more than 100
couples reported being together more
than 15 years.

The definition of "relationship"
was determined by each respondent,
said Demian, who with 10-year partner
Bryant conducted the survey for their
Seattle-based newsletter, Partners. "A
few respondents defined themselves as
trios or some permutations of that,"
Demian said, "We did not say anything
on the survey forms about what
constitutes a couple or family
arrangement." .

Even what constitutes "monogamy"
(or, as the survey authors put it, "sexual
exclusivity") was left up to the
respondents. Among women, 91
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percent said they were sexually
exclusive, while 63 percent of men
said they had no sex outside their
relationship. Nevertheless, 7 percent of
women and 26 percent of men

reported being "monogamous with
agreed exceptions." These exceptions
include being apart from one another
and agreement on the number of times

See COUPLES on page 36
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by Janis Astor
SANTAFE, N.M,-Amidst the swirl

of controversy created by proponents
of outing, who advocate shining lights
into the closets of gay and lesbian
public figures, a self-dubbed grass-
roots organization devoted to gently
encouraging people to become openly
gay at their own pace has appointed
its new executive director,

Lynn Shepodd has taken over the
helm at National Coming Out Day
(NCOD). The group's purpose, said
Shepodd, is to inspire "everybody to
take their next step" in the coming out
process.

The organization's official coming
out day, October 11, is already
celebrated in 18 states, and Shepodd,
who will make $44,000 annually,
hopes to reach the remaining 32
shortly,

While acknowledging that outing
is a "delicious temptation," Shepodd

stressed that it "circumvents and cuts
short the individual process that a
person needs to go through in order to
come out in a more natural way."

She recalled an incident from her
own closeted days, when a straight
person tried to out her in front of a rap
group, "I just was not ready" .and the
thought, the feeling of having
somebody literally dragging me out-it
was so invasive."

Adding that outing may not be the
best way to establish role models for
the community, Shepodd stated: "If
that woman had outed me ... I'm not
sure I would have been the role model
that I feel like I am today. I needed to
go through some amount of time,
experiences and life before it felt
necessary for me [to come out]."

While Shepodd claims that most
of the gay women and men she knows
disagree with outing, she believes that
outing poses no threat to the efforts of



her organization. "Like any two
philosophies, the two C3.I1 coexist, side
by side," she said.

Shepodd's typical day consists of
developing a national mailing-list, as
well as talking on the phone to
individuals and organizations about
becoming sponsors or major donors to
the organization. The group's T-shirts,
emblazoned with a logo by the late
gay artist Keith Haring, are a frequent
sight at gay and lesbian pride marches,

National Coming Out Day is
funded by both individual and
corporate sponsors, one of which is
the embattled National Gay Rights
Advocates (NGRA). Recent staff and
board upheavals at the West Coast law
firm have recently dragged its
reputation across the pages of the gay
and lesbian press.

Jean O'Leary, the former
executive director of NGRAwho was
at the center of the controversy
there, spearheaded efforts to
promote support for National
Coming Out Day in 1988, O'Leary,
who through NGRAprovided the
initial financial support to insure

COME OUT. COME OUT WHEREVER YOU ARE
Lynn Shepodd ~. .- ....

National Coming Out Day's
existence, continues to co-chair the
group, along with co-founder Rob
Eichberg.

According to O'Leary, "Lynn
works on the program, shapes it

from day to day, determines how it's
going to look arid gets otµer

•

organizations to sponsor it. She's in
charge of keepjng it all together and
pushing it forward."

Last year, National Coming Out
Day inspired TV talk-show host
Oprah Winfrey to devote an entir~
-program to the experience of coming
out as a gay man or lesbian.

Shepodd and Pilo Bueno,
NCOD's .coordinator, are the group's
only paid staffers. Bueno receives
$26,000 annually.

Shepodd, 40, lives with her
lover Honey Ward, who along with
Rob Eichberg runs "The
Experience," a travelling workshop
for gay men and lesbians designed
"to improve the quality~ of life."
Previously, Shepodd was an
administrative assistant to David,

Roberti,_ the Democratic presideQt
pro tern of the California state
Senate. From his district office in
Los Angeles, she acted as a liaison
to Roberti's gay, lesbian a-QP
women's consituencies.

-filed from New York

"The truth is... relationsnips~don't seem to work
out for me. Iwant to speak to a·therapist
but how do Ifind one Ican afford?"

"I'm not happy with my work situation and
don't know what,to do. Maybe Ishould see
someone for counseling."

-

EXPERIENCED PRIVATE THERAPISTS AT AFFORDABLE FEE5

-
,

COMMUNITY REFERRAL NETWORK, Inc.
OF GREATER NEW YORK FOR COUNSELING AND PSYCHOTHERAP)

For a referral at no cost...call 1-800-FEELING (1-800-333-5464
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"Mating balls· occur outside the
hibernation dens of every female snake,
where between ten and one hundred
males wait for her to emerge and then
surround her each hoping to be the
single male to win her heart The males
flick their tongues and rub their chins
along her back until she makes her choice.

But Manitoba researchers Robert
Mason and David Crews report that in
their research; they found that 17 percent
of mating balls contain no female but.
rather a male with skin ipsids that fool
other males into pursuing him.

In the oddest twist, however, the
she-males apparently do not desire sex
with the males, but rather hope to
increase their odds of winning the heart

CHICAGO-One percent of male
Canadian red-sided garter snakes emit a
ratio of chemicals that cause other male
snakes to try to mate with them,
according to Disco~rmagazine.

Scientists first stumbled upon the
phenomenon in Manitoba in 1983, when
they found that 33 of 200 garter snake
"mating balls· had no females in them.
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of the female by distracting some of the
- competition onto themselves.

In human terms, it would be akin to
a straight man dressing as a desirable
woman to distract other courters from a
woman that he himself desired.

So far, the she-male garter snakes'
ploy has been quite successful in mating
balls that contain both a she-male and a
female. The she-male's odds of winning
the female are double that of any given
male in the same ball.

According to Mason and Crews, the
actual mechanism she-males use to lure
males to themselves is their failure to
produce squalene, a male pheromone (a
substance that causes members of the
same animal species to respond
physiologically or behaviorally) that
repels other males.

Mason and Crews tested their
theories by enticing male laboratory
snakes to attempt to mate with, and then
suddenly lose interest in, paper towels
treated with various chemical
comQinations. ---Rex Wockner

Swiss police

caught with

gay sex lists
BERNE, Switz.-Police here in the

Swiss capital admitted April 25 that they
have been keeping detailed records on
gays and prostitutes.

,

The admission followed an anon-
ymous letter to Berner Zettung, a daily
newspaper, and came just three days
before the provincial elections.

Gay men were broken down into a
number of subgroups, including "sadist,·
"masochist," "fetishist," "effeminate" and
"hustler. • Some prostitutes were
categorized under "big tits."

"'They wanted to know all our cruising
places, the bars we meet in, whether we
have an animal at home I guess they're
concerned about sodomy-the car yore
drive, with whom we live and if we do
nude or porn photography," said Berne gay
activist David Haerry.

Between 300 and 400 gays and



b~ were believed to be on the lists.
Haerry said that it remains unclear

why the information was collected. The
captain of the Bernese police has so far
refused comment.

"There has always been a climate of
tolerance between gays and cops in
Berne, with outdoor cruising tolerated in
the gardens of the national parliament,"
Haerry said. "The gays kept on wanking
when cops visited the tea-rooms looking
for drug addicts."

It is not the first time Swiss police
have been caught with secret lists. last fall,
following a drug-money laundering
scandal, lists turned up detailing visits to
Eastem Europe by Swiss dtizens as well as
affi1iationswith Marxist or fascist groups.

One list even reportedly included
,

dtizens who drink beer in the evening,
while another listed every book any
employee of a foreign embassy had
checked out of the national library.

Haerry said the illegal lists of gays and
prostitutes will be immediately destroyed
now that they have been exposed.

-Rex Wockner

Irish gay

group forges

ahead
NEW YORK-A new support group

for Irish lesbians and gay men is meeting on
the first Saturday of every moAth to tackle
such issues as inunigration and isolation.

.The Irish Lesbian and Gay Organ-
ization stirred up a fair amount of
attention by advertising in a local
newspaper, Tbe Irish Voice, It held its
first meeting at the Gay and Lesbian
Community Center in April.

"It's a forum for people who don't
feel 100 percent comfortable being
here," says Paul O'Dwyer, a spokesman
for the group. Although ILGO also
welcomes Irish-Americans, O'Dwyer
admits, "That is not exclusively, but
predominantly Irish-about five out of
35 are Irish-American:

The rampant homophobia that
pervades the immigration system is one
of ILGO's major concerns. O'Dwyer
explains that immigrants are forced to lie
about their sexuality when applying for
visas because "homosexuality is grounds
for exclusion," And, O'Dwyer believes,
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mandatory mv testing of immigrants is
yet another form of harassment they
must face.

Helping to combat feelingsof isolation
is high on ILGO's list of priorities, To
O'Dwyer, the problem is two-fold. "You're
isolated in the Irish community because
youlfe gay, and you're isolated from the
gay <;9mmunitybecause you're a foreigner,"
he says. He hopes that more people will
discoVer ILGOand realize that they do not
have to feel alienated from society.

"There is a togetherness and
camaraderie that orie will have with
people from one's own country. ... We
want people to know that we're here,'
O'Dw,yer states. Noting that outreach into
diffefbnt boroughs and surrounding

•
counties is one of ll.GO's most important
goals, he adds, "The downtown

Manhattan scene can be intimidating.'
For more information on the

organization, call Paul at (718) 499-1479
or Ann at (718) 462-1527.

-Janis Astor

Foster-care

struggle
continues,

in Bay State
BOSTON-Only weeks after officials

announced a reversal of Massachusett's
antigay foster-carepolicy, Representative
Steven Pierce, a Republican gubernatorial

candidate, introduced a budget
amendment that would declare lesbian
and gay male sexuality a psychological
obstacle to the well-being of a child. The
House of Representatives passed the
amendment by a two-tCK>nemargin.

·Steve Pierce is trying to do what
Bush did with the Willy Horton case,"
said David laFontaine, a member· of the
Coalition for Lesbian and Gay Civil
Rights, Pointing to the Republican Party's
recent challenge to all the Democratic
contenders to oppose gay foster
parenting, LaFontaine said that he thinks
the Republicans will make gay
issues particularly foster care and the
potential referendum on the new
statewide gay-rights law-one of the top
three items on the agenda of the
gubernatorial race.

•
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"I think it raises the awful,specrre of
bigotry,' stated Marjorie Clapprood, a
Democratic representative who vocally
opposed the amendment when it came
up on the House floor May 17.

Clapprood added, "None of us should
hold ourselves in some elevated and
exalted position when it comes to judging
someone else's ability to love and nurture.'

The homophobic amendment was
attached to an appropriations bill that is
part of the state's 1991 budget.
Currently, the bill has passed through
the House and will go to the Senate,
where pro-gay legislators hope to
remove the antigay amendment.

According to gay activists, the
contentious debate over the amendment
was particularly problematic for
supporters of the lesbian and gay
community because the amendment's
language echoed language written into
the state's gay-rights law last year. "They
were essentially given an OK to vote on
amendments like this one,' LaFontaine
commented, pointing out that the other
amendments added to the gay-rights bill
over the objections of its proponents
may also eventually come back to haunt
activists. -Nina Reyes

State DS

bias office

gets new

chief
NEW YORK-When Mitchell

Netburn joined the small staff of New
York State's Office of AIDS
Discrimination Issues about two and a
half years ago, most of the cases he
investigated were complaints against
employers and landlords. Now, as its
recently named director, he oversees
an office that handles a growing
number of complaints against the
health-care system.

In a May 3 announcement, Netburn,
34, was officially named to his $43,700-
per-year position. A lawyer, he has been
acting director of the state AIDS office
since last December. He replaces Veneita
Porter, who left her job in December for,
a position in California. The Office of
AIDS Discrimination Issues is a small

,
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MrrCHELL NEB URN

department within the state's Division of
Human Rights. Besides Netburn, the
agency has three employees. Its yearly
budget is $125,000, most of which goes
toward salaries. The AIDS Institute, a
state agency that coordinates funding for
AIDS organizations, is giving Netburn's

office $100,000 annually to hire three
more full-time employees.

Netburn's office investigates AlDS-
related discrimination complaints in
employment, housing, access to public
accommodations and health facilities,
and specific violations of the state's
human rights law. Many complaints
filed with his office are resolved
informally, he said, but 350 formal
complaints have been handled since
the office opened in 1983. And, while
theeariy cases were employment
disputes, the number of health-care
cases, such as complaints of dentists
refusing to treat AIDS patients, are
multiplying. For example, Netburn said,
in 1986, five percent of the cases
handled by the office were health-care-
related. In 1987, the figure rose to 15
percent, in 1988 to 30 percent, and in
1989 to 39 percent. Among the issues
Netburn plans to address are: the
speed at which complaints are

resolved; outreach to the communities
affected by AIDS, including gays,
people of color, and women; and the
agency's visibility, which will be
heightened by hiring a public-
information officer to produce
instructional videos and brochures.
Right now, Netburn's office is
overshadowed by the city agency,
which, with a staff of more than 20,
handles AIDS discrimination complaints
within the five boroughs.

Netburn said that he would like to
see a time when people with AIDS could
talk about their medical condition
without fearing retribution.

"It may sound funny,· Netbum said,
"but ideally I'd like to be out of a job.
That would be the ultimate goal.·

The Office of AIDS Discrimination
Issues of the New York State Division of
Human Rights is located at 55 West 125
St. The phone number is (212) 87~.

-Paul Rykoff Coleman

•
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NEW YORK-Two more gay
community-based organizations have joined
the boycott of the Sixth International
Conference on AIDS,adding their names to
the list of over 50 national and international
groups that are refusing to attend the
conference as long as the United States
continues to restrict entry of people with
AIDSand ffiV infection.

Whitman-Walker Clinic, Washington,
D.C.'s latgest provider of community-based
AIDS services, released a statement last
week calling the decision to join the
boycott' a "difficult" one, but affinning the
organization's commitment to upholding
the human rights of all people with ffiV
infection. "We feel certain that we can
obtain the information presented at the
conference through other sources," pointed
out John Schappi, president of Whitman-
Walker's board of directors.

New York's Community Health
project, a gay and lesbian clinicwith a large
primary-care clinic for people with AIDS
and ffiV infection, also dedded last week

More Out Takes on
page 41 ~ ......

to join the boycott of the Sixth International
Conference on AIDS. "The clinic has a
responsibility, both as a health-care
provider and as one of the country's largest
gay and lesbian organizations, to stand up
for the rights of people with ffiV around
the world. If we endorse discrimination
against them, then we also endorse
discrimination against us," declared Rona
Affoumado, executive director of the clinic.

The Immigration and Natural-
ization Service policy, which has
sparked worldwide protest, excludes
people with AIDS or HIV infection
from entry into this country. Recently,
the restriction was revised to allow ten-
day visas to be distributed to visitors
who were coming to the U,S. for
conferences that the Secretary of

See OUTTAKES on pelle 41

send two gay AIDS
researchers and

advocates to the San
Francisco AIDS

Conference and other
meetings in the area.

We're writing an English
and Spanish summary of
the information we

gather for people living
with HIV/AIDS. If you
can help, please send

contributions to Kenneth
Fornataro at -

I

Community Reaearoh Initiative, NY
31 West 26th SInIet, New York, NY 10010
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New York Journal
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by L..azaroHernandez

I am a gay Caucasian Latino man
of color from
Cuba. Believe me,
I've .never before
described myself in
all those terms at .
once. But, lately,
I've been feeling
pre~µre to explore
such combinations.

Everyone loves
a label. To be politically correct-and
fashionable-keeping up with the
latest trends in labels is a must. But
One must be cautious to avoid
offending someone by employing the
, slightest misnomer.

The issue of using the term
"Latino" instead of "Hispanic," among
many other topics, was recently
discussed at a forum sponsored by
Men of All Colors Together/NY
(Thanks to David Housel and Marcos
Rodriguez for a wonderful program.)
Was a conclusion reached? Are we,
the~ gay and lesbian Latino/a
community, alerting the general gay
and)esbian community to read our
lips or else? I don't think so.

The primary problem is that we
are attempting to name something
that we haven't defmed and possibly
can't define. Are we lab<;linga cultural,
linguistic, racial, or geographical
group, or a combination thereof? Is
this Latino/Hispanic group peculiar to
the United States (of America, as- ' ,

opposed to the United States of
Mexico, or of Brazil)" or to the
Americas, or to the world? Whom are
we tal~ing ..,about? Are we searching
for an inclusive term for an indefinite
group?

•

•
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HunareClSor languages such as
Aymara, Dutch, Quechua, French,
Guarani, English, Nahuatl,
Portuguese, Tupi are spoken in the
countries south of the U.S. But even
if the debate is limited to the U.S.,
the language diversity is still great;
and Spanish is not spoken by all the
people who identify themselves as
Hispanic or Latino. And even
Spanish imposes linguistic limitations

•

because of the gender specificity of
its words. You-singularly-are
either a "Latino" Or a "Latina." In the
plural form" we are all "Latinos"
(where are the women?). Maybe one
day the language will evolve and we
will be "Latines," or "Latinis."

Personally, I feel that both
"Hispanic" and "Latino" are
problematic as labels. They have
been associated, historically, with
European ancestry, traditions and
languages. Where, then, are Native
Americans of the countries south of
the u.s. left in this debate? And all
the Blacks that are descendants of
the people enslaved after they were
brought over from Africa during the
colonization of the Americas? And all
the other racial, linguistic, cultural
and ethnic groups that are part of
our countries (whichever ones we
decide to include in our definition)?

I'm sorry to say that I have no
solution to offer. But I encourage
everyone to stop and think before
labeling or generalizing. I do not
take it as a personal affront if called
"Hispanic" or "Latino," although I
tend to favor "Cuban" or "Latin
American"; I will warn you, however,
that some Latinos do resent being
called "Hispanics" because of the
connection they perceive between
that term and the conquering culture
and language, and/or because the
word is sometimes associated with
the right wing.

A recent Out Week editorial,
"What's in a Name?,", discusses the

COllllnentarv...

re?

need gay men and lesbians have to
find terms that describe themselves.
Although I realize the importance
played by language and
cohesiveness in any struggle for
visibility, I grow weary of arguing
about semantics. I would rather
spend my energies fighting
homophobia, sexism and racism.
(To tell the truth, I was dreading
writing this piece because I knew I
could never address all the
possibilities for discussion and
because I'm tired of looking up
every word that comes out· of, my
mouth!)

How can I claim to be a
Caucasian person of color? By
current popular definition, Latinos
are people of color. But racially I
may be Caucasian. I researched
these words in Webster's Ninth New,

Collegiate Dictionary. Caucasian is
defined as: "1: of or relating to the
Caucasus or its inhabitants." (Strike
one for me!) And: "2: of or relating
to the white race as defined by law
specif. as composed of persons of
European, No. African or Southwest
Asian ancestry." (Bingo!) It seems
I'm Caucasian because my ancestry
lies somewhere within those three
geographical areas.

But, how can I label myself
anything at all when the definitions
are so vague? According to the U.S.
government, I'm Hispanic, but you
can also be a black Hispanic, a white
Hispanic, a yellow, red' or brown
Hispanic, or, indeed, any shade in
between. Labels are a bit repressive
and tend to gloss over the richness
• and variety of the group being
; defined, even as they serve as a
rallying point for cohesiveness and
visibility.

Further problems arise in
instances when literal translations do
not take into account that the words
may have different meanings in
Spanish and English. For example, in



,

Spanisb, b1spanlco is defined as: "1:
Spaniard. 2: pertaining to the
peoples of Spanish origin", while, in
English, "Hispanic" means: "of or
relating to the people, speech or
culture of Spain, Spain and Portugal
or Latin America." These subtle
differences could prevent effective
communica~ion between two people
who hold disparate ideas on the
meaning of a term.

The importance of defining the
terms we use is obviously
overlooked by many of us. In
addition to these definitions I have
copi'ed from the dictionaries, we
must acknowledge other popular
meanings which may not be part of
the official lexicon but which the
populace has come to associate with
certain tenns.

While I'm complaining, let me
say that I got offended when, after
telling someone that I was Cuban,
she said, "But you are not like them,
you are like us [white].' Recently, at
a gay and lesbian dance, a woman,
upon hearing I was Cuban, said, "But
you don't look Cuban.' What in the
world is a Cuban supposed to lopk
like? Maybe I should send cultUrally
recognizable messages to proclaim
my Cuban-ness. What if I played
some conga drums and sang "Babalu
A'·ye ...

But even more infuriating is
the reaction I get when I tell
people I'm a Marielito. (Yes, I
arrived by boat in May 1980. I'm
celebrating my tenth anniversary in
the U.S. this month. Cards and
flowers may be sent to me c/o
OutWeek). Last month, I engaged
in a conversation with a stranger
• • •SlttlOg next to me 10 a
restaurant-a Puerto Rican man
who was in Cuba three years ago
working for a social-service
organization. After finding out I
was a Marielito, he exclaimed,
"You are the first successfu I,
Marielito I've ever met!"

Sadly enough, the worse part
of comments like this one is not
that they are degrading but that
they are intended as compliments.
Ju~t the sort of adulation a gay
Caucasian Latino man of color from
Cuba needs .....

, ,

FESTIVE LUNCHEON I SPIRITUAL GATHERING,
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New York Journal COllllllentary

by Jaffe Cohen
Two months ago 1 perfonned on
c

"Comic Strip Live,"
makiilg me, with the
possible exception
of Alan Sues from
Laugh In, the first
openly gay comedian
on national television.
During the past few
weeks I've met I ~, I

several people who have led me to
believe that both gays and straights have
a great need for openly gay
performers. Last weekend, for instance,
after a performance of "Funny Gay
Males," 1 was approached by a
gorgeous young man with thick, wavy
blond hair and a pink polo shirt.

"I saw you on lV," he drawled.
"Oh, really?" 1 asked, trying hard

not to stare at his well-developed chest.
"Where are you from?"

"Alabama."
"People saw me in Alabama?!"
"And, you know, we've never seen

any real homer-sexuals on lV except
on docker-mentaries. And you were
much funnier than tbe Life and Times
of HarveyMtl~ "

"Gee. Thanks." .
"I work in an office and the next

clay all the straight secretaries were
talking about you. They really liked
you,".

"They did?"
"Gawd. You all up North think that

down South we're just a big bunch of
morons. Just like any place else, we've
got people who believe in the Bible
and then we've got people who use a
little common sense."

•

Meeting' this guy reinforced
something I've long suspected. Despite
idiots like Jesse Helms and Cardinal

•

•
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O'Connor, the number of people in this
country who are using common sense
still outnumbers the people who don't.
What made meeting this guy so
remarkable, other than my being able
to speak with my heart stuck in my
sinu.ses, was that the secretarial pool
had hardly batted their eyelashes when
presented with an openly gay
performer.

Times have changed. Perhaps the
AIDS epidemic has shoved the gay and
lesbian community into the faces of
ordinary Americans in such a way that,
when the plague flOallysubsides, we'll
all be sitting nonchalantly in their laps
like we'd been there all along. Only 50

imitation of my "Sissy in Gym Qass"
routine.

"You were funny, man. You were
real funny.".

The dynamics of this exchange
were quite interesting. Twenty years
ago, I'd often been mimicked by
straight guys, but the homage hadn't
been so obvious. What made this
encounter completely different from
the usual straight-man-ridiculing-gay-
man situation was that he was actually
imitating me doing an imitation of
myself. He was doing my act.

Now some people could accuse
me of appropriating cultural
stereotypes and putting on a kind of

,

years ago there wasn't a single Black
man playing maJor-league ball, and
only 20 years ago the idea of women's-
sports figures getting big money and
media attention would have been
unthinkable. My ·guess is that within
five years there'll be tons of openly gay
entertainers because, from what I've
seen, there's already a hug~'segment of
the population sophisticated enough to
appreciate us.

One of my greatest joys has come
from being appreciated by people who
back in high school would have beat
the crap out of me if they had known
what 1 was to become. The day after
my appearance on Fox television 1
went to the movies and the big, burly
man ripping my ticket tapped me on
the shoulder,

"Hey man. 1 seen you last night on
lV."

Oh no, 1 automatically thought to
myself. He knows he's talking to a fag.

"You were doing this, 1 seen you:
At this point he did a limp-wristed

gay minstrel show. Maybe 1 shouldn't
have reinforced the ancient stigma that
gay men are useless at sports. Then
again, as a comic I'm tryir).gto be true
to myself, and it just so happened that 1
was a one-man athletic disaster area.
There are probably plenty of gay men
who can play baseball, but 1 wasn't
one of them. The ftrst time they asked
me to cover right field, 1 went out and
bought linoleum, .

1 do, however, swim regularly at a
university gym, and the other day while
stark naked in the shower a handsome
man called out my name, which doesn't
happen nearly as often as 1 would like.
The caller was one of the lifeguards at
the pool who was rushing through the
locker room on his way to work. 1 had
a crush on this guy for years;

"Hey you."
"Me?" There was nobody else in

the shower.
"Where have 1seen you?"
"1...1.. .swim here."

See COMIC on page 36
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COUPlES from pelle 22
, 1';. •

one may:ipave sex each month outside
the relatiQnship. Demian said that the
greatest aiversity between men and
women couples was with sexual
agreement. , .

"We asked not only about their
sexual agreements, but whether they
kept the-'m," Demian said. "Men had
more s~x and enjoyed it less than
women:~'We found that the greater
couples rated their sex, the more
highly they rated their relationship in
addition to sex time."

The large percentage of men and
women reporting sexual exclusivity
counters the notion, that gay men and
lesbians are unable to sustain long-
tenn relationships, "We found that was
absolute garbage," Demian said.
"That's fake. That's one of the biggest
, lies revealed by our sulVey."

To ensure honest answers, no
names were requested and couples
were asked to fill out their forms out
of each other's presence. Nevertheless,
Demian said, many forms were
returned with two sets of
handwriting, indicating a breach of
anonymity.

The complete results are
available in the newsletter's
May/June issue. The survey forms
appeared in the gay press and were
distribu~ed through gay service
organi~~tions in 1988. Responses

" '.came fr<n.n48 states, Puerto Rico and.. .

Washington, DC, No couples from
Mississippi or North Dakota replied,
Demian said.

LastlMarch, in a separate sUlVey
of 96 gay and lesbian couples,
Demian and Bryant reported that all
but four couples said they would fill
out the "unmarried partners" bubble
on their 1990 census form.

"Of course, this small survey
cannot accurately predict how all
American couples will respond," Bryant
said. "However, we have reason to
believe that the respondents are fairly
typical of couples nationwide."

Partners Newsletter for Gay and
Lesbian Couples is published six times
.~ year. Apnual subscriptions are $2l.
The May/June issue with the
relationships sUlVey is $3.95. Write to:
Partners, Box 9685, Seattle, WA
'98109, or call: (206)' 784-1519.

-fikdfrom NewYork

I
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COMIC from pelle 34

"I know. You do, like, that funny
side stroke."

''Well I..."
"No. No. I got it! You do comedy,

right? You were on television, right? Let
me shake your hand, man! You were
good!"

Then he bounded up beside me
and began pumping my arm. If I .
weren't so flaggergasted, I might easily
have been aroused.

"Good work, man. How'd you do
that? How'd you get yourself on 1V?"

"1... 1... "
At this point he must have noticed

that I was blushing and staring
demurely at the floor tiles because his
next words were calculated to correct
any misconception his enthusiasm
might have engendered.

"You know, I'm not gay..."
"1---1 didn't dream that you were."
"But tell me when you're gonna be

on 1V again. Everybody here at the
pool's gonna watch you."

"1banks ... "
"Catch you later. Try not to

drown,"
Then he let go of my hand, high-

fived me and left the room. As soon as
he was gone I turned up the cold
water and steam rose from the top of
my head like a hot skillet in a sink.

So I'm learning a couple of
lessons. The toughest one is that just
because a guy thinks I'm funny, doesn't
mean he's available. On a much
happier note, I've also learned that just
because I'm gay, doesn't mean I'm
going to be despised. That was just
some useless information I learned in
high school along with the bicameral
legislature and the Pythagorean
theorem. Maybe we all need to update
our thinking.

At the expense of sounding like
Haley Mills, I really do feel like most
folks would rather be our friends than
our enemies. I almost feel like, for the
past five years, straight people have
been learning that we're here, and now
they're looking for reasons to like us.
Perhaps we could all be a little more
open to the larger world in which we
live. Prejudice is a two way street. If
we want the majority to accept us, we
need to accept them, as strange as they
might seem. T

Maybe you don't like
using condoms. But if
you're going to have sex, a
latex condom with a sper-
micide is your best protec-
tion against the AIDS
•

VIrUS.
Use them every time,

from start to finish,
according to the manufac-
turers' directions. Because
no one has ever been cured
of AIDS. More than 40,000
Americans have already
died from it.

And even if you don't
like condoms, using them
is definitely better than that.
m......

PhoIO: Jerry Friedman "1988. The AdCouncii.



Kenneth Lithgow
1941-1990

Kenneth Lithgow, an artist, died at
Roosevelt Hospital on April 29, of
complications related to AIDS,He was 49
years old.

A native of Detroit, Michigan,
Lithgow held a fine arts degree in
painting from Wayne State University and
also studied at the Art Students League in
New York City, He had been a resident
artist both at the MacDowell Colony and
at the Wurlitzer Foundation in Taos, New
Mexico, In 1968, he was awarded the
Prix de Rome, a highly coveted prize
which carries with it a cash endowment
and a year's residency at the American
Academy in Rome.

After returning to the United States,
Lithgow settled in the Chelsea section of
Manhattan where he was to live and
maintain a studio for the rest of his life.
He produced hundreds of works,
including ink drawings, watercolors and
paintings, and moved easily from one
medium to another, expressing himself
with skill in each area and exploring a
wide range of subjects. In 1984, moved
by a friend's death from AIDS, Lithgow
took his sketch pad into a local gay bar
where, night after night, he recorded the
faces of the men around him, Returning
to the studio, he turned the sketches into
ink drawings, and some of them became
the basis of a series of paintings on
which he focused almost exclusively for
the next five years and on which he was
still at work at the time of his own
succumbing to the disease, The
paintings, all large-format acrylics on
canvas, bear titles like All the Fine Young
Men, We Thought We'd Dance Forever
and The Fall. The last was based on the
suicide of a friend who jumped from a
window after he learned he had AIDS,In
the November 1987 issue of Horizon
magazine, David Kaufman called the
paintings "gruesomely impressive ...
stunning," And, Thomas Ryan wrote in
his December 1988 article about Lithgow
in Spin magazine: "Few are committed
enough to make AIDS a central theme in
their oeuvre. One exception is painter

Kenneth Lithgow, whose recent
exhibition at New York's Kendall Gallery
drew quite an unusual response."

A private memorial service will be
held at the Lithgow Studio on June 1.
.Works on display at the time of his death
will remain up until that date.

Richard L. Bowne
On Saturday, May 19, a brilliantly

clear spring morning, my friend Richard
Louis Bowne died in the home he had
created with the late Robin McCarty
Kemppainen, who had himself passed
only seven months before.

Richard was an actor, working
primarily in regional theaters around
'the country. Handsome, with blond
hair, and standing six-feet-four-
inches, he usually played the
leading man, but he loved to
disguise his good looks to play
charact<::r parts; ,he was equally
adept in both roles'. His best-known'
role, which his friends always teased
him about, was Prince Charming in
Snow White and the Se'!,.enDwarfs at
Radio City Music Hall, and the
subsequent national tour.

He met Robin McCarty in 1983.
They moved
in together
shortly after
meeting,
beginning a
wonderful,
lifelong com-
panionship.
When Robin'
became ill in
1987, Richard
gave up his
opportunities
to work as an
actor to take

care of him. He took impeccable care of
Robin, through many bouts of various
opportunistic infections, until Robin died
in October of 1989. Ric.hard himself
became ill in February,

If Richard's role in life had to be
summed up in one word, the word
would be "caretaker," He took care of
Robin and he took care of his friends,
often going far out of his way to be
of help. It is ironic that at the end. of
his life, this caretaker was placed in
need of such caretaking himself, a
position he never seemed reconciled
with. His friends, however, were
equal to the task and saw to it that he
had everything he needed for comfort
and support.

His passing was peaceful, with no
pain and no struggle, into a clear sky
that was even bluer than his eyes, He
will be missed. -Michael Cone

•

Rasheem Parker
1981-1990

Rasheem Parker (Grant) was born in
~ew York City on Jan. 1, 1981, anqjdied
of AIDS-related complications on March
31, 1990.

"Rah-Rah", or "Me. Parker," i'§ his
foster family
called him,
was a loving
little boy. Al-
though he had
many physical
problems due
to HIV, he
never com-
plained and

, always tried
.,.\,'1 d hi be.... "'iH,"· to 0 S st

"', .~ .. i' "'JX\,· . ., ,. in school and

a,."".." ..'
\}.. \/' .:f: ;':"'; - ;:-":- "_

'", "\ ,. /: i","/, ~?:~s,~
close to his three brothers, Allen,
Damien and Phillip and, when his
health permitted, liked to play with
them and study, He was a typical boy
who especially liked to read books and
watch the children's programs on -Chan-
nel 13, Even though "Rah-Rah" had a
speech problem and soine difficulty
walking, he took an active part in his
large, loving family.

He is survived by his foster mother
Renell Grant; his foster father Earl Bell;
his brothers, Damien, Allen and Phillip;
and his six Sisters, Yvonne, Sadia,
Chirnell, Anelia, Keisha, Toy, and l1alda.
His four nephews, Marquise, Raymond,,
Saynone and Jason, and his nIece
Kioney all miss him daily and pray;that
he is at rest.

Mrs. Grant wants to thank, her
friends and co-workers for their help
and support as well as their
professionalism. His family is grateful
for the few brief years that "Rah-Rah"
was with them to bring joy into their
life, as only a child can, and they bless
all of those who are actively working
to end the AIDS crisis.

Contributions may be made to
Northern Light Alternatives, Children's
Care Program, 150 West 26th St., Suite
#503, NY,NY 10001. Phone: 255-8879.
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Mtlintaining Vaginal Health
"til

by
Risa Denenberg

•

•

•

Under a microscope, this sort of dis-
charge reveals discarded healthy epithe-
lial cells (from the cervix and the vaginal
walls), a few red or white blood cells, a
lot of lactobacilli (good bacteria), some
monilia (yeast) :!Odother mixed bacteria.
It is very acidic, measuring about 4.5 on
pH paper. (Seven is considered neutral;
1-6 is acid; 8-14 is alkaline). pH paper
can be purchased at drugstores and can
be read easily. Simply wrap a small piece
around your finger, dip it inside your
vagina for a moment, take it out and
compare it to the numbers on the color

The vagina resists disease much as
the rest of the body does. Other infec-
tions, poor diet, lack of sleep or exercise
and added stress can all cause vaginal
imbalances and susceptibility to infec-
tion. In addition, sexual activity (espe-
cially the raw and rough kind); commer-
cial products including tampons, vaginal
sprays and chemical douches; pantyhose,
nylon panties, tight jeans and wet
swimwear can also cause problems.
Women who are anemic are more prone
to chronic infections of all kinds. Certain
medications create vaginal imbalances,
especially or;ll antibiotics, which, by
wiping out friendly bacteria, are a
sure way to' develop a yeast infection.
Keeping germs in their places of resi-
dence is also important, because
germs from the rectum can cause in-
fection in the vagina, pelvic organs
and bladder, and normal vaginal
germs can infect the urinary tract
causing urethritis or cystitis. So it is
important after a bowel movement to
wipe separately and away from the
vagina. It is also a good idea to keep
nails short and clean,

The most common dietary trigger
of vaginitis is too much sugar or
sweets. Dairy products are mucous-
producing and can increase vaginal

discharges, also. Inadequate fluid intake
can make the vagina too dty. It is possi-
ble to acidify the body by diet; drinking
unsweetened cranberry juice is often rec-
ommended for urinary infections but can
also be a part of treating a vaginal condi-
tion. The vagina needs to "breathe," so
going without underwear whenever pos-
sible, and especially in bed, is helpful.
Nutritional supplements that may help
maintain vaginal health include vitamins
A, C and E, iron and acidophilus (which
replenishes lactobacilli).

A change in vaginal discharge is
often accompanied by irritation, itching,
redness, sores or swollen glands. Organ-
isms that may be causing these symp-
toms include yeast (monilia), trichomoni-
asis, gardnerella, cornebacterium, myclo-
plasma, chlamydia, gonorrhea, herpes,

Most women have had

the occasional vaginal

infection. A checkup

can be a helpful starting

point, and regular pap

smears, STD tests and

gynecological exams

are a part of maintaining

general well-being.

chart provided with the tape. A pH read-
ing of 6 or higher usually suggests an im-
balance in vaginal conditions.

Most women have had the occasional
vaginal infection, A checkUp can be a help-
ful starting point, and regular pap smears,
SID tests and gynecological exams are a
part of maintaining general well-being. Still,
the overall management of health is always
a day-to-day personal endeavor that re-
quiries infonnation about prevention and
treatment of common problems.

But sometimes we experience the bane
of a recwrent, chronic, never-ending vagini-
tis, or inflammation of the vagina. When this
occurs, a thorough investigation of lifestyle,
as well as a complete medical evaluation,
should be undertaken. Something seeming-
ly unrelated and potentially serious may be
the underlying cause, and some imbalances
may only be properly treated once an accu-
rate diagnosis is reached.

OUTTWEEK

ood pussy does not all taste
'alike, but it always tastes good.

Of course, in the era of safer sex, we
may lament never again tasting a
woman's vagina. We'll each have to
make ,our own informed, personal deci-
sions on that question. For me, at least,
the erotic imagery persists: blood-berry
juice, the sme!l of freshly cut grass.

A healthy vagina is a function ef a
healthy body. It is a warm, moist, soft
place which cyclically self-cleanses by
discharging secretions and menstrual
blood. The outer layer is blessed with
protective hair; the mucous mem-
brane linings of the inner labia enfold
the glans of the clitoris, the urethral
opening and glands that supply extra
fluids when excitement mounts.

The vagina itself surrounds the
cervix, the "neck" part of the uterus
that you can feel as a firm lump
with your fingers or see with a plas-
tic vaginal speculum. The forward
part of the vagina (the top or anteri-
or wa~l)is the sensitive, exquisitely
pleasurable area that borders the
urethhl and the clitoris .. At the bot-
tom ~fthe vagina is the muscular
perineum, which separates it from the
anus abd rectum.

The vagina is always a home for a
variety of microorganisms, or germs. The
ecology of these genns is the precursor
of vaginal odors and secretions. The
usual pattern of vaginal discharge varies
during the menstrual cycle in color,
amount and consistency. It is driest just
after the period, moist and stretchy dur-
ing ovulation, thicker" and more viscous
premenstrually; and then, of course, is
the blood. Women who no longer men-
struate~ due to chemical, surgical or natu-
ral mehopause, do. not have these cyclic
chan8~s and often complain of constant
vaginal dryness.

The appearance of normal vaginal
secretions is white, cream- or slightly yel-
Ibw-colored; a thin milky or hand-Iotion-
textured discharge in varying amounts,
along with some clear mucous,
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A gay and lesbian advice column
by Dr. Charles Silverstein

Dear Dr. Silverstein,
I'm 24 years old and I have a lover

who's 23. We met about a year ago at a
disco and had sex that night at his house.
Itwasn't safe sex because I swallowed his
cum and he swallowed mine. Neither one
of us had had much sex before we met.
Both of us had little mini-affairs with other
men we met in bars or in school. This is
the first time either one of us has fallen in
love, and we want to make it last forever.
fun (my lover) moved into my apartment
a few months ago, and it's been a good
relationship. For a while we were practic-
ing safe sex, but then one thing led to an-
other, and we started swallowing each
other's cum again. Also, I want to have
anal intercourse with him-something
we've never done.

I decided to get HIV-tested a few
weeks ago. I came out HIV-negative,which
made me vay happy. Then I asked Jim to
get tested. I figured that)f he's also HIV-

,

negative, we can do anything we want in
bed. We don't have to have safe sex any-
more. But he didn't want to get tested. He
said that it wasn't necessary because he
didn't think he had had enough sex before
he met me to get the virus, and that if I'm
HIV-negative, he must be. Now I'm upset. I
don't mow why he won't do this for me.
I'm starting to get afraid that maybe he's
been tested already and he's HIV-positive,
Now I'm turning off to him sexually. How
do Ihandle this?

Tested in Tacoma

•

Dear Tested,
The first thing you should do is get

a grip on your fantasies and fears. Don't
start making up reasons why Jim doesn't
want to get tested. That will lead to real
trouble, because' you seem to feel hurt
by his refusal. There are still lots of gay
men who have not been tested for the

-
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HIV virus, even though it's in their best
interest to have the test. For the most
part, they are frightened of the test, I
have worked in my practice with men
who feel so guilty about their sexual his-
tories that they avoid the test, and they
live in dread that one day they'll fall ill.
I've also met gay men who get tested
every month, even though they haven't
had sex for years and don't intend on
ever having sex again.

What I'm trying to tell you is that we
gay men have invested a lot of emotions
in a simple blood test. Many gay men,
probably even your lover Jim, believe

ty of a problem and then do something
sensible about it.

As Jim's lover, you are the key to get-
ting him out of his psychological paralysis.
You can do that if you are supportive of his
fears. He'll respond to that support because
he trusts you. But, first let me tell you the
wrong way to do it. The wrong way is to
tell Jim that he should do it for your sake.
"If you love me, you'll get your ass to the
doctor and get tested" is not supportive and
isn't likely to work. (The reason is that
you're ttying to manipulate through guilt.)
Another way to fail is to say, "I want to
have sex with you, but I'm afraid because
you haven't been tested." This approach
will result in Jim's feeling punished and re-
sentful, probably leading to his digging his
heels in about testing.

"Supportive" means telling Jim that
he needs to be tested for his own sake,
so he can plan his life sensibly. You
should continue to have s~ but safe sex
(no swallowing cum), and insist on it. He
knows why, You can offer to go with him
to the doctor to be tested and to be there
when the results are given to him. If Jim
has a close friend he can talk to, encour-
age him to do so. Most of all, get him to
talk about it, because talking helps to
share the fears, and that mobilizes a per-

that a positive HIV-status is a death sen-
tence. It's too hard to handle emotionally
for some men-unless they have a good
support-network around them-like a
lover. Do you hear that? Like a lover,
which means you.

What you've said to me is that you
had enough psychological strength to be
tested. Right now Jim feels psychologically
weak. That doesn't mean that he's afraid
that he's HIV-positive. It means that he's
afraid of AIDS, It also means that he feels
flooded with anxiety over the AIDS crisis
and his feeling that his life is no longer in
his control. It may sound strange, but he's
afraid because he's afraid, That leads to a
kind of psychological paralysis in which a
person refuses to look at the objective reali-

son's strength. When Jim feels stronger
psychologically, he'll get tested because
he knows it's the most sensible thing to
do these days.

You know what to do about fuck-
ing, A condom must be used. In fact, it
may be a good idea to use condoms
even if both of you are HIV-negative.
This is still a new relationship, and one
or the other of you may "wander" into a
third man's bed, You may think I'm
being too cautious, but I noticed that
your letter didn't say anything definite
about monogamy,

Readers may want to respond to
this issue as well. If so, write me c/o
OutWeek, and I'll publish some of the
responses .....
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Health and Human Services deemed to
be in the public interest.

A number of organizations based
in the lesbian and gay community have
also elected to boycott the conference
in protest over the long-standing policy
of excluding openly gay or lesbian
visitors, immigrants and applicants for
naturalization from entry into the U.S.

-NmaReyes

War of the

roses for

the war on

DS
,

WASHINGTON-The National
Association of People with AIDS, the
fir.st U.S. organization to call for a
boycott of the Sixth International
Conference on AIDS, has launched a
campaign to urge President George

More Out Takes on
page 45 T T T

,.

Bush to provide more leadership in the
fight against AIDSand HIV transmission.

The campaign, entitled "War of the
Roses,· comprises a call for all citizens
to send a white rose, which symbolizes
compassion and 'courage, to the White
House. The campaign has been
endorsed by influential national
organizations, including the Names
Project, which manages the nation's
AIDSmemorial quilt.

"So much is said today about the
moral issues surrounding AIDS,· begins
a letter that accompanied 600 roses sent
to the White House by NAPWA last
week in the campaign kickoff. "We
would like this opportunity to say that it
is time to shed these value judgments
and recommit to a leadership role in
response to this world health issue," the
letter continued.

NAPWAcalled on the presiden~ to
> act in support of several pieces of
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by
Mark Harrington

he 1960s were a good time for can-
cer research. New discoveries about

molecull\r biology and the role of DNA in
cell growth provided new avenues for
anti-cancer therapy. Since cancers are un-
controlled growth of aberrant cells, one
obvious route of attack was to interrupt
cell growth by interrupting new DNA
chains of dividing cells. This led Jerome
Horwitz, a Detroit cancer-researcher, to
apply for funding from the National Can-
cer Institute (NC!) to synthesize a class of
DNA chain terminators-<iecoy molecules
which would trick the cell into incorpo-
rating them into DNA and would then
stop the DNA's growth.

DNA is composed of four chemical
bases, linked in pairs along a sugar-phos-
phate chain. The four DNA nucleoside
bases are adenine, cytosine, guanine and
thymine. Because' Horwitz's new drugs
were modified forms of these bases, they
are called "nucleoside analogues."
Among the drugs discovered in Horwitz's
lab were azidothymidine (AZT), dideoxy-
cytidine (ddC), dideoxyadenosine (ddA)
and didehydrodideoxythymidine (d4T).
Early tests showed they were too toxic
for use against cancer, and they were
s~elved until the early 19S0s.

In trials of new cancer drugs, scien-
tists search first for the "maximum toler-
ated dose" (MTD). The toxicity of many
cancer drugs is linked to their
efficacy-they cannot distinguish be-
tween cancerous cells and normal ones
and they often kill all dividing cells, So
drugs are given in high, toxic I

doses for short, intense bursts
of therapy, often in cycles of
combination therapy. This ap-
proach killed some patients
and cured others of cancer.
But it doesn't make sense for
AIDS, where people will be .
taking treatments chronically.' .
for the rest of their lives. Yet,
because these drugs were
synthe~ized as cancer drugs
and because· the early re-
search into their anti-HN ac-
tivity was conducted at the

• •
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NCI, their Phase I trials sought the maxi-
mum tolerated dose ..

This resulted in a dangerously high
initial dose of AIr. In the Phase I AIr
study, people were given two grams per
day (2000 mg). In the Phase II study
which led to FDA approval, the dose was
down to 1500 mg/day, and in practice
many people took 1200 mg/day (200 mg
every four hours).

These doses were recommended on
the basis of phannacokinetic studies which
showed that the plasma half-life-the time
it took for half of the dose to leave the
blood----9fAZf was about four hours.

But AZf' and its relatives aren't active
in the blood, They're active inside cells,
where they are metabolized into active
forms and incorporated into the DNA
copy that mv makes of itself before inte-
grating its genetic code inside the host
cell DNA. These active forms are triphos-
phates--they have a chain of three phos-
phates. So, the active form of AZT is
AZT-triphosphate (AZT-TP). The active
form of ddl is ddA-TP (dideoxyadeno-
Sine-triphosphate). And the researchers
in the f1l'ststudies of these drugs did not
bother to measure the intracellular half-
lives of these active triphosphate forms
of the anti-lllV drugs.

So, the dose of AZT used for the last
three years was much too high, Too toxic
for cancer(!) and intolerable to 50 per-
cent of people with AIDS who devel-
oped anemia, neutropenia, nausea and
other unpleasant side effects-1200
mg/day was nonetheless considered a
"tolerable" dose.

Then, last July, preliminary results of

AIDS Clinical Trial Group (ACTG) proto-
col 002 were· released, comparing 1200
mg/day of AZT to 600 mg/day. Both
doses were equally active against HN, as
measured by T4-cell increases and de-
creases in p24 antigen levels, yet the
lower dose was far less toxic. it took
nine months before these data were sub-
mitted to the FDA, and 500 mg/day be-
came the new approved dose (after an
absurd 30-day "loading period" of 1200
mg/day~n unnecessary measure taken
because the FDA was following the de-
sign of ACTG 002 literally).

On May 16, in response to ACT UP's
Critique of the AC'TG, the National Insti-
tute of Allergies and Infectious Diseases
(NIAID), which oversees the ACTG, re-
leased a lengthy press release touting its
research accomplishments. Among the
page-long list of discoveries related to
AIr was the follOwing:

[The ACTG] demonstrated that at
even lower doses of AZT (300 mg/day),
p24 antigen decreases and CD4 cell
counts increase.!

Questioned about this at the Positive
Action forum at the Fashion Institute of
Technology on May 24, NIAID Director
Anthony S. Fauci said, "I don't know ex-
actly which study that's from-I'll get
back to you: It was from ACTG 010, a
study led by Ann Collier at the University
of Washington, Seattle, comparing AZT
alone at various doses to the combina-
tion of AZT and acyclovir. Each arm of
the study had 12 participants, and im-
provements on AZTwere seen at the 300
mg/day dose (100 mg every eight hours)
with less toxicity than higher doses.

These results were an-
nounced by Dr. Collier at the
November 1989 ACTG meet-
ing-but they have not been
written up and published in a
medical journal, nor have they
been circulated among AIDS
doctors in a "Note to Physi-
cians," which NIAlDsometimes
sends after it makes a signifi-
cant discovery, Why not? Only

'd ;::one reason comes to mm - ::J

the lack of interest Burroughs- ;::!
Wellcome, AZTs maker, has in ~
suffering a further erosion of its if



AZT profits by reducing the dose to the
lowest effective concentmtivn.

So far, with AZT, less seems to be
better. This "negative dose response
curve" is different from that seen with
most other drugs, and implies either that
1) AZT is wholly ineffective or 2) AZT's
activity is incompletely understood, and
this should tell us something about HIV
which we do not yet understand.

ddl doses, too, were initially based
on measurements of its serum half-life,
which is 12 hours. This permitted the ddI
trials to be designed with only twice-
daily dosing. Now there is evidence that
the doses used in the Phase II ddI trials
may be too high as well. Although ddI is
far more tolerable than AZT to most pe0-
ple, the rare side effects especially p0-
tentially fatal pancreatitis-are severe
enough that all efforts should be made to
fmd the lowest effective dose of ddl.

In the Phase I NCI study published
last summer,2 the effectiveness of lower-
dose ddI was masked, because the peo-
ple who were given the lowest doses of
ddl had the lowest T4-cell levels at the
start of the trial-and were the least likely
to show significant increases. Now, Tbe
New England journal of Medicine has
published results of two AcrG Phase I
studies of ddI.3 In the first of these stud-
ies, led by John Lambert of the University
of Rochester and Fred Valentine of NYU,
the administration of ddl was associated
with statistically significant decreases in
serum level of p24 antigen and increases
in the numbers of CD4 cells at 2, 6, 10
and 20 weeks. Tbese changes were seen
at all dose levels studied."4

TIle eight dose levels ranged from 56
mg twice daily to 2.3 grams twice daily.
Peripheral neuropathy was only seen in
the higher dose ranges. No pancreatitis
was seen at under 250 mglday.5

The doses used in the Phase II ddI
studies range from 167 mg twice daily for
people weighing less than 50 kg to 375
twice daily for those weighing more than
60 kg. In the treatment IND for people
intolerant to AZT, the dose is 375 mg
twice daily. Some people I know, how-
ever, are dividing their packets and tak-
ing half the recommended dose. Now
there is good scientific reason for doing ..
so. In an editorial accompanying the two
AcrG studies, Fauci notes:

Insights into the design of dosage regi-
mens for future Phase ll/III studies of ddI
can be gained by viewing these two stud-
ies together. ... Perhaps low doses of ddI
given twice daily will ultimately result in
sustained responses with minimal toxicity.6

Now, it is up to Bristol-Myers Squibb

and the AcrG principal investigators to
develop a dose de-escalation component
of the ongoing ddI studies. So far, Bristol-
Myers has shown a refreshing ability to
avoid the mistakes made by Burroughs-
Wellcome with AZT.Let us hope they con-
tinue to do so, by finding the lowest effec-
tive dose as quickly as possible. T

INlAID, "ACfG Highlights Selected Research
Accomplishments," May 1990, p. 3.

2Yarchoan R et aI., "In Vivo Activity Against
HIV and Favorable Toxicity ProfIle of 2', 3'-
Dideoxyinosine." Science 245, July 28, 1989,
pp. 412-415.

3r.ambert JS et aI., "2', 3'-Dideoxyinosine (delI)
in Patients with the Acquired Immuno-deti- '
ciency Syndrome or AIDS-Related Complex: A
Phase I Trial"; Cooley TP et aI., "Once-Daily
Administration of 2', 3'-Dideoxyinosine (delI)
in Patients with the Acquired Immunodeficien-
cy Syndrome or AIDS-Related Complex: Re-
sults of a Phase I Trial." In The New England
Journal of Medicine 322:19, May 10, 1990, pp.

. 1333-1339 and 1339-1344.

4Lambert, op. cit., p. 1333.

5Doses in the study were expressed as mglkg;
I have adapted these based on an average
weight per participant of 70 kg.

6Fauci AS, "ddI-A Good Start, but Still Phase
1." NEJM322:19, May 10,1990, pp. 1386-1387.
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by
Janet Rodgers

, 'llestion: What do Christmas, St.
Patrick's Day and Gay and I.e£-

bian Pride Day all have in conunon?
Answer: They are all holidays considered

importmt enoUgh that the Empire State Build-
ing is illuminated in recognition d them.
, This year on June 22-24, Lesbian and

Gay Pride Weekend, the Empire State
Building will be floodlit with lavender
and white lights. Such an event is an im-
portant example of gay and lesbian pride
being supported by mainstream cultural
institutions. .,

How did it happen? Well, last year
GLAAD approached the management of
the Empire State Building. We, requested
that the building be illuminated in pink
or lavender to commemorate the 20th
anniversaIY of the Stonewall riots, which
mark the birth of the modern lesbian and
gay liberation movement.

They turned down our request, stat-
ing that their policy is to have special
lighting on the Empire State Building for
major national holidays, religious holi-
days and events of "singular importance."

This year GLAAD wrote again. We
pointed out that the commemoration of
Stonewall and Gay and Lesbian Pride Day
are certainly events of singular frnpor-
tance to our community. We also ex-
plained that New York City's 700,OOO-plus
lesbians and gays are an important part
of the city's "mosaic," as Mayor Dinkins
has fondly tenned it. I'm happy to report
that our argµmeq,ts persuaded them .

Why is this important? First, the Em-
pire State Building is a highly visible cul-
tural icon. We'll all feel very proud when
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Next, write or call your local media,
and encourage them to do extensive cov-
erage of the June gay and lesbian pride
observances in your area. We are provid-
ing you with the appropriate names and
addresses in New York City to get you
started.

John Cotter, Metro Editor, New York
Post, 210 South St., New York, NY 10002.
(212) 815-8000,

John Darnton, Metro Editor, 1be New
York Times, 229 West 43rd St., New York,
NY 10036. (212) 556-1234.

Donald Forst, City Editor, New York
Newsday, 2 Park Ave., New York, NY
10016. (212) 251-6800. .

James Hairston, City Editor, New York
Daily News, 220 East 42nd St., New York,
NY 10017. (212) 210-2100. T

we see it lit with our colors in June. Such
visible recognition of the gay and lesbian
community Can be empowering for all of
us. Second, it is a reminder to the non-gay
and lesbian 'community that we ~, that
we are numerous and that we are proud.

But this visibility 'can't serve its sec-
ond purpose unless the rest of the coun-
try knows wby the Empire State Buil~ing
is lavender on that particular June week-
end. That's where you come in. It's time
to start a blitz of phone calls and letters
to all media outlets in your city.

Tell them that that you want major
coverage of ~bian and Gay History and
Pride Month. Tell them you want other
people to know'this is the flfst time the
Empire State Building has been lit in
honor of our community. Tell them that
we are a substan- I I

tial part of the
"general popula-
tion" and "our",
month deserves the
s~e kind of cov-
erage as Black His-
tory Month and
Women's History
Month, for exam-
ple. Tell them that
it's high time we
get the same digni-
ty, visibility and re-
spect as other mi-
norities.

First, write or
call the Empire State
Building's ,manage-
ment and let them
know what the illu-
mination means to
you. Write to: Don-
ald B. Kaplan, Se-
nior Vice President,
General Manager,
Empire State Build-
ing, New York, NY
10118. Or call him
at: (212) 7~3100. " ,.mm.. I,



VAGINAL HEALTH from page 38

condoloma, E. Coli and streptococcus.
Since some of these germs can cause se-
rious problems if untreated (gonorrhea,
chlamydia and occasional mycolplasma
can cause pelvic inflammatory disease), a
medical diagnosis may be a very impor-
tant fIrst step if sexual exposure is likely,
or your symptoms include any fever,
pelvic pain, bleeding, sores, swollen
glands or painful urination.

The most common vaginal infections
are caused by an overabundance of
yeast, trichomonas or gardnerella (this
was previously called haemophilus and
is the same as non-specific, or bacterial,
vaginitis). These can all be distinguished
under a doctor's microscope but also can
often be identified by the odor and color
of the discharge. Yeast is sweet-smelling,
thick, curdy or watery-and itches like
crazy. Trichomonas is greenish, frothy,
itchy and irritating. It smells fishy. Gard-
nerella is runny, grey or yellow and
smells rotten. With a vaginal speculum,
some pH paper and a little training, most
women can tell if they have a vaginitis
and apply home remedies successfully.
Oral or local medications are also useful
at times, or if preferred.

Yeast infections respond well to ap-
plications of active-culture, unflavored
yogurt, which can be placed in the vagi-
na with an applicator or through an open
speculum. This puts live lactobacilli
(good germs) back into the vagina and is
also very soothing. To prevent recur-
rences, acidophilus capsules (also con-
taining lactobacilli) can be placed in the
vagina three days each month. These
must be from active, live cultures and
can.be found at health-food stores.

Trichomonas responds well to garlic
suppositories (that's right-a peeled gar-
lic dove right in the vagina) overnight
for one to three weeks. Descented garlic
capsules can be purchased and used for
this purpose, also. Bacterial infections
like gardnerella respond well to herbal
douches. My favorite recipe is leaves of
goldenseal, comfrey and myrhh. Steep a
handful of each in a quart of boiled
water, cool, strain and douche. Or put
goldenseal powder (two teaspoons) into
a sitz bath and soak in it. Camomile or
comfrey tea bags, steeped and cooled to
a nice warm temperature are soothing
for external irritations and itching. Vase-
line is a useful soother, too. For a dry
vagina, massaging the perineum with vi-
tamin E oil or calendula cream daily can
help a lot.

Women can transmit many of these
germs to each other during sex. Some-

,

Like Henry James with a
dash of romantic socialism

THE NARCISSUS FLOWER HAS
MANY COLORS

times recurrent infections will require
treating your lover(s), even if she (or he)
is not having any symptoms. The safest
sex routines are not always sufficient to
keep these ordinary, hardy germs from
passing back and forth, and a mutual
consultation with a sensitive health-care
provider can sometimes help. Unfortu-
nately, the best sex often leaves your .
cunt sore. A day or two of sex-charged
waiting is often all it takes to regain that
fresh, sweet, lovely feeling inside. T

OUT TAICESfrom pege 41

funding legislation currently pending
before Congress, including the
Comprehensive AIDS Resources
Emergency Act and the AIDS
Prevention Act of 1990. The letter also
asked Bush to work for reform of
discriminatory immigration policies,
which exclude people with AIDS and
HIV infection from entry into the
country.

"'War of the Roses' has been

More Out Takes on
page 59 ......

established so that everyone whether
affected or infected-can maintain
their anonymity,' said Michael
Merdian, executive director of NAPWA.
The second phase of the campaign
calls for people who oppose the Im-
migration and Naturalization Service's
restrictions on travel for people with
AIDS and HIV infection to don a
white armband stamped with a rose
during the Sixth International
Conference on AIDS.

Dr. Charles Silverstein
PsychotherapIst & Author

Now
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(212) 799-8574

To participate in the War of the
Roses, call1-800-67~538.-Nina Reyes

•

tino
eters:

Read this

,

BOSTON-Alyson Publications, the
Boston-based gay and lesbian publisher,
has committed to a new anthology of
Latino lesbian and gay writing. The
collection's editor will be thejhighly-
acclaimed mystery writer Michaei Nava, a
winner of two Lambda Literary Awards
and editor of a previous collection of gay
mysteries for Alyson, Finale.

Nava is looking for short stories
from lesbian and gay Latinos, a group
whose work Alyson desc;fbes as "long
overlooked in the gay community.'
Interested writers or anyone with queries
about the project shoula write directly to
the editor: Michael, Nava, 7985 Santa
Monica Blvd., #109365, West Hollywood,
CA 90046. All formal submissions must
be received by' no later than September
I, 1990, and should be accompanied by
a self-addressed, stamped envelope.

-Sarah Pettit

Ju OKs
DSas

handicap
AUSTIN, Texas - A federal district

court jury found that AIDS is a handicap
Se. OUTTAKES on page 59

.John Chl.m'. novella
about theatre people

All the Mldwe.t I. a
.tagel

Oscar Wilde Mem.
Bookshop

St. Mark's Mem.
Bookshop
$ 4.00
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ust before leaving on a nine-
month vacation to San Francisco
and on to Central America, Jimmy
Somerville is sitting in a caf~in
London's East End. He's telling me

about an action that took place at the
Australian Embassy here. Protesting
Australia's immigration restrictions
against people with HIV, Somerville was
one of a handful of people arrested. It
was the first time ACf UP/London made
many of the national papers, and the
hope of another pop-star arrest drew the
press to subsequent actions-until they
realized ACf UP/London has a limited
roster of stars.,

"Sometimes people are only inter-
ested because I'm there, but, that's why
I've atways ~n prepared to be arrest-
ed," he says.

There have been complaints about
Somerville wiggling about in an ACf UP
T-shirt on the British music TV-show
Top of the Pops. Is it all just disco

;. ..... ' <

activism, here today at}d,i9n~,tomor-
'! .• ...,.., .•• r",-,

row; like any other LOndon fashion? ,~
"JimmY's absolutely unique at the

moment in Britain because he's consis-
tently prepared to put himself on the
line for ACf UP and for lesbian and
gay rights," says Mike Christie, who
recently organized a national tour in
England for Somerville called "The
ACf UP Revue." It went to five cities
outside Londc;>oand raised badly need-
ed funds for ACf UP. It also subverted

,

the usual pop~tour 'paraphernalia; all
the· merchandising promoted ACT
UP-not Jimmy Somerville and the
tour program talked about the experi-
mental AIDS drug ddI, women and
AIDS and a PWA-benefits scandal
which is rocking England.

,
The tour is"even more unusual

when one looks at the apolitical and
commercialized drift of gay culture in
London right now. The "E" in "England"
stands for "Extasy" these days, so strong
is the climate of hedonism. Precious lit-
tle has been done by the gay and les-
bian community since Section 28, a law
prohibiting "the promotion of homosex-
uality," was introduced in 1988.

"You wonder, how much worse
does it have to get," Somerville says.
"But the Thatcher years have really
drummed it into ,us that you look after
number one. There is a complacency
about accepting that discrimination
against lesbians and gays is a fact of life
in British society."

•
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twas 1984 when a young, gifted, rebellious Jimmy
Somerville surged onto the British music scene as lead singer
of Bronski Beat. The band had formed a year before, when

Somerville wrote a song called "Screaming" for the Gay and Les-
bian Youth Video Project in London, Framed Youtb: Revenge of
tbe TeenagePeroertswas eventually shown twice on TV. Bronski
Beat went on to perform several times that September in "The
Pink," an arts festival funded by the Greater London Council in
1983. They were signed almost immediately by London Records
and had major dance hits the following year with "Smalltown
Boy" and ''Why?"

"The record companies in the U.K. are sympathetic," he
says. "They respect me as a gay man who knows what he wants,
and they knew what they were getting right from the start. They
can sell queers who sing pop songs. MCA never knew how to
promote the records in the U.S. Success on the same scale in the
U.S. is something I'll never be able to achieve because of the
homophobia of the music industry."

After Bronski Beat split up in late '85, Somerville teamed up
with classically trained musician Richard Coles to form the Com-
munards, They made two albums, including the songs "You Are
My World," "Don't Leave Me This Way" and "There's More to
Love than Boy Meets Girl."

Read My Lips is Somerville's fIrStsolo LP,recendy released in
the U.S. on Polygram Records. The album is split between strongly
political statements like the title track "Read My Lips," "YouNever
Thought This Could Happen To You" and a remake of Sylvester's
"You Make Me Feel (Mighty Real)" (the currently released dance
single), and some very personal songs that came out of the
breakup of an important relationship he was in last year.

"They're still relevant because I'm still really in love with the
guy," he says. "I feel strange that I've exposed myself so much,
but I'm lucky that I could do that. For other people, it's impor-
tant to hear that our relationships are just as tormented-just as
ecstatic~ anyone else's,

"'Mighty Real,' on the other hand, is about slapping people
in the face and saying, 'Fuck Off!' Our sexuality is still there and
won't disappear because of AIDS. We're still bere."

A ten-minute performance of "Mighty Real" formed the cli-
max to "The ACf UP Revue," with a guest appearance by dancer
Pascal Brannan, whose performance piece, "Milk Milk lemon-
ade," an attack on Jesse Helms and a tribute to Sylvester, caused
a stir in London last year. The video of "Mighty Real" features
Somerville dressed in a spacesuit intercut with footage of
Sylvester, Harvey Milk and scenes of San Francisco,

lways trying to balance his professional and personal life,
Somerville is now heading for a long stay in San Francisco,
looking for a taste of "the gay ghetto," as he calls it. The

trip, he admits, is a bid to regain his privacy and expand his hori-
zons beyong the constricting limits of London. "I can't bear liv-
ing in London any longer. 1 know everyone else wants to come
to London, but to me it's never been home."

Although London isn't a violent city compared with New
York, it's aggressive in a way that Somerville finds increasingly
difficult to handle. He turned up for this interview with his arm
in a sling after a fight in a gay club, and has been attacked in the
street many times, as the scars on his face testify.

"I do think the response to me is more violent in London
than in other cities," he says, "and it's an integral part of our
lives in this city, Some gay people can't deal with me except



through intense dislike it's very British to dislike other people's
success.

"I had an experience where I was in a cab, and itwas stopped,t
at the traffic lights," Somerville recalls, "and the face of this tat-
tooed skinhead appeared at the window-the most frightening,
completely terrorizing man I've ever seen, who decided he want-
ed to slit my throat, and he was trying to smash the windows.

"Another time, I was approached by two boys in the
street-one said he really liked my music, and his mate said,
'You're that fucking queer,' and socked me in the mouth. It sums
up the schizophrenic response of the public, but they hate me
for being queer."

Somerville is unusual in comparison with other London pop
stars in that he's still often seen in London's gay dubs and is still
accessible to many of the people who buy his records. His
down-t~ attitude toward his role as a gay pop-star surpris-
es many people who don't know him. His irrepressible camp wit
and his forthright opinions "my big gob"-have made him just
as much an entertainer as a role model. But behind the endear-
ing and vulnerable facade is a scorching tongue and a shrewd
political brain. "We do live in an authoritarian system even
though most British people would never admit that," he says.
"They think they're living in the home of democracy, but we
don't even have a constitution or a bill of rights. The British peo-
ple have never progressed from a wartime mentality in which
we don't question what the government does-it's assumed that
everything is for the benefit of the general population, even if a
few people suffer."

espite having cult success, Jimmy Somerville has never
been a chart-topping artist in the U.S. In Britain, however,
he's enjoyed major hits since 1984, when Bronski Beat

released "Smalltown Boy," a tale of coming out and fmding the
gay community.

"One of the worst things for me in coming out was the feel-
ing of worthlessness at the age of 14 or 15," he explains, "I had
no sense of worth because I was queer. I was in a bar on Satur-
day-this boy came up and said to me, 'You saved my life'~nd
that's why I do what I do. It's a really strong thing for someone
to say to you, but he explained that he was sO suicidal when he
was coming out, he would listen to songs I've written and it
helped him.

•

"People say that help-lines and counseling are important to
young people coming out, but isn't having access to gay culture
equally important? That's what you're going to do with the rest
of your life, and people need a culture they can relate to, use
and add to.

"It would defmitely change gay culture, probably for the bet-
ter, if there were suddenly lots of lesbian and gay ftlm stars and
pop starS who came out. Gay culture is so intricate and diverse,
though, and a lot of it comes from our oppression, so it's hard
to imagine what might change."

As for artists like the Pet Shop Boys (whom Somerville "out-
ed" last year in an interview in London), he says: "They are con-
sciously using their gay background and gay culture for career
purposes, and they're not putting anything into gay culture
except disco music. I think we need a bit more encouragement
than disco records, and that's all they give. I think they're intel-
ligent enough, especially Neil Tennant, to be able to give a lot
more, voicing opinions 'and ideas which would influence young
gays and lesbians. For me, that's my priority." T

•
•

•

•

•
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for over t . ;y years, author james purdy has

written novels about gay life which have

astounded critics and colleagues alike. but still, he
• •

is, perhaps, one of our most underrated writers.
"It's 200 years old, an old house-for
America," says James Purdy, as he leads
me up the narrow wooden staircase to his
apartment in a rambling red-brick build-
ing in Brooklyn Heights,

I'd wondered what sort of place
would be home to Purdy, the author of so
many strange, shocking and weirdly
funny tales. Would the creator of Mal-
colm and Eustace Chisolm and the Works
and In a Shallow Grave dwell in dark
"chambers" (to use a Purdyism) cluttered
with lots of odd bric-a-brac from his fic-
tion-giant stuffed eagles, fearsome tor-
ture devices, and portraits of seraphic yet
wild young men?

This was all, of course, idle fancy.
Purdy's actual abode recalled the title of
his most disturbin.g book-Narrow
Rooms-except thai he inhabits only one
room, of the kind the British call a "bed-
sit." The author's home is minimally fur-
nished with a bed, a few chairs, a writing
table on which sits his small portable
typewriter, file cabinets, and bookcases.

The bookcases are filled mainly with
copies of his own works, which seems fit-
ting for an author who claims to read
almost no contemporary fiction and is so
immersed in his writing that he has
"almost given up the world." There are
also, however, volumes of Genet, Cer-
vantes, Balzac, Moliere and the intrigu-
ingly titled How a Fly Walks UpsideDown
and Othf!r Interesting Facts. "One of my
research books," he says.

But for occasional travels in the Unit-
ed States and abroad, James Purdy has
lived and worked in this spartan studio
for me past 30 years, creating his poems,
plays, short stories, 'and novels: a body of,
work of idiosyncratic, often astonishing
brilliance. Nearing 70, the wispy-haired
soft-spoken writer appears frail, but age
has not diminished his creative powers.
The past few years have been, in fact,
highly productive ones for him.

He recently completed two plays,
Enduring Zeal and Ruthanna Elder, the
latter based on an incident in Narrow

Rooms. Last winter, Theater for the New
City presented two of his one-act plays
under the title Till the Eagle Hollers. Both
plays dealt with complex love-hate rela-
tions between black and white women,
and both featured terrific performances
by Obie-winning actress Sheila Dabney.

Last fall, the San Francisco-based City
Lights Books published the American edi-
tion of his Garments the Living Wear, a
surreal satire of New York City in the age
of AIDS. The novel first came out in
Britain, where Purdy made his literary
debut in 1957 with the publication of 63:
Dream Palace. He is currently at work on
a new novel, Tbe Vorago.

Though the Ohio-Q.orn Purdy is a
quintessentially American writer-poet
Marianne Moore hailed him as "a master
of the American vernacular" -he has long
had a multinational European following.
His books have been translated into
French, Italian, German and Spanish, as
well as Catalan and Finnish. In March,
Purdy traveled to the Netherlands for the
Dutch publication of his complete collect-
ed poetry. He was interviewed on Dutch
television-"They tell me the show was
seen by at least one million people"-and
his appearances at bookstores have
attracted hundreds of his admirers.

Purdy is delighted by his transatlantic
popularity but hesitates to explain it: "I
really don't know why they're so crazy
about the work."

Back home his admirers have includ-
ed such luminaries as Edward Albee, Ten-
nessee Williams, Susan Sontag, George
Steiner, Dorothy Parker and James Bald-

by
george

deStefano

photo: michael wakefield

,

win. To Gore Vidal, he is "an authentic
American genius." Edward Swift, author
of Splendora and '/be Christopher Park
Regulars, recently told the Advocate that
in America "we have only the black writ-
ers and James Purdy."

But Purdy'S work has met with out-
raged condemnation as well as extrava-
gant praise. The explicit gay sexuality and
the sometimes extreme sexual violence
depicted in his novels has turned off
more than a few squeamish, middlebrow,
heterosexist critics. Perhaps even worse
for a .writer than being savaged, though,
is being ignored, which has too often
been Purdy's undeserved fate.

"He is one of the best writers we
have," observed critic Jerome Charyn,
"yet where are the honors that should be
attached to his work? The Pulitzer Prize
hasn't come to James Purdy."

Garments the Living Wear got a full-
page rave review from novelist Bertha
Harris in The New York Times Book
Review, but it was ignored by most
media, including "alternative" papers,
such as the Village Voice, as well as the
gay press-the latter an inexplicable
lapse given the book's focus on AIDSand
gay male relationships.

Purdy says Garments was, in fact,
turned down by ten publishers before
being picked up by City Lights.

"I was told it was subversive," he says.
"Of what?" I inquire.
"Of shit, I guess," he laughs, meaning

most of the fiction published today and
acclaimed by the media's purveyors of
"bookchat," to borrow Gore Vidal's dismis-
sive tenn for American literary journalism.

The AIDS epidemic has engendered
its own literature-plays, novels, short
stories, poems, memoirs-but there is
nothing in this new genre quite like Gar-
ments the Living Wear. For one thing,
although the illness Purdy portrays is
clearly AIDS, it is never called by that
name' rather it is known as "the Plague", ,
or "the Pest."

"I've heard lots of gay people call

I
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it the plague," Purdy says. "I just
got it from them," Although "the
Pest" has a biblical ring (and
Purdy, who was raised a Calvin-
ist and has been called a "Chris-
tian existentialist," is inclined to
religious allegory), he insists his
use of the term implies no
divine retribution. "The Pest" is,
however, a metaphoric sick-
ness; one of the book's main
characters regards it as "the
apotheosis" of American
capitalism's depredations.

Garments is indeed subversive
in its total rejection of the social
realism we have come to expect of
"AIDS literature." The novel's set-
ting is a New York where ambulances
screech like "the furies of Aeschylus," an
overwrought gay actor sees Jesus Christ
while riding the subway, and a hypocriti-
cal evangelist bursts into flames while
addressing his followers.

When gay AIDS activist Des Cantrell is
stricken by "the Pest," hope for a CUre is
offered by Edward Hennings, a nonagenar-
ian pseudo-Bolshevik billionaire who
attacks the illness with bizarre treatments he
learned in Cuba. He is assisted by his "wife"
Estrellita, a Cuban drag queen with mus-
cles who beguiles everyone she encoun-
ters, male and female. Hennings is also
the benefactor of Jared Wakeman, an
impoverished gay "thespian" and Des'
lover, and of Peg Sawbridge, a dotty
limousine liberal who lives in a 30-room
Gramercy Park apartment with her iII-
tempered daughter Cleo and hunky
manservant Ramon.

For all its surrealism and droll comedy,
Garments is no less an acid-etched portrait
of contemporary urban America. The
book's New York, besieged by poverty,
homelessness and "the Plague," is under
the misrule of Koch and Reagan, "these two
spokesmen for the real-estate and nuclear
empires." Purdy's targets also include evan-
gelism, homophobia and the rich with their
pretensions to social concern,

Although Purdy is gay, and homo-
sexuality has figured in his work since
63: Dream Palace, he does not consid-
er himself a "gay writer." "I don't think
that label covers my work," he says.
"It's too conservative. 1 think when you
have real talent, you're liable to write
about anything that inspires you. There
are great books that 1 su ppose you
could call gay, 'like the Satyricon or

and ultimately murder at the hands of
Qlptain Stadger, a self-hating closeted
homosexual.
If Chisholm is harrowing stuff,

Narrow Rooms is nightmare materi-
al. When I tell Purdy that I had bad
dreams after reading the book, he
laughs uproariously. But he lets on
that the book was tough going for
him, too. Inspired by actual inci-
dents he'd heard about while living
in West Vlfginia, "the story just hor-
rified me, " he says. "It was very hard
for me to write it. I went to stay at a
friend's house in Berkeley, Califor-
nia, and somehow I finished it."

The novel details the erotic entan-
glements of four young men living in

a remote mountain village during the 1970s.
Thwarted passion between the two princi-
pal characters, Sidney De lakes and Roy
Sturtevant, triggers vengeance-seeking and
violence that culminate in a ghastly, sado-
masochistic crucifixion.

lbrough these horrific scenes of sex-
ual mayhem, Sidney and Roy, Daniel and
Stadger are, says Purdy, "acting out the
fact that they can't love, as well as their
refusal to accept sexual love as beautiful."
In Purdy's fictive universe, self-hatred and
repressed desire inevitably have tragic,
appalling consequences.

Purdy waxes indignant over the
charge that Eustace Chisholm and Nar-
row Rooms are excessively bloody. "The
violence in my books is not much when
compared to, say, Shakespeare," he says.
"A play like Macbeth just drips with gore."

He dismisses those members of "the
gay literary establishment" who have
attacked the novels as devotees of "moon-
glow, rainbows and rectal anesthetics." .

Purdy, however, is a partisan of gay
liberation. He has given readings at A Dif-
ferent Light bookstore in New York and _
the Lesbian and Gay Community Center,
of which he is a member.

So, who is the James Purdy reader?
"You know, one of my publishers once
told me that my audience was hard to
define, it's so heterogeneous," he says. "I
have a large audience in America, but
many of them are poor. The middle class
reads John Updike and Joyce Carol Oates,
but my readers are often the unem-
ployed, drifters and iIIegals not neces-
sarily aliens. They're actors and com-
posers, too. Many of them are gay, but
not all. Actually, I think they're all strays.
They're underground, like I am."~

purdy's work has

met with outraged

condemnation as

well as extravagant

praise.

Leaves of Grass, but the canvas is so
broad in both."

The fact·that many of Purdy's stories,
plays and novels portray heterosexual
attachments confounds attempts to
pigeonhole him as a gay writer. But, in the
works where homosexuality is central, the
social terrain is almost a different universe
from the middle-class, mainly white world
depicted by David Leavitt, Edmund White
and Andrew Holleran. Purdy's gay charac-
ters are often without money or aspira-
tions to bourgeois status. They are Depres-
sion-era indigents, homeless interracial
lovers squatting in abandoned buildings
on New York's Lower East Side, rough-
hewn West Virginia mountaineers. They
struggle to love one another in an America
whose dog-eat-dog economy and homo-
phobic traditions conspire against them.

Stephen Adams, author of a book-
length study of Purdy's fiction, has noted
that Purdy's "tragic view of life would not
endear him to the freedom fighters of the
gay movement." Indeed, Purdy has
caught hell for his purportedly negative
depictions of gay male relationships. The
criticisms are usually directed at two nov-
els that are among his greatest books:
Eustace Chisholm and the Works (1967)
and Narrow Rooms (1978).

Set in the Depression-ravaged Chicago
of the late 19305,Eustace Chisholm is, says
Purdy, "about a young man who could not
face the fact that he loved another man."
Daniel Haws, a macho Anny veteran, is hor-
rified to discover his love for Amos Ratcliffe,
a penniless scholar. He reenlists in the mili-
tary to escape this unwanted love only to
realize that his life is meaningless without
Ratcliffe, To expiate his sin of rejecting
Amos, he submits to hideous physical abuse
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protest and a tribute to our lost friends.

August 4

Weneed volunteers on both coasts.
New York SanFrancisco
Coordinator Coordinator
Jay Brotcher Rob Rodd
212/533-4913 415/861-1453

The run is dedicated to two lost leaders of the
gay and lesbian community:

r. 10mwaaae ••,
founder of the Gay Games

• •
el ariD.. ,

artist, activist, humanitarian

We wish to thank the following people
for their support:

Contributed by:
John Basil and Pamela Earing
Hal L Bramson
Bob Charrot
Morris Kight
Peralandra Books and Music
Ken Rhodes
Cindy Kasovitz Sichel
Cindy Kasovitz Sichel
Cree Windus

In Memory of:
Bob Earing

Clinton Stephens
John Keene

Steve Berman
James Campbell

Earl Beeler
John Duka
Tony Torres

James T Martin

Please help us go the distance ...Send
your contributions now!

Name: _

Add ress: _

- I will sponsor Brent for miles @ $40/mile ..
In memory of: _

Send donations to:
Rainbow Run

300 Mercer Street, Suite 26L
New York, NY 10033

All contributions are tax-deductible,
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herever I go these
days which isn't, if I
have any choice in the

matter, too terribly far afield, six city
blocks being perfectly adequate provid-
ed they're the right six blocks in the
right city-people always ask me the
same questions, to wit: What's your
excuse this time? how old are you really?
and what exactly isDining 0utP.

The first question is by far the
trickiest, phrased as it is in il con-
frontational tone and demanding as it
does a carefully measured response.
As a rule, I find that a vague refer-
ence to my medication delivered in a
voice laden with implication will suf-
fice. This, I should mention, no
longer seems to work with my editor,
Simon Legree Signorile (as he's
known by the steno pool). Now,
whenever I hear him screaming for
me, I just hide under my desk and
pretend to be out. (Imean, of course,
out of the off tee. I am, and always
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have been, out in the popular, that is
to say, lesbian and gay sense of the
word, which is a damn good thing,
because if I weren't, I'd have more to
fear around this place than just being
ruthlessly bullied about deadlines).
Do not, by the by, light up a cigarette
while attempting this ruse, as this will
defeat the purpose entirely. Take it
from my bitter experience (I mean
specifically my bitter experience of
this past Tuesday, not my bitter expe-
rience of Christmas of 1980, nor my
bitter experience of Ash Wednesday
1986, nor my bitter experience of
Oct. 21, 1989).

Regarding the question about my
age---« question which, by its imperti-
nence, speaks volumes about the
interrogator and generally signals the
abrupt end of what otherwise might
have been a pleasant evening-I was
conditioned during that crucial junior
year at John G. Diefenbaker High
School (previously discussed, I
believe, just last week, in this very
space) always to meet such inquiries,

cB

HER.
•
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no matter what the circumstance, with
a claim to be 18 years old. That reply
just comes automatically now, even
though it's occasionally landed me in
trouble ever since the drinking age
was raised again to 21.

But, relevant to the purpose of
this column and its relation to
OutWeek (and thus, by extension, to
the entire gay and lesbian Gemetn-
schaj/), it is only the last question ref-
erenced-above i.e. What exactly is
Dtntng OutP.-which need occupy
our attention for the time being.
Dtntng Out! appears, no doubt,
prima facie to be a restaurant feature
but it is, in fact, more-so much
more. After all, any hack with a sharp
pencil and a four-star rating system
can give you mere impressions of the
cote/ette en paptliote; you can even
purchase entire magazines devoted to
the topic. While I can appreciate a
potential need for this service, or, if
not a need, a desire (how often we
carelessly confuse one with the
other!), this passive, reactive style of
writing is not my style. No, Dining
Out! chooses instead to adopt an
aggressive, proactive approach, with
an eye, as always, on the particular
needs of our Gemetnschaft. To this
end, I have always entered into a din-
ing experience as an obviously gay
man, accompanied by other proudly
open citizens of the Queer Volk, with
the result that Dtntng Out: is as much
an exercise in visibility as a discussion
of cuisine and ambience. The event
is, as you have noticed, further
enriched by the sometimes trenchant,
sometimes surprising but always
invaluable observations of my com-
panion of the moment.

What exactly is Dtntng OutP.
Why, Dintng Out! is nothing less than
a metaphor for our struggle for libera-
tion in the world at large.

Next Week: Stdewalk Cafes: Do
they work In New yom? ....
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Madameisel

Stever\ Meisel at Tt"ibeca
Bea"lty ''& the Beast.
Lir\da 6var\9ilista at Naomi Cambells'

birthday party

No Dice Mar\1
Bob .Colacello at Tt"ibeca Bat"

ar\d at"ill

£die ar\d .Al'\dy?
Peat"1al'\d Dal'\ilo at Par\ty ah-dles

V09"1e
'Rifat O:z,bekat Cal'\dylal'\d

\j~r., ,

- ',-".' . - ""_'_'_'.. ' _,. ., ':,n.,;.:.:.,_,"._--
at"acelal'\d

at"ace 3ol'\e5 at Naomi Cambells' birthday parly
. .. Opel'\ lAPI Mothet" F"Icket"1

Cha"ll'\cy at Pal'\ty ait"dles
•

i'lIlCHELANGELO SIGNORILE IS ON VACATION
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Liz and Sydney: five lesbian the wacky and glamorous Perfidia joins
movies we would like to see: tall blond bartendress Robi at La Palace.

1) Lusty Librarian. A specialist in Finally, super lounge DJ Andy Ander-
Renaissance manuscripts by day, after sen has picked up his Helen Reddy
hours our favorite New York Public records and moved to Roxy. Andy dee-
Library-Ann drags attractive young jays in the VIP room, and unfortunately
women to the basement stacks, lets her . his genius cannot be enjoyed by all. I
hair down and has her way with them.. suggest that you throw yourself at the
They don't complain. feet of the VIP gatekeeper. Her name is

2) Truck Drivin' Momma. A beautiful Pamela Toczek. Yell 'Pamela!' and tell
femme Countess has a her it is a life-threaten-

) sex change, buys an 18- ing situation-you sim-
wheeler and, under the ply must hear My
new identity, drives Sharona by the
cross-country, picking Knack, or you will die!
up young fernale hitch- Liz: At Roxy last
hikers and leaving Saturday night, word
behind a trail of broken was spreading that
hearts. Baroness Sherry Von

3) Beach Blanket Korber-Bernstein had
Bingo. Lesbians take remarked that she was
over Fire Island, rename quite fond of gay men
it "Long Island Lesbos," but lesbians were
and create both a matri- another matter entirely.
archal culture centered Baroness Sherry is a
on the Sun Goddess mature woman who
and new and unusual has been touted as "the
uses for tanning butter. world's oldest club-

4) Vampire Lust. kid," and often appears
Dominatrix Katrina ,IF YOU'VE SEEN ONE JAIMIE... in tastefully appointed
takes a new apprentice Ja;m;e and Ja;m;e Photo: Liz and Sydney skirt suits with matching
and promises eternal bliss; like The hats. Sydney and I couldn't let this go, so
Hunger but nastier. we enlisted our friends, Amy "I'll-do-any-

5) Gretta GropesManhattan. It's the thing-once" DiPasquale and go-go girl
year of the boob, and no woman is safe from "Ultra" VlOlet walker, to have a kiss-in only
the seductive grasp of a beguiling woman. inches from the Baroness. She shrieked and

Sydney: It seems that more people hid her face in her hands. A few moments
are engaging in the relentless pursuit of fun later, I asked her exactly what her problem
these days. In fact, some people have told was. She replied: "I don't know why it is that I
me that night life is almost as bizarre as it don~like you ....There really is no reasoo why, I
was in 1986, which, I have been told, was just don't ....But [photographer]John Simone
also a banner year. Since I wasn't around thinks highly of you girls."
for 1986, I don't really know, but I can tell Sydney: In some sort of bitter
you that, after a winter of malaise, more irony, Mollyhouse at Roxy opened the
. clubs are open, and decisions about where Nunnery for lesbians in the very room
to go are becoming more difficult. Along where the "Sheny Incident" took place.
with more clubs comes another problem: OutWeelts music editor Victoria Starr,
People just are not where you think they fresh from last week's Monika Treut
are supposed to be--Club Roulette has party at Mars, displayed a dazzingly
begun! Sister Dimension-that fierce eclectic range as she spun everything
Southern drag queen DJ-left Roxy for La from Sylvester to the Cure, with
Palace de Beaute. Mother of the drag DJs, Madonna's Hanky Panky faIling some-

,

•
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where in the middle. The Nunnery is billed
as "a lesbian alternative-music chamber"
where genres with the highly appealing
Clockwork Orange-like labels "industrial,"
"gothic" and "techno-pop" are played. In
reality, it is the skybox-like VIP room (on
Sundays, the only VIPs are lesbians), where
you are just as likely to hear "Girls Just
Wanna Have Fun" as you are Nitzer Ebb.
Hostesses Jill Reiter and Jan in
frock and habit for opening night, are young
women to whom Debbie Harry was a teen
idol and who obviously grew up worship-
ping Nina Hagen. Their goal: to create a
space for women who like to hop, skip and
jump on the dance floor and don't feel com-
fortable in the bump-and-grind disco culture.
Ifyou do like disco, ROXYhas also added g0-
go girls on the main floor.

Liz: Many a time you'll be standing and
watching a dance floor, when youll be struck
by the sight of two men in leather, maybe
sequined shorts, motoocyde caps, having the
best time of all. They're always together and
always dancing. They're ''the Jaimies," or ''the
leathermen." I first IretJaimie andJaimie out

one Sunday night, and we s:ruck up a conver-
sation because of our similar dress. Don~let
them 1001. you, though---the Jaimiesare nothing
but fiiendly. A recent Saturday, the taller Jaimie
was spotted wearing a double-breasted el.ectric-
blue suit, which atufed quite a stir. The besuit-
ed one rematked, "Youdon't have as much fill
dressed like this." My thought exactly.

Sydney: Ron Dobrin, the controversial
manager of the Pyramid, has left that club.
The new Pyramid has a fresh coat of paint,
and features three gay and/or lesbian
nights :Jenny's Girl Bar, the Gay Cabaret
withMona Foot and a new My ComrruliYSis-
ternight called Channel 69 (or gay TV).

Liz and Sydney: Though we admire
the journalistic integrity of the supermarket
tabloid the Globe (which describes itself as
"fu f: . . f: a1")n ... asanating ... acto , we must correct
one inaccuracy from last week's issue. The
Globe wrote that we had recently implied
that both Whitney Houston and Tay-
lor Dayne are lesbians. The truth, if it
must be known, is that Taylor-much to'
our dismay-is definitely not a sister.
As for Whitney .......
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in Texas, awarding $60,000 in back pay
to a man who alleged that his employer
fired him because of his AIDS diagnosis.
Legal experts think that the case was the
first AIDS discrimination case to go
before a jury in the state, and activists
are elated that the jury returned a verdict
in favor of the plaintiff.

"First, it's a jury stating that AIDS
discrimination will not be tolerated,"
Richard Levy, the plaintiffs lead attorney,
said after the verdict was returned. "That's a
powerful message. Hopefully, it can be
used as a tool in the effort to educate
people about how all people need to be
afforded dignity and equality on the job."

The plaintiff, Ronald Gardner, filed a
complaint against Rainbow Lodge, Inc., in
May 1988, alleging that he was fired from
his job as a waiter in violation of a Texas
law that prohibits disaimination based on
handicap. Gardner also claimed that his
employer had fired him to deprive him of
his insurance benefits and had failed to
inform him of his rights to continue his
insurance benefits upon termination as
required under the COBRAAct of 1985.

While the jury rejected Gardner's
claim that he had been fired to deprive
him of his insurance benefits, U.S.
District Court Judge John Singleton later
found that Gardner had not been
informed of his COBRA rights and
awarded Gardner $10,500. -Nina Reyes

yvets
tes'

CO:
WASHINGTON-A panel of gay

veterans, speaking on the concerns of
Vietnam-War-era soldiers, testified before
a House subcommittee May 16, calling,
for increased funding for AIDS care
through the Department of Veterans'
Affairs, and a removal of an antigay
military discharge policy.

The gay panel, one of several
Vietnam veterans' groups testifying that
day, presented their stories before the
Oversight and Investigation Subcommittee
of the House Committee on Veterans'
Affairs. The subcommittee is chaired by
Rep. Lane Evans (D-ilL), a cosponsor of
the federal gay and lesbian rights bilL

-

The veterans testified during a two-
day conference on the concerns of
Vietnam veterans, in which the gay
veterans' groups participated.

The testimony by the gay veterans
marks only the fourth time that openly
gay people have testified before
Congress in Washington on gay issues .
not related to AIDS.

AIDS panelist I10nka F. Thomas,
HN /AIDS coordinator for the Department
of Veterans' Affairs (OVA) Medical Center
in Boston, pointed oUt that, since the
onset of the epidemic, the OVA has
treated over 8,000 cases of AIDS. She
further noted that, in 1989, nearly ten
percent of all AIDS patients received their
care through'the OVA. -Cliff O'Neill

WASHINGTON-The Louisiana State
House on a 95-5 vote May 14 passed a
bill ordering that controversial recordings
deemed to promote certain activities be
stickered with a state-imposed parental
warning labeL

The legislation, sponsored by State
Rep. Ted Halik (D), would mandate all
records, tapes and compact discs sold in
Louisiana be stickered with the warning
labels if they are found to "advocate or
encourage" any of the follOwing: "rape,
incest, bestiality, sadomasochism, any
form of sexual conduct in a violent
context, prostitution, homicide, unlawful
ritualistic acts, suicide, the commission of
a crime upon the person or property of
another because of his sex, race, color,
religion or national origin, the use of any
controlled dangerous substance
[prohibited by state law] or the unlawful-
use of alcohoL"

Similar bills in 21 other states were
recently dropped by their sponsors.
Although most of the abandoned bills
contained provisions calling for the
stickering of records deemed to promote
"sodomy," the Louisiana bill is silent in that
area. While the bill addresses lyrics which
are deemed to promote bias-related
violence, it does not address antigay lyrics.

Aside from the Louisiana bill,
the only other state proposal to get'
this far was a similar act which
passed the Pennsylvania House last
year. It was later withdrawn by its
sponsor while it was awaiting state

Senate action. •
The Louisiana bill, which is

expected to see state Senate action in
late June, came as a surprise to the
record industry, which recently
unveiled a broad proposal for a
uniform parental- warning sticker to
be ' placed voluntarily on
controversial recordings.

The voluntary stickering agree-
ment was credited with the defeat or
withdrawal of similar mandatory
stickering bills in .the 21 states,
although many seemed already headed
for defeat by the time the industry
sticker was announced.

Conservative state lawmakers,
including Halik and Missouri State Rep.
Jean Dixon (R), the chief architect of the
myriad state bills, however, expressed
disappointment with the industry sticker,
complaining that it was voluntary and
that the decision whether or not to
sticker would. be made without
governmental input.

Also, most of the nation's
independent record labels which include
those that record most of the nations's
openly gay and lesbian recording
artists have not signed onto the voluntary,

stickering agreement. As these companies
are also the ones which release the most
controversial of the recordings targeted by
conservatives, lawmakers are pointing at
the recalcitrant labels as justification for
continuing their fight.

Louisiana's Halik told Billboard
magazine that he is "going after" the
independent labels for not signing onto
the agreement, adding, "Those labels are
the ones with all the trash lyrics, so we're
going to force them into the [agreement]
or else they won't be selling their records
in Louisiana."

The bill both orders the stickering of
recordings and prohibits the sale of
unstickered controversial product. Under
the measure, first time offenders record
retailers caught selling unstickered
product---could be fined between $1,000
and $2,000 and/or spend up to one year
in jaiL Repeat offenders could be fined
between $2,000 and $5,000 and face up
to three-year jail terms. ---Cliff O'Neill
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line up early for Coming Out, the closing-night fIlrit June 17,
and spare me the litany of politically correct topics the movie
completely Ignores. (A partial list would Include AIDS, racism,
empowennent and women's Issues.) As a first effort from East
Germany-a country just now going through Its own sort of
"coming out"--Heiner Carow's film has a sharp emotional power
without giving In to its own melodramatic impulses.

This Is an old-fashioned, white, middle-class coming out
story. Philipp (Mathias Preihof), an introverted young schoolteach-
er, drifts almost accidentally into a maniage-track relationship with
a woman co-worker, allowing her desire to make up for his own
passivity. When a contentedly gay school chum shows up,
Philipp's recollection of their adolescent encounter causes a rush
of confusion and longing. PhUlpp soon finds himself a gay cos-
tume party, making eyes at 18-year-<>ldMattias (Dirk Rummer,
who will be present with Carow at both festival screenings).

The plot, whUe at times predictable, is not entirely mechanical.
Carow and screenwriter wolfram Witt have a vaguely "new Getman"
narrative sensibility, and the development Is slightly fragmented, with
a few unresolved ambiguities that add weight to the storyteiling.

Coming O!lt has moments of surprising emotional clarity. Por
this white, 'middle-class, gay male reviewer, the movie recaptured
the tingling emotional intensity of a first romantic, sexual encounter,
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as well as the intolerable anguish later, when the affair has been
completely bungled The cast Is terrific, wonderfully at ease in their
roles, and the director equally at ease with gay men who touch,
Prench-klss, get naked, make love and dream of the perfect lover.

Philipp's ongoing indecision will grow tiresome for gay view-
ers, although the Insecurity of the person coming out Is for once
balanced by a number of appealing characters comfortable with
their gay identity, Including the vulnerable Mattias, who once
attempted suicide but Is now out even to his family.

PUmed in part In an East Berlin gay bar, Coming Out portrays
a gay male G.D.R not dissimilar to pre-Stonewall America-under-
ground, apolitical and full of personal alienation. The film pauses
for obligatory, didactic speeches clearly aimed at straight audi-
ences, but they're well spoken and even moving, as in the case of
the aging Communist who recalls Nazi persecution. As the old man
speaks, Carow provides a person-by-person mosaic of the gay
bar's patrons, gathered together but individually isolated. Despite a
level of official tolerance for homosexuality, coping with their is0-
lation was the best gay men could hope for in the pre-thaw G.D.R

-Broce Steele

Common Threads: Stories from the Quilt

"Common Threads: Stories/rom the Quilt seems at first to tell
a fairly familiar story. A series of black-and-white photo montages
chronicles the lives of different individuals from happy-chUdhood



•snapshots to vibrant adulthood to those all-too-familiar pictures of
the bedridden and diminished bodies of people with AIDS. A
voice-over tells us that these individuals have followed 'different
roads to the same fate.' But soon it becomes obvious that this
'fate' involves something grander and more monumental than the
cemetery which too many, documentaries have turned the quilt
into. Through the interlocking stories of various individuals who
have died from AIDS and the contemporaneous testaments of
those who stood by them, Common Threads pieces together a his-
tory of the people affected and united by the AIDS crisis. More
than simply an AIDS elegy, the video documents the construction
of a community, a community composed not only of those who
have died but also of those who continue to live and fight against
government indifference and public fear."

-Peter Bowen in OutWeek (no. 17,Oct. 15, 1989)

Comrades in Arms and Flames of Passion

One of the strongest contributors to the growing pool of gay
documentaries is British filmmaker Stuart Marshall. Marshall's
DeSire, a look at sexuality in Germany up to the fall of Hitler,
opened last year's New Festival and proved him to be a thorough
and thoughtful documentarian. This year, he returns with
Comrades in Anns, an account of six lesbians and gay men who
served in the British armed forces in World War IT,which reveals
that he also has a romantic, nostalgic side.

Comrades weaves together personal stories with newsreel
footage, but since no footage exists to illustrate the "dangerous
liaisons" and affalrs-of-the-heart recounted by these veterans,
Marshall creates some. Short black-and-white scenes set to period
music provide a romantic backdrop to tales which otherwise exist
only in memories.

Marshall has assembled an appealing cast of characters: the
upper-crust soldier with the stiff upper lip, the female imperson-
ator who entertained the troops and the nurse who speaks of ren-
dezvousing with her lover during leaves. Though discretion was

crucial at all times, surprisingly few experiences of direct homo-
phobia are recounted by any of the interviewees.

The film is infused with a strong sense of patriotism and duty.
One man describes being raised a pacifist but explains that the
persecution of Jews under Hitler compelled him to enlist. There's a
sense of the destruction wrought by the war, and, in one
sequence, Marshall follows a veteran to a shrine on the River Kwai
which memorializes Allied forces killed fighting the Japanese,
although the Idea of war is never questioned. One can only imag-
ine that the personal stories of gay Vietnam Veterans would
undoubtedly reflect the political issues which tore apart the nation.
But that's another film .... Comrades in Arms remains a warm,
charming work, one that should enliven and enlighten audiences.

Being screened with Marshall's film is Flames of PasSion, a
premiere from Richard Kwientniowski, whose earlier shorts,
Alfalfa and Tbe Bal/ad of Reading Gaol revealed him to be a
smart, pointed and poetic filmmaker. This latest film is a dream-
like guppie love story that lacks the punch of his previous work
but instead offers a romantic vision of queer love. It makes a suit-
able companion to Commdes in Arms. -Karl Soehnlein

Crocodiles in Amsterdam

The two female protagonists of Annette Apon's
Crocodtles in Amsterdam are introduced via their dreams,
which immediately establish their characters. Gino is a roman-
tic, live-for-the-moment type, looking for love in all the
wrong places; Nina, an activist, revolutionary type, dreams in
drawings of well-guarded buildings blowing up. Apon does
not hesitate to reinforce her characters' differences with a
brunettelblonde opposition as well as a (somewhat muted)
butch/femme one. Such self-conscious play with conventions
is, more often than not, a foreshadowing of some transgres-
sive challenging of them (outside of Hollywood, at least). If
this was intended in Crocodiles, it falls far short-of that, and

much else besides.
Gino and Nina meet "through blue"; that is, they share a pas-

sion for the same shade of blue, which each is following in the
form of a child's coat when they bump into each other. Two of
the best, and most promising, scenes follow this initial encounter,
with each woman explaining how they met. These scenes happen
so quickly, the effect of which is to take us out of the film's pre-
sent-tense narrative and into some future mm in a way that both
fo~lly and thematically disrupts, allowing us to begin writing
the story ourselves.

Unfortunately, the promise of such scenes is never realized.
The film has an attractive, slick look to it, with lots of quick cuts
to keep the pace fast. It keeps us involved until we realize that its
interest depends mostly on its technique. Once the film slips into
the truly meaningless (the scene in which Nina and Gino try to
sell a painting, for example), it begins to bore.

Yolanda Entius and Joan Nederlof are vel)' good as Nina and
Gino, but there is only so much they can do with these roles. At best,
the scenes between them are sexually charged; we spend much of
the film anticipating what often seems the inevitable first kiss. By the
time we realize it isn't at all inevitable and in fact isn't going to hap-
pen, we don't much care anyway. -Monica Dorenkamp

Looking for Langston and Trojans

One of the most satisfying double bills of the festival is the
teaming of Isaac Julien's Looking for Langston with the premiere
of Constantine Giannaris' Trojans. Each of these films evokes
dec~ased gay poets to reflect on the role of the queer artist in
history. Julien caIls his film a meditation on Black gay artistic
identity, with Langston Hughes and the Harlem Renaissance as
its point of departure. Those who didn't catch Looking for
Langston when it played last faIl should do so now; it's one of
the most visuaIly satisfying and intellectuaIly stimulating gay
films made to date.

Trojans is more biographical, following the 19th-century gay
poet Constantine Cavafy from his birth in Greece through his life
in Alexandria, Egypt (though not in strict chronological order). As
Stuart Marshall did in Comrades In Arms, Giannarls tackles the
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problem of documenting the past without the benefit of archival
material by creating his own evocative imagery. Giannaris takes a
less literal tact than Marshall's detailed recreations by illustrating
Cavafy's poetry with contemporary images of beautiful boys in a
~variety of erotic tableaux, along with shots of Alexandria's empty
streets and windswept shore, Trojans has the look and feel of the
Super-8 work of Derek Jarman stark, grainy, slow-motion visu-

als. Giannaris illustrates Cavafy's poetry with a seductive range of
imagery designed to identify its gayness (which the poet some-
times approached explicitly but was more often guarded about).

Cavafy's appeal-a gay artist living outside his native cul-
ture to Giannaris is obvious: Giannaris was born in Greece and
moved to England to live. Cavafy was a cultural outsider in every
sense of the word--ethnically, sexually and economically (he lived
in poverty after his merchant family lost its fortune). Voice-overs
about the poet's personal life, sexual politics and artistic concerns
are Intermingled with his lush, historical poetry. This makes for an
involved soundtrack that arranges a complete portrait of the artist
without the detachment of traditional biography. In reinterpreting
Cavafy's voice for contemporary audiences, Gianarrls reveals his
own eloquent vision to the world, -Karl Soehnlein

Night Out (with Beyond Gravityand Elevation)

A film like Night Out Is difficult to respond to in any other
way than personally. It's the story of a gay couple, Steve and
Tony, whose relationship is put to the test after Tony is bashed at
a cruisey public toilet. Tony tries to hide the incident ifum Steve
(even though he winds up in the hospital) because he doesn't
want him to know he was "cheating" on him. Australian director
Lawrence Johnston uses gay-bashing to explore other issues: pub-
lic sex, monogamy, communication within relationships. The fihn
is well-shot, well-acted and precisely paced, but that may not be
enough for this subject matter. To portray antigay violence espe-
cially as brutally as is done here is to invite strong reactions:
Viewers will undoubtedly respond based on their own experi-
ences with the issue, leaving the mm's overall merit behind.

Night Out is bound to stir up heated debate, much like the
one about Longtime Companion recently seen in the pages of this
magazine: Does a film about issues facing the gay community
Oike AIDS or gay-bashing) have to respond to the social context
which creates such problems? Or can it simply tell a story and

leave the social concerns to post-film discussions? It's a delicate
balance, for, while gay mmmakers should not be forced to pro-
duce oniy "correct" portrayals of gays, being an artist does not
diminish a gay man or lesbian's responsibility to address the polit-

iC,alreality of gay oppression (if anything, it heightens it),
Night Out uses social issues to illustrate personal problems; I had

hoped that a domestic crisiswould be the springboard for dealing with
the 1arger social problem After all, it's easier to talk about relationship
troubles than hate aimes. Antigay violence is an issue that cannot be
taken casually. By employing a bashing primarily to flesh out affairs of
the heart, Night Out comes perilously close to doing just that

Night Out is being screened with two other fihns from Down
Under: Beyon4 Gravity, an offbeat New Zea1and love story (not avail-
able for p'review), and Elevation, a delightful short by Aussie Stephen
Cummins that celebrates cruising and sex. -Karl Soehnlein
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No Need to Repent

Ann Alter's short documentary No Need to Repent, a portrait
of United Church of Christ ordained ffiinlster Jan Griesinger, is
unfortunately predictable. Made only last year, the film has a very
dated feel to it, harking back to the women-loving-women essen-
tialism of feminism's first wave. This is a problem with the film
because it means there is nothing surprising in It, nothing that
most of us don't already know. The responses to Griesinger'S
coming out are predictable enough, as is her own realization
(while listening to women's music) that she's a lesbian.

What should be of centra1 interest in this film is the potenIial
conflict between Griesinger's positions as a minister and as a lesbian,
yet this is hardly explored at all, perhaps because there doesn't seem
to be any real conflict Griesinger talks about leaving behind "tradi-
tional" Christianity, by which we can assume she means what has
been, for women, an incredIbly oppressive patriarchal Christianity, but
she never really explains just how that is done. Instead, a freedom
and openness on the church's part is implied but never explained.

Interestingly, Griesinger explains her desire to stay in the
church as a desire to be in a position in which one can be politically
active. Griesinger entered the church only after her already-activist
life broke up her marriage; her move from a rejection of traditional
and patriarchal structures of life to participation in one of the

strongest of patriarchal institutions is by no means self-explanatory.
Perhaps the United Church of Christ is more progressive than most.
But if you don't already know that, this film won't tell you.

Griesinger is apparently a well-known and respected progres-
sive minister. The parts of her life that this fihn does reveal are
impressive; she is one of many unsung heroines of our time whose
everyday lives make those of the people around them that much
better. We can only wish that Alter had shown us more of her, and
perhaps had at least introduced, with no claims to answer, some of
the complicated questions a life like Griesinger's raises. As it Is, we
get little more than a washed-out biography that leaves us guessing
until the very end. During the film, Griesinger rarely mentions her
lover; at the very end, after the credits have run, a cryptic note
appears, explaining that, although Griesinger's lover supports the
fIlm, she decided not to be Interviewed or to appear. Why not? TIle
absence of an explanation here is frustrating.

The film is no more engaging visually than it is in other
ways; attempts to liven things up don't really work. Jeanne

Donado's "The Ballad of Jan Griesinger" helps a bit, if only
because Donado's voice is a good one. There is one very weird
scene which is speeded up for no apparent reason and accompa-
nied by an unrelated voice-over. -Monica Dorenkamp

Nocturne

Nocturne may be the best of the lesbian premieres in this
year's festival. Directed by British filmmaker Joy Chamberlain
(Domestic BUss), the film wastes none of its 58 minutes in creating

a complicated, unlikely, incredibly fun scenario that leaves us feel-

ing remarkably satisfied.
The film is about a middle-aged woman, Marguerite (Lisa



COR, BUMEY, WHAT A BIT OF CRUMPET.-Jess and her pa rents in Oranges Are Not the Only Fruit

Eichorn), who returns to her childhood home after her mQther has
died Sitting at the piano (the "nocturne" of the title is Chopin's),
she remembers her childhood piano teacher and governess, Miss
Carpenter. Through a series of flashbacks, the difficult and
ambiguous relations between Marguerite, her mother (Maureen
O'Brien) and Miss Carpenter are revealed. Miss ,Carpenter is, for
'the young Marguerite, a refreshing alternative to her too-somber,

well-mannered mother, and the two of them form a kind of bond
of which her mother appears incapable.

The action of the flashbacks is brilliantly echoed by that of
the present day. Between Marguerite's memories, two hitchhiking
dykes come running out of the rain and into the house, just as
Miss Carpenter and the young Marguerite had done moments ear-
lier, establishing a connection that the middle-aged Marguerite will
exploit in the rest of the flim. Replacing their wet clothes with
"costumes" of Miss Carpenter and the young Marguerite, she
begins a fantasy reconstruction of her childhood. In this impromp-
tu drama, Marguerite assigns herself the role of her mother.

What makes Nocturne most extraordinary is Lisa Eichorn. As
the repressed Marguerite, Eichorn brilliantly fuses the somber
movements and manners of Marguerite's mother with the poten-
tially explosive sexual desire that is initially (re)awakened by the
nocturne and then realized by the arrival of the very unrepressed

dykes. Although she doesn't have many lines, Eichorn dominates
the fllm with Marguerite's intensely conflicted character and brings
a sexiness to the role that is not necessarily inherent in it. As
director, Chamberlain is, of course, responsible for much of the
well-paced and measured atmosphere of Nocturne, as is the writ-
er, Tash Fairbanks. Together with Eichorn 'and a very impressive

supporting cast (most notably, Maureen O'Brien as Marguerite's
mother), they've made a beautifully sensual and sexy film. TIlis
one is a must-see. -Monica Dorenkamp

Nocturne

Not to be confused with JoY Chamberlain's lusty lesbian tale
of the same name, Mark Townsend Harris' Nocturne is a quiet,
emotional drama about the search for love in the gay urban jun-

gle, It's a boy-meets-boy, boy-loses-boy, boy-loses-his-mind story,
with an incisive look at casual sex that will make audiences either

squirm in frustration or nod in recognition.
Martin, a pianist in his mid-20s, has just moved to New York

and is trying to orient himself both to an impersonal city and to
his budding queer sexuality. When he meets Gino, who seems to
possess the right combination of beauty, body and brains (not to
mention a cool leather jacket that just fascinates Martin), he falls
harc!. Their one night together is both agonizingly long and hope-
lessly romantic, but, to Martin, it's full of promises. When it turns
out that Gino wanted merely a quick tryst, Martin falls apart.

Martin is an awkward hero. There's a humorless, prudish side to

him, and his slide into obsession after being dumped seems extreme.
Gino, the sexua1 libertine, is portrayed as a creep. In an age of gay
men putting themselves back together after a decade's dealing with
AIDS,Nocturne may come across as "sex-negative." 1his is not, how-
ever, a film about casting moral judgment but about how promises are
made and trust betrayed for the sake of sexual conquest, with director
Harris making a case for emotional responsibility.

Nocturne is part of a growing gay "cinema of intimacy": tal-
ented flim artists who play with narrative formulas to explore per-
sonal dramas. Harris has created several jarring, imaginative
sequences to convey heightened emotional states, His sex scene is
a fractured, silent romp that captures both the physicality which

turns Gino on and the emotional connection which Martin is look-

ing for. A brief dream-sequence is equal parts Jarman-esque beau-
ty and Lynchian horror. Harris is a talented filmmaker and an
excellent writer, and Nocturne, at times disturbing and often
delightful, is full of surprises. -Karl soehnlein

Oranges Are Not the Only Fruit

Oranges, adapted by Jeanette Winterson from her own novel
of the same name, is a semiautobiographical account of her youth
spent in Lancashire, England, with evangelical parents. Originally a
three-part series made for British television, the flim is a refreshing-
ly strong narrative which-just when you fear itwill end-doesn·t.
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Film

by Otis Stuart

omethlng for Everyone is the stuff of which partisans
are made: a box-office bomb that became a cult icon
and that, 20-years-old this summer, is as potent and
perplexing as ever. A contemporary black comedy set

against the Ruritanian shadows of fallen nobility-that mad girl
Ludwig'S Neuschwanstein Castle always lurks in the back-
ground-Harold Prince's debut as a movie director followed the
tale of a gender-bending drifter (Michael York) and a reclusive
countess awash in epigrammatic nostalgia (Angela Lansbury). En
route to becoming lord of Lansbury's lost manor, York seduces
everyone in sight while also employing more conventional spe-
dalities such as blackmail and murder. Time-honored demons are
rife and include, in big close-up, members of the same sex and
members of different generations wet-kissing in a scathingly casu-
al manner. York's long-suffering lover in the film's central male
couple takes his sexual ambidexterity in stride: "You can sleep
with anyone, can't you?" Lansbury, York's senior partner (and
lover's mom), is, at best, miffed by the complexity: "Children are
so prudish about their mothers."

When Sometblngfor Everyone was released in the summer of
1970, it did virtually nothing for anyone but a fledgling gay com-
munity. Penelope Gilliat dismissed it in the New Yorker as "a sort
of broken Hans Anderser1 story, mixed up with Mldnlgbt Cow~
and a lot of lederhosen," and Vmcent Canby added the obligatory
homophobic punctuation in 1be New York 1fmes: "summer camp."
The most directly disastrous results were on the careers of Prince
and Lansbury. The director's Broadway musicals to date had
grossed in excess of $12 million. Three were current hits 7.orba,
Cabaret and Fiddler on tbe Roof After 41 films, Lansbury had
taken four years off to return to the theater, pick up Tonys for
Mame and Dear World and become the resident doyenne of the
musical stage. Prince's bid for screen status and Lansbury's first
step toWard capping her movie career with Marne, Somethlngfor
Everyane helped sink both ships and is today a taunting glance at
the cinematic careers both might have had, or, in Prince's case
anyway, passed on to others.

Prince's Broadway staging of Cabaret helped earn Bob Fosse
an Oscar for directing the film version; the angry troughs of light
in the Kit Kat Club, those audience-hating mirrors and the leering
emcee are all from Prince. In addition to the shared Teutonic
totems-blonds, Nazis, Bavarian music-and the similarities
,between York's characters in the two films, Something for
Everyane even includes a scene of York alone in a room floodlit
by candles that directly prefigures one of his love-making duets
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with liza Minnelli in Cabaret. We also get our only lingering look
at Lansbury in the full glamour of her Mame period, costumed to
the nines by F10renz Klotz, glittering through garden parties, bro-
ken memories and close encounters of the most private kind, dis-
arming all comers: "Let's not talk about the Nazis. They were
boring when they were allover the place, strutting around, invit-
ing themselves to dinner.'

Enter the boys in the band, drawn by Sometbingfor Everyaru!s
sure-fire coml:>o--a handsome hero on our team and a dragon lady
spewing bon mots. Despite the commercia1 failure and loathsome
"The-butler-did-it-to-everyone" advertising campaign, Prince won
the directorial debut award at the 1971 San Francisco Flim Festival,
and S<JmethlngforEveryone went on to find a faithful audience on
the art-theater circuit, usually in tandem with Travels with My Aunt
or, aptly enough, The Boys In tbe Band. And appropriately
enough for a fUm with as troubled a history even the title
changed at least three times in preproduction-its popularity
proved problematic for a gay audience as well. Produced in the
full bloom of Affierican film's evil-fag phase, when homosexuality
was equated with the dark side of the force, Sometblng for
Eve1}one traffics in the mysteries of gay sex for an unschooled audi-
ence. Vito Russo, who knows such things, describes it in The
Celluloid CIaget as "a good example of the way in which a gay audi-
ence is lured into supporting a negative image of itself in response
to an attractively homoerotic, but ultimately destructive, sensibility."

Twenty years have done something to mitigate that danger,
distancing the film from the political naivete of its immediate con-
text and tightening the focus on its more lasting and most lethal
quality: the total subversion of all sexual roles-with a flourish. No
one is ever completely on top, least of all heterosexual hegemony.
The film hasn't one viable heterosexual male, as Lanshury, head
held high, observes in her most quoted line: "There are no men
anymore. Only facsimile,' York never once touches a woman with
tenderness. It's always rough trade, and his steamiest tryst with the
heiress he's aiming toward a marriage of fmancial convenience



(not with himself, but with his lover) involves two commands:
"Say 'I love you'" and (more slowly) "Now, say 'I'm a little rich girl
who's crazy about footmen,'" Cut to ecstasy.

Traditional partnering is as impotent as the myriad varia-
tions on homosexuality that populate the periphery of the film.
The local color is emphatically lavender-a timid pastor pas-
sionate about butterflies who sports full clerical drag even to
ride his motorscooter, a wizened butler With a father-fIXation
repressed to the point of National Socialism, a couturier hotter
on skirts than his clients. The Sapphic suggestions are handled
as subtly as Lansbury's greeting to her prospective daughter-in-
law,-"Delectable. Quite delectable."-and as vigorously as her
attendant masseuse (the great Greek star Despo), a squat block
of butchdom who mounts staircases with her fIsts clenched
and breaks boards over her knee.

Circa 1990, the largely sympathetic
portrait of York's lover Helmut has set-
tled into the same kind of comfortable
cliche, the homo who has to take all that
shit. Helmut cannot discuss his sexuality
without negatives or even in complete
sentences: "I'm not..I didn't want you to
think .. .it isn't .. ." He accepts all adjust-
ments to keep his man, gratefully. The
oblivion to which contemporary events
have consigned such passivity has an
arresting, Somethingfor Evel)\?1w-ish par-
allel to the career of the actor portraying
Helmut The film introduced 22-year-old
Anthony Corlan (the only performer in
the film, by the way, described by Canby
as "beautiful"). After subsequent efforts
on the order of Vampire Circus and
Taste the Blood of Dracula, Corlan disap-
peared from the screen to be reborn in
the '80s, a leading man, as Anthony
Higgins in 1be Draugbtman's Contract,
Young Sherlock Holmes and Quartet.

True to form, the truly subversive
aspect of Somethingfor Everyone is also its
most alluring. Lansbury's performance is
homo heaven from 500 paces; virtually
every major review made at least one
comparison to Bette Davis. ArtifIciality
transcendent-"Everyone fInds the dol-
phins most amusing" segues every social
hypocrisy into a singing smile it is also a
physical feast. Beginning with the only real
Garbo shoulders north of Charles Ludlam's
Camille, Lansbury's body knows more
CUlVesthan a sibilant "s," and the physical
animation becomes a latently lascivious
~ounterpoint to each devastating rejoinder.
It's like watching a well-dressed lash.

The surface of Lansbury's countess
is, in fact, inviting enough to allow the
unthinkable transfollllation: She becomes
a man, adopting all of the qualities tradi-
tionaJly associated with male dominance.

~

lansbury wears black through the first half of the film, when the
countess is still a willing function of bygone days. The aggression
is only at bay: "You don't find eagles adapting. They just sit in
their cages and glare. Good day, Herr Schoenfeld. I'm sure you
are eager to scurry back to the city and adapt." Her moment of
revelation is one of the great arias and climaxes, with a toast to
reality. Awake, she switches to white and puts on the pants,
getting back her castle and snaring her mate. The moment of con-
summation is all logiC: "Well, we seem to be here, don't we?" Par
for the male mythology course, she is fInally undone by her own
ego. For all the froth, Lansbury is also chilling, synopsizing the
continued appeal of Prince's icy, acerbic little film. The film's ubiq-
uitous evil is those old Cabaret mirrors at work again, but "we are
the monsters" has never been funnier. We even get to dress up .....

•
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A SHOWER A DAY HElPS KEEP...
Ron Bagden 8S the writer Photo: Adrienne Urbanski
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Theater
•

by Michael PaUer
he daily life of writers is not

very interesting-that is, if
they are actually writing. They
sit at their desks and write, or
doodle, or stare into space. Or

get up and walk away. There may be
plenty of drama, as writers bend their
material this way or that, or as the
intractable material bends them into all
kinds of knots. But it's an internal
drama, not the sort of thing that's very
actable, or even presentable, by con-
ventional means.

2 Samuel 11, Etc., is not, how-
ever, ,a conventional play. (It's curi-
ous that plays using the absolute
minimum number of stage conven-
tions are called "conventional," while
those that employ many, or unusual ones, are termed
"unconventional.") David Greenspan's idea is to dramatize
the collaboration, or battle, between writer and imagination
by bringing both ,of them onstage.

In act 1, Greenspan takes a thoroughly intellectual
idea and makes it flesh. The writer (Ron Bagden) is trying
to write his own version of the David and Bathsheba story
(found in the Old Testament, 2 Samuel 11) but is con-
founded by homoerotic thoughts. The remarkably patient
imagination (Mary Shultz) speaks the porn as convincingly
as she renders the tale of David forcing his fat, aging,
drunk body on the young Bathseba. Shultz makes for a
particularly insouciant imagination, sitting on the living
room couch in a red terry robe, smoking cigarettes and
speaking the writer's words.

Although Shultz tells it well and gets a number of
laughs for her efforts, the porn pales beside the writer's
highly charged biblical epic. Bathsheba is a fully formed,
identifiably human character who quickly excites our sym-
pathies. The characters in the porn story are merely names
attached to performing bodies, which also may excite
'us or, after a few minutes of minutely described grinding
and heaving, may not.

When writers are working well, they often have the sen<;e
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that they are not doing the writing
anymore: They are merely transcribing
what the characters say to them. It is
with an increasingly impatient air that
the imagination (perhaps it is simply
the character Bathsheba) halts mid-
sentence to make corrections as
Greenspan's writer stops and back-
tracks, changing words and phrases.
"Who is this man, and why does he
keep interrupting me?" she seems to
ask, and we begin to wonder how
many of what we hear are the writer's
words and how many the character's.
At these moments, the play achieves
that rare state where one cannot tell
the difference between acting, writing
and directing (Greenspan, who mayor
may not know more than anyone else
about what goes on inside his head,
also directs).

Act 1 ends with a memorable
image: The writer has gone to shower
off the semen he's ejaculated at the
climax of his porn story, and the
imagination, deserted by her writer, is
left singing wistfully to herself-

imagining herself in the shower, too.
Act 2 has the writer showering alone in his shower.

Surrounded by the soap bubbles and foam of William
Kennon's inventive set, he speaks a long stream-of-con-
sciousness monologue, cutting across several stories without
obvious form or purpose. These fragments each having
something to do with various relationships not unlike David
and Bathesheba's---may be conversations the writer has had
or intends to have, or they may be bits of written or unwrit-
ten stories. The audience is left to build the framework for
these disjointed voices, a bit of construction work usually
attended to by the writer's imagination-in this case, off-duty.

Even less happens in act 2 than in act 1, the intent being,
perhaps, to show that, without an engaged imagination, strings
of words are only incomplete clues, not a story. This act will
not be to everyone's taste. Audiences may not care to perform
what they consider to be the writer's work; most people prefer
the blanks to be filled in before the lights go down (hence, our
slow acceptance of Beckett and Pinter-illld Joyce, who seems
to be another of Greenspan's influences).

There is no right or wrong interpretation of Greenspan's
plaY-illld some audiences don't like that kind of uncertain-
ty, either. He succeeds at making an intellectual point about

See SAMUEL on pege 12
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by Maria Maggenti

Theater

he's burning with madness and desire, won't
drink anything but gin on a boiling day, loves you
one minute, decapitates you the next. Lighting
cigarette after cigarette in a vain attempt to keep

her hands from flying off her arms and into someone's
panties, she is Connie, a peculiar and compelling creature
whose madness and passion create the vortex into which
Voyage to Lesbos sucks its willing audience. A trailer park, a
family of eccentric lesbians and an unseen but ominous
analyst named Dr. Robert Taylor crowd the landscape of
this original, biting and somewhat bumpy production now
at WOW Cafe. Created in collaboration by the "Five Lesbian
Brothers,» who are also the cast, Voyage to Lesbos is a
deceptively simple and witty commentary on lesbian sexual
desire as it is disrupted by homophobic psychoanalysis,
numbing heat and the many lies that so often accompany
attempts at intimacy and commitment.

•

•

Connie (Dominique Dibbell), looking like an Audrey
Hepburn that only five lesbian brothers could imagine
(Breakfast at Leshko's?), sashays pelvis-first from analyst's
couch to lesbian love-nest, wreaking havoc in both places.
Evelyn, a surly and self-righteous "artist"; Estelle, who sleeps
all day and plays solitaire all night; Bonnie, a purported
straight girl with Sapphic leanings; and Janet, a gas station
attendant and amateur ornithologist, are at the center of this
small, sweltering universe blithely referred to as "Lesbos
County." The play develops as each of them moves in or out
of Connie's line of fIre,while she tries to deny her dyke desire
and reform herself according to the heterosexual model of Dr.
Robert Taylor.There is no real plot to speak of-we aren't at
the edge of our seats wondering if Connie will indeed "tum
straight." Instead, the cast swims through the kind of incestu-
ous sexual labyrinth so often parodied in lesbian camp. While
Connie daintily deconstruCt5her dreams for Dr. Robert Taylor,
the rest of the cast spins and skips around their past, present
and future involvements with each other, wondering when
Connie will stop popping pills, running away and then run-
ning home again, hopefully, into their arms.

_Though Dominique Dibbell's shaky and gamine
Connie almost steals the lights off everyone else in the cast,
each character has a well-defmed quirkiness that propels
the script forward almost to the brink of lesbian sexual
chaos. This teetering sexual and emotional tension is. the
highlight of the production-irrespective of some rather
clunky scene changes that sounded as though they resulted
in bruised knees by the end of the show. Will Estelle ever
change out of her nightgown and see daylight? Will Bonnie
marry Brad, even though she loves to kiss and play with
the girls? Will Janet be able to fIll up her customer's cars

See VOYAGE on page 72
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Joey Arias

refuses to

conform
.by Zecca

hen I first came to
New York in the 70s,
the gay community
was still splashing in the
sunlight of its newly won

liberation, and we loved kicking the
world- in the teeth with our different-
ness. Gays were the' spearhead of the
avant-garde, as well as the definers of
the cultural and stylistic trends which
would affect the rest of the country a
few years down the line. We egged each
other on to new discoveries by flaunting
our own personal innovations with
pride; after_all, you can't explore some-
place new if you are embarrassed to be
the first one there. Whether in fashion or
the arts, lifestyles or sex-toys, we were
pioneers who delighted in turning on
others to our good fortune. We were
implacable innovators because we had
shared the fight for the right to be

•umque.
Lucky for us, one artist who was

fighting for us then is still fighting for
us now. The first time I heard of Joey
Arias w:l!>the day after he and Klaus
Nomi sang backup for David Bowie
on Saturday Night Live. "They wore
skirts! Skirts!" Everyone was talking.
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Not since the days of Steppenwolf had
a musician worn a skirt on television
as if it were no big deal.

Since then, Joey has managed to
stay ahead of his audiences with amaz-
ing constancy. Always shocking, always
innovative, always original, he still gets
them to gasp each time he walks onto
a stage. Whether as a mermaid, the
black-corsetted dominatrix Justine, or
the Devil incarnate in red satin and
two-foot-tall human-hair horns, Joey's
characters are always visually stunning
and emotionally jolting.

"Sometimes I wanJ.
to shock people, ".,..
just shock .,',,...,.,
th " ...em, ,......'

."..
he
likes
to say.
"But I
love goin
that step
further."
Almost imme-
diately, you find
yourself sym-
pathizing with the
character, feeling the
connection between
this creature Joey has
raised and some dark
place in your soul. What
could have been a string of
songs from a bizarrely dressed
singer has suddenly become
theater, a positive theater which
proudly announces that it's OK to
be the way you are.

Carolina-born Joey grew up in
L.A., "living out scenes from movies
and porno magazines," he recalls,
"doing Cleopatra in the living room
and having all the neighborhood kids
layout with palm branches."

He continues: "Everyone has
woman and man in them. I just bounced
it all out. When I walked onto the set of
"BigTop Pee-wee" [years later), even the
circus performers thought I was a real
hermaphrodite. "

Playing female roles was fine
before puberty but began to cause

Photo booth: Little Ricky's

problems in high school. When he
tried to dress "straight" in a plaid shirt
and conservative slacks, he looked like
a "suburban woman going to a picnic."

Joey muses about his teen years:
"I was pretty much an outcast. In
school people were afraid of me.
They wouldn't let me do groups or
organizations, they wouldn't let me
into any of their clubs. So I figured I
might as well just be looking outra-
geous, and wear wild costumes,
because it suits me best.

"For the last six months of school,
I was walking theater ... semi-drag, little
granny sweaters, tweezed eyebrows
and high heels. People were losing it.
Itwas a Catholic boys' high school."

The audacity it took to simply be
himself eventually touched even his
most vicious detractors: "In the end,
they all admired me for my guts. I
had become the toughest guy in the
school." And by then, his life as a
singer had already begun.

"I was singing in choir in
grade school, then high school
bands and garage bands. Then
we got signed to Capitol
.~Records...that was 'Pearly.'

We had two records and
five issues of teen maga-
zines. After that, they
saw us live and they
fired us!" The band
had been signed
,on the strength
of their demos.
Then he re-

ceived an offer from Gary
Austin to become a member of

Austin's improvisational theater
group, the Groundling Theater (the
L.A. launch pad for, among others,
Lorraine Newman and Pee-wee
Herman). As a musician, he presented
them with "Joey and the Jo-ettes," in
which he and three women backup
singers created instant songs for a live
audience. "We'd get a line from the
audience, ask for a situation and turn
it into a song." He fmally got his break
with a part in Brian de Palma's Carrie,
but he carried on so much on the set
that they deleted his part right out
from under him.



~

car chase which only ended
when he pulled up in front of a
police station.

If he can't change the whole
world, Joey Arias is definitely
affecting the world he can reach ..
His recent tours, sometimes as a
male character, sometimes as a
female character, have been
smash hits, even in the Midwest
Mixed audiences of both gays and
straights get shocked, then mes-
merized and fmally fall in love
with his characters, all of whom
proclaim in their own way that it's
"all right to be the way you are."

"When I did Justine [his
S&M/Kabuki dominatrix], I had
people walking up to me and
sticking nails through their ears.
When a promoter in Seattle adver-
tised 'See Joey Arias channel the
sPirit of Billie Holiday through his
voice,' I laid it on real thick and
syrupy. I looked at the audience,
and 300 people were sitting with
their eyes closed."

In France, a fan returned a
jacket Joey thought had been
stolen. He had taken it to a psy-
chic to "feel," and the woman
had promptly told him Joey was
from the 21st century. The man
pinned Joey up against the wall
of the theater and demanded to
know where he was really from.

Ultimately, of course, Joey
Arias is a singer, and it is the
exceptional intimacy of his voice
that lets us relate to his characters
so easily. Lately, his frightening
ability to imitate Billie Holiday has
tempered his previously power-
house baritone. Like two of his

idols, Holiday and David Bowie, he
rarely sings two notes in a row without
changing his voice. "I used to go to a lot
of concerts," explains Joey, "and try to
imitate the sounds of the instruments, try
to break up my voice into four different
octaves at once and sing harmonics."

His latest album, Jazzo LOzo, is a
perfect example. Reminiscent of Sade,
but with a bite, it's a floating, smoky
album of middle-weight funk and bal-
lads, beautifully co-produced by Joey
and Martine. It is such a hit in Japan
that Tower Records will start carrying it

See ARIAS on page 72

THE DEVIL MADE ME DO IT
Joey Arias gets the last gasp

Disgusted with L.A., Joey and
friend Kim Hastrieter, now co-editor of
Paper, drove to New York just in time
for the Bicentennial celebrations.
Friends he had made in L.A., like
Divine, helped him get settled and land
a job as house stylist for the exploding-
ly successful Fiorucci's. Encouraged by
the great Antonio Lopez, Joey, came
back from a visit to the London punk
scene with pink hair and no eyebrows.
In quick succession, he succumbed to
pressure from people on the street, re-
dyed his hair black and then made the
final, irrevocable decision to dye it pink

Photo: Mr. Osm(§

again, dedicating himself to being him-
self-ilo matter what.

"I always thought I was pretty nor-
mal," Joey states, "but I'd been yelled
at, screamed at, tossed -rocks at and
chased. Even in high school, just going
out, people pulled me over and said
they wanted to beat the shit out of me
all the time, just because I was differ-
ent. If they knew that I was gay, it
didn't matter. It was because I was dif-
ferent." Once, in Vancouver, dressed as
the Devil character he made famous in
the rum Mondo New York,Joey endured
a 45-minute French Connectton-style

•
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byJa1nes Conr.,.d

nce you read Marilyn Hacker, you will never mis-
take a poem of hers for anyone else's. Her sixth
book of poems, Going Back to the River, extends
her very distinctive voice, broadens it and makes
it stronger as the poems accumulate. "Yoice," a

poetic cliche, is appropriate to use in describing Hacker's
style: As a storyteller she is humorous, exact, political and,
most importantly, a formalist.

An overview of the forms in Going Back to the River is
breathtaking: sestina, villanelle, pantoum, blank verse, cou-
plets, rhymed quatrains and free verse. But for women writ-
ers, the question of form is a more complex one. Certain
writers, like Adrienne Rich and Anne Sexton, purposely gave
up their formal origins in an attempt to "free up" women's
consciousness, to invent their own ways of expressing their
own ideas. Wasn't meter itself invented by white men and
used to define the terms by which women were always
excluded? Does a female poet play by the rules to join
the canon or resist the rules in hopes of destroying it?

For Hacker, there is no such thing as no such thing.
With rhyme and meter she transforms her world into a
blueprint of the world, a precise and calculated design
which, on the page, has the appearance of measurement.
She is a mathematician, an architect, and though such
technical expertise appears to overintellectualize her
results, her subjects actually remain in the familiar realm
of nature, love, friends and family.

The collection opens with a long poem, "Two
Cities," more of an introduction to the "form" of the
book than a very evocative poem. It is set in France and
New York. The section that follows the poem is set in
America, and the third in France. The best poems are in
"Letter From Goose Creek," the American section of the
book where form and content complement each other in
remarkable ways. The title poem of this section is a crown of
sonnets, a work of formal acrobatics where the last line of the
first sonnet, "What changes nothing changes everything,"
returns to end each of the sonnets, creating the mood of a
ballad. The subject of the poem is change. The narrator leaves
one relationship with the help of a friend, who, in the pro-
cess, becomes her new lover. It's a beautiful poem, so full of
the details of the natural world, New York and the traveling
between the two that the strictness of the sonnet form seems
to be there to keep the poem from overflowing. The repeated
line is changed throughout, usually to "change nothing," just
as one lover is replaced by another, up to the poem's end

when the emphasis is reversed, the transaction of emotion
completed: ''What's possible is possible: enough/that change
is: that one thing changes everything."

The following poem, "Nights of 1964-1966: The Old
Reliable," is just as sUccessful in matching its form to its con-
tent. The rhyme scheme is literally a couplet within a couplet,
a kind of inner intimacy mirroring Hacker's description of a
group of mends living in New York in the '60s. In this poem
the rhymes add humor and color to an already interesting
group of individuals. But it's a setup: The poem jumps ahead
in time-through the Yietnam War, the Civil Rights
Movement-and ends in the midst of the AIDSepidemic.

Soon, some of us bussed south U/tthSNCC and CORE.
Soon, some of us got busted dealtng drugs.
Thefile clerks took exams and forged ahead.
The decorators' kitchens blazed pemmmon.
The secretary started kissing women,
and so did I, and my three friends are dead.
It's as if a door has slammed in your face, which is exact-

ly what AIDS has been like in people's lives, an unexpected,
sudden, ending which, appropriately, ends this poem.

If the poems in the
third section, "Market Day,"
set mainly in Europe, don't
seem as good, it's not all
Hacker's fault. As American
readers, it's easier for us to
love the poems of the '60s or
the "Country Western" sestl-
nas set in Memphis. Hacker's
work depends upon an
overabundance of detail, and
the more familiar ones are
obviously more appealing.
But, I would also contend
that America is more power-
ful in Hacker's hands than
Europe is. She spends half of

her time now in France, but Hacker commuting on the Long
Island Expressway or watching Julie read Willa Cather in the
cove embodies a simplicity and warmth which many writers
can only study and force.

And what is the river? A source. What she is going
back to. Formally (even Hacker's extended metaphors man-
age to take on form), the river is a body separating her two
homes: Paris and New York. More importantly, the river is
an ongoing process, something with a beginning and an
end, but without these linear restraints. This is a middle
book in a satisfyingly consistent career, and yet Hacker her-
self seems to be feeling the accumulation of her years, of
her poems.
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by Wickie Stamps

his past fall, I decided to
buy and learn to ride a
motorcycle. Spring has arrived,
arlCiI now possess an "old lady"

12-year-old 550 Suzuki and a brand-
new, hot-shit, baby-butch, dyke-biker
lover who has been riding, racing and
repairing motorcycles for about a dozen
years. Over the winter she found me my
motorcycle, taught me to ride and now
supervises my repairs on it-a "beast" I
named Grace.

But, this cruise into the world of
dykes and bikes has cost me my butch
credentials. During our combined repair
sessions, in which my partner adeptly
performs brain surgery on her '"cow"
(Kawasaki) while I have conniptions
over a hangnail on Grace, I deteriorate
into nelliness. I end up plopped on the
ground beside Grace, fighting back tears
and a tantrum. The only vestige of
coolsville that I maintain are my chaps
and my Ray Ban sunglasses. '

So, when I heard about A Dyke's
Bike Repatr Handbook, the timing was
perfect. (Also, my high-tech festie-going
lover was about to glide away on a
2,OOO-mile solo motorcycle trip to
Georgia-and leave me puttering about
town with no one to nag about Grace's
plethora of aches and pains). The hand-
book was to be my surrogate teacher.
The night before my partner aban-
doned excuse me left me, I tagged
around after her and, while packing her
saddlebags, she let me pick her brains
about the handbook.

Produced by Clothespin Fever, a
lesbian-feminist press, A Dyke's Bike
Repair Handbook, which was in the
works for three years, is a 136-page
snappy-looking black-and-silver spiral-
bound handbook that touches on a

is a similar problem with the order of
the photos. Early in the handbook, she
shows a can of compressed air but
doesn't mention its use for two more
chapters. This scattering of information
and photos leads to a lot of page-flip-
ping and befuddlement.

My partner observed that the hand-
book does not always keep the novice
in mind when giving information. When
Taylor explains how to remove screws,
she comments, "It's a good idea to
remove the one closest to you and easi-
est to get at," but she does not mention
that, in the case of battery removal, a set
order must be maintained, or you risk
shorting it out. She also deletes useful
information about removing spark plugs
as well as important details in the sec-
tion on how to pick up a bike.

But, despite some bumpy sections,
my partner and I concur that Jill Taylor
and the Clothespin Fever staff have
created a hot-looking, lesbian-friendly
motorcycle handbook that is a lone
cheerleader for the lesbian biker who
ventures into the world of motorcycle
mechanics. It contains a hefty dose of
solid information and helpful tips.
Taylor is to be congratulated for suc-
cessfully shouldering the arduous task
of converting extremely complex ideas
and three-dimensional machines into
the written lesbian word. (Her use of
images, such as a pencil sharpener and
a pressure cooker, to explain

See BIKES on page 72
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wide range of bike information:
the philosophy of repair, motorcy- t
cle tools, basic engine mechanics I
and customizing. The high-quality
photos and graphics are of tough-
looking dyke bikers, tools and
motorcycle parts. There's even
some poetry by Batya Sunwandra.

According to author Jill Taylor
(who has been riding and repair-
ing her Honda "Shadow" for five
years), she and the Clothespin .
Fever gang had a hidden agenda I'-
when it came to the content: "The I!
main barrier that women face
when it comes to repairs is a confidence
problem. Our handbook, which is to
help women overcome their fears, offers
inspiration, motivation and basic infor-
mation. I know how boring a repair
manual can be and how the authors
assume a high level of reader expertise.
So, with our handbook's photos, poetry
and general information, which are little
treats, I did some wooing and seducing.
They are a way to get women into the
repair section."

But, like a novice biker, A Dyke's
Bike Repair Handbook has some limita-
tions. My partner and I agree that the
handbook's title is misleading. Because it
contains a great deal of non-repair
data on insurance, safety and motor-
cycle history-the handbook leans more
toward being a basic introductory
motorcycle handbook than a repair
manual. And, although I love the non-
repair photos and enjoyed some of the
non-repair sections, they dilute the
book's usefulness as a repair manual.
Cutting back on both would have given
more space for pertinent repair facts and
visuals. More technical photos, in the
written section on two-stroke engines,
for example, would have helped to sim-
plify some very complex concepts.

The order of the text, accompany-
ing photos and graphics is also discom-
bobulated. In "Time to Get Ready,"
Taylor instructs you to layout various
tools, but doesn't describe the tools'
usage until the following chapter. There

•
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RIVER from page 70

Go to the river, take what it offers JUU.
When you were young, itguarded and promised you
that you would follow other rivers
oceans awayfrom a Iand/ocJW cbfJdhood.

RlM FESTfrom page 63

Tracing Jess' life from the age of 7 to 18, Oranges portrays
conflicts that may and may not be close to home for many of us.
The oppressive, patriarchal structure of the church in the film may

I I not be what most of uS grew up with, but the sort of narrow-
mindedness that it personifies is no stranger to our lives. A further
complication is added by the church's role in Jess' life; raised
completely within it, she has clearly benefited from the good it
has to offer.With the local pastor playing such a large part inJess'
mother's life, and with a father who literaIlydoesn't talk, the insti-
tution of the church ahnost completely displaces the traditional
familialone for Jess.

Jess comes to realize this most stronglywhen she acts on her
feelings for her best friend. In a great scene that successfullycom-
bines all their schoolgirl awkwardness with the evident physical
desire they have for one another, Jess and her friend Melanie kiss
for the first time and discover there's more to life than Jesus. Just as
we're thinking they've really been saved,Jess' mother, sensing some

f------------------------j "urmaturaIpassion" between the girls, searches her daughter's room
VOYAGE from pege 67 for evidence (she finds shockingly!-D.H. Lawrenceon her shelO.
without also wanting to fill up her customers? When will The exorcism that follows to get the devil out of Jess is an
Evelyn stop being the angry young woman? These ques- extreme and frightening instance of the kind of abuse lesbians and
tions, in addition to the omnipresent question of Connie's gays are subjected to. The scene is made all the more startling by
fidelity to herself as a pussy-loving woman, layer each the repressed but evident relish the pastor takes in it.
moment of the play. The answers peek out from each Such awakenings only anger Jess. As she tells one of the
scene, only hinting at complete resolution; this is the kind . townswomen who comes out to her, "You've got to fight." She
of madness that goes on for a lifetime. does, and we root for her all the way, longing for the sort of

Voyage to Lesbos pokes nasty, explicit fun at all those happy-ever-after ending that must be possible even in such dismal
things about the lesbian nation that make us the strange conditions. And we're not disappointed. --
and slightly miraculous animals that we are. When Bonnie Overall, the film never loses its audience's attention. Some of
tries to "help" Connie to turn straight by encouraging her the church scenes threaten to get tedious but always stop short of
to "think about dick," the two of them engage in a mutual doing so. As Jess' Lord-lovingmother who wants her adopted daugh-
j.o. session that is not only deliriously wicked and funny ter to be a missionary,GeraldineMcEwanis excrudatingly real with
but also incredibly smart about the details of contemporary her distinctive,husky voice and a primness even Miss Jean Brodie
lesbian sexual politics. Surrounded by a set that is alter- would be hard-pressed to match. In many ways the film is as much
nately shabby and sleek, and populated by an intelligent, her StOl)'as it isJess', and even she has changed considerablyby the
intrepid cast, Voyage to Lesbos is a trip worth taking. .... end. "Tuneschap.ge, but God never does" is a favoriteline of her and

her church friends. Oranges reveals that times and "God" have

•
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life's notforever, love isprecarious.
Wherever I live, let me rome home to you
asyou are, Ias Iam, where you
meet me and walk with me to the river.

The river is fmally a literal place of love and strength, that
which Hacker truly draws her power from beyond her techni-
cal accomplishments and foreign environments.

The last poem in the book, "Against Silence," an elegy for
her mother-in-law, . Hacker's other purpose, and
perhaps a purpose of all women writers: to make up for lost
time and fill in literary history with women, by women. This
also serves as a response to any question of Hacker's fonnal-
ism Of course she can use meter and myrne, she can use any-
thing she damn well pleases. It's people, especially women,
she must reinvent for the page, and ultimately, for Hacker, there
is no such thing as no such ,thing. "I am at a loss," Hacker
..admits, Concluding the book by saying goodbye to her mother-
. in-law, a woman, like a river, from whom she had always
drawn strength, "I am at a loss/for words to name what my
loss of you is/what it will be, or even what it was." ....

SAMUEL from page 66

the necessity of imagination for creative work by nearly
banishing it from the stage (she is, perhaps, waiting patient-
ly, smoking cigarettes in the living room): Indeed, he makes
it almost too well. We or, at least, I-occasionally longed
for imagination to burst into the bathroom and exert some
rutWess control over the shower of coruscating words.

Whatever he does or doesn't give us, Greenspan cer-
tainly draws fine performances from Bagden and Shultz,
whose acting is at a level higher than one is used to seeing
in most New York theaters. 2 Samuel 11, Etc., its elements
taken together, is a modest virtuoso work. ....

BIKES from page 71

crankshaft mechanics and combustion was exceptionally
clear). That the handbook-in and of itse1f-is lesbian-tar-
geted smashes one more barrier to our visibility.

Personally, I plan on having the handbook around the
next time I pounce Grace's bones. As soon as my partner
walks in the door from her 4,OOO-milemotorcycle trip, I
won't even give her a chance to drop her saddlebags
before I start prattling about all the new stuff I learned
from the handbook. God love her, she'll listen patiently
and genuinely congratulate me. And, she'll probably be
relieved to know that the novice in her life now has A
Dyke's Bike Repair Handbook to consult .....

ARIAS from page 69

in July as an import. His slowed-down ballad version of "A
Hard Day's Night" is so personal that it's almost a confes-
sion. As he puts it: "I'm not the type of person who can just
get up and sing a song. I have to think of who would be
singing that song." Fortunately for us, Joey has never been
afraid to explore any of the "who"s he has encountered .....
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changed and it reveals what has changed-to the benefit of lesbians
and gays--as weD as what hasn't. Despite these sometimes depress-
ing reminders, the film is one of the most consistently entertaining
and well made I have seen. -Monica Dorenkamp

Paris Is Burning

Parts Is Burning is that rare ftnd: a documentary that com-
bines drama, sociology, culture and history into a powerful, pas-
sionate and entertaining package. Director Jennie Livingston
explores the world of the Harlem House balls and looks at how a
younger generation of gay Black men have transformed their
oppressive reality into an intricate world of glamour and fantasy.

For those who think Madonna invented vogueing, a little
"'~.

background info is in order. A House is an extended famlly of gay
Black men, including transvestites and transsexuals, gathered
together under a name often inspired by fashion (e.g. House of
Saint Laurent). House members compete at balls in vogueing
duels as well as an endless array of categories, each about achiev-
ing "reainess"-<iressing and posing as something else: a fashion

model, a banJy boy, a schoolgirl, an executive. The transformation
must be accurate enough for someone on the street to believe it
and is thus, in some ways, about looking like anything but a

queer boy. But more than that, it's about being gay, Black, male
and-not insignificantly-poor (as one Housemother says, "These
kids don't have two of nothing"), and about fmding a way to
bring glamour and prestige to an otherwise difficult life.

Director livingston foregoes the use of a narrator, 'letting the
participants speak for themselves. And can these girls speak! More
than finger-snapping Miss Things, her interviewees are alternately
profound, poignant and full of pride. A street-smart wisdom accom-
panies older members, such as ball-legend Dorian Corey and

Housemother Pepper Leibeija, that commands respect. Livingston
fleshes out not just the cultural facts of the ball scene and its atti-

tudes but, more significantly, the struggle for survival at its roots.
Parts Is Burning is, ultimately, less an analysis of the scene it

documents than a celebration of it. It takes a group of poor Black
men and, accords them a heroic status and, in one tragic case,
martyrdom. Despite all the poses that are struck, no one claims to
be anything but what they really are gay men. I'll take a Paulina
Porizkova wanna-be over an established, upscale closet case any

day. As one ball spectator tells the illmmaker, going to a ball
makes him "feel l00-percent right being gay." Parts Is Burning
reveals a humbling strength of survival that could teach lessons to
the more privileged among us. --Karl Soehnlein

,Pink Ulysses

•

"writer" and director Eric de Kuyper also tosses in a lot of found

footage, opera arias and other bits and pieces of uncertain origin or
significance. Don't wony about the dialogue much of it isn't subti-
tled so, unless you speak Dutch and Italian (I think), it's just more
noise.

Press reIeases mention Cocteau, the "female" point of view in I.

the ~ segments and· the "male" point of view in the impres-
sionistic black-and-white stuff, but the film is all of a piece_whenever
the flotsam threatens to form meaning (a meditation connecting
unfulfilled fantasy with eroticized myth?) the movie veers off in some
other inexplicable direction. Progression is apparently unthinkable.
EVentually, it ends with the inevitable shot of the camem Itself seen in
a minor. Self-indulgence, meet self-reflexivity. Ho-hum

Don't be fooled by the titular allusion to Pink Na 'te
a wealth of minors and musclemen, this is not a sensuaI paean to the
mature man akin to the adolescent-worship of the anonymously made

,

cult classic. 11lis is a hynm to the director's powers of obfuscation (not
to be confused with ambiguity). I'm sure de Kuyper mew exactly
~ he was doing-fulfilling a vision, and all that Maybe next time
he'll let us in on it. -Broce Steele
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From the Netherlands comes Pink Ulysses, an overlong non-
narrative film that juxtaposes stilted, colorful, low-budget stagings
of scenes from the Odyssey with minimalistic black-and-white
footage, mostly of one drab young man posing, prancing, mastur-
bating and looking pensive for the camera. For good measure,

Where the Sun Beats Down

If Joaquim Pinto's Where the Sun Beats Down is any indica-
tion, it never rains in Portugal. From start to finish, this mm bakes
under the harsh g1are of Iberian sunlight, and the heat seems to
have gone to everyone's head. In this curiously oblique tale, 18-
year-<>IdNuno returns home to the famlly sheep farm run by his
sister Laura and her much older husband, Artur. The house sim-
mers with tension-much of it sexual in nature--between brother
and sister, husband and wife, father and son and just about every-
one and Alberto, the !ili'ed hand, providing the mm with a lot of
mileage from the prospect of someone falling passionately into
bed with someone else. More than anything else, however, Where
the Sun Beats Doum is about how that never happens.

Most frustrating for queer male viewers, no doubt, will be
the presence of Nuno, as sexy a chico as one is likely to find.
There are endless shots of him walking (his lovely little behind is
given ample attention by the filmmaker) as well as skinny-dipping
and showering. His relationship with Alberto, a brooding' stoic,
contains enough Sexual setups to fill the average porn film, but
without the delivery. It amounts to little more than one long tease.
(My lesbian companion at the press screening finally leaned over
to me to ask, "When are we going to get to the sex scene?")

Where the Sun Beats Doum begs the question of what consti-
tutes-gay cinema. Does it include films with homoerotic content,
even if that content is never identified as such? Does it include por-
trayals of repressed sexuality, even if the film avoids the question of
what's behind that repression? Perhaps. But this film seems to stretch
even those limits.' The arid Portugese landscape is clearly a
metaphor for suffocating cultural attitudes, but a country's strong
taboos against sexual expression hardly justify a film's not breaking
them. Watching a houseful of tongue-tied people swoon over
unspoken passions may make a fascinating cultural study for some,
but for this reviewer it was akin to being left out in the sun for too
long without any water. -Karl Soehnlcin'"
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AN EVENTS CALENDAR

prepared by Rick X
with additional information from
The Gay & Lesbian Switchboard of
New York

For more information or referrals, to
rap, or to volunteer, call the GLSB
daily, noon to midnight, 212-777-1800

Send calendar Items to.

Rick X,Going Out

Box 790
New York, NY 10108

Items must be received by

MOnday to be included inthe fol-

10wing week's issue.

ADVANCE
HERITAGE OF PRIDE Sales & Infonna-
lion Table is at the corner of Hudson &
Christopher Streets, every SAT and
SUN, noon - 9 pm (weather penn itting)
(thru JUNE 24)

NEW YORK CITY GAY MEN'S CHORUS
June 15 Concert and Dance: TOBSfing the
Tenth or Son of -ren Cents a Dance-;
with 40's big band music by Hot Lavender
and Manhattan Rhythm Kings, a Glenn
Miller style band; featuring the Chorus in
a "USO" show, guests including Julie
Kumilz; "taxi dancers"; in the Sheraton
Centre Hotel's Imperial ~allroom, 53 St &
7th Ave; 7 pm dancing & cashbar, 8 pm
shoW; $15-$45 ($75 for ringside tables);
info 691-75911;1icket CentraI27~200

STONEWALL CHORALE June 16 Gala
10th Anniversary Pride Concert, Bill
Pflugradt, Music Director; featuring
Carl Orff's Carmina Burana; at Town
Hall, 123 W 43 St; 8 pm; $12-$18; after
June 1, tix from Town Hall, 840-2824;
after June 9, from 1icketron (399-4444)
or 1icketron Charge (947-5850); also
from Different light or Oscar Wilde
bookstores; info'721-2924 (checks to
Stonewall Chorale, Box 920, NYC 10011)

•

THE CENTER June 18 7th Annual Gar-
den Party, with honorary co-chairs
Kate Clinton 8. Reno; with over 100 les-
bian/gay organizations presenting
information at tables; over 1500 in
attendance; cash bar, Center program;
silent auction from 6:30-9:30 pm; dinner
from 7-8:30 pm; entertainment from
8:30-10 pm, including selected songs by
the LaVender Ught Gospel Choir; 2118W
13 St, outdoors; 6:30-11 pm; $35
advance/$45 door, (sponsor to
founder:$I00 to $1200); 620-7310

NATIONAL GAY AND LESBIAN TASK
FORCE June 21 Gala Gay Pride Cele-
bration/Party with Mayor David N.
Dinkins and Urvashi Vaid, Exec. Dir.,
NGLTF; benefiting NGLTF's Policy Insti-
tute (contributions tax-deductible); at
Arsenal Gallery & Roof Garden, 5th Ave
at 64 St; 6-9 pm; $35-$100. (space limit-
ed); rsvp/info 529-3619

-

FRONT RUNNERS NY June 23 9th
Annual Gay Prida Run in Central Park,
800 runners expected to participate,
many trophies plus raffle; start and fin-
ish at 90 St 8. 5th Ave; 9:30 am start;
entry fee $7 thru June 11, $8 thru June
22. $10 on race day; numbers picked up
from Int'I Running Center, 9 E 89 St. Fri-
day, June 22, noon - 7:30 pm, and on
race day, Saturday, June 23, 7:30-9 am;
info 724-9700, or from Front Runners,
Box 363-D, NYC 10014

HERITAGE OF PRIDE Saturday, June 23
Rally: -Our Voices-, in Union Square
Park (N,R,4,s,6,L trains); with MCs Ka1e
Clinton and Everett Quinton; special
greeting from Ove Carlsen and Ivan
Larsen, one of the first gay married
couples in Denmark; speeches by
Urvashi Vaid (National Gay and lesbian
Task Force); Joseph C. Steffan, gay ex-
Naval Academy Midshipman; Paula
Ettelbrick (Lambda Legal Defense &
Education Fund); Craig Lucas, author,
and Norman Ren~ director, of Long-
time Companio", Joan Nestle (lesbian
Herstory Archives); husband-anlj-wife
performers Ruby Dee and Ouie Davis,
five lottery-selected members of the
community; entertainment by Betty,
Batucada Belles, Funny Gay Males,
vocalist Cathy Curtis, comedian Sara
Cytron, Lavender Light Gospel Choir,
Toshi Reagon & her band, Lesbian 8.
Gay Big Apple Corps marching band; 2-
6 pm; 691-1n4 (Editor's note: WBAI-FM,
99.5, will play Saturday's Rally high-
lights on Sunday, JUNE 24, 9 am - noon)

HERITAGE OF PRIDE Sunday, June 24
//larch down Fifth Avenue, starts 12:30
pm; line-up at Columbus Circle & lower
60s off Central Park West; 691-1774

HERITAGE OF PRIDE Sunday, June 24
Dance 4: Pride Dance on the Pier, at
West Side Hwy &Christopher S1; 4-10 pm,
Fireworks at 10:30 pm; $10 advance (at
HOP table, weekends, Hudson/Christo-
pher)!$12 on the pier; 691-1n4

GAYGAMES III In Vancouver, August 4-
11, 1990 offers a Free Info/Accommoda-
tions Brochure: 800,1II28-1109

LIVELY ARTS
(Also see the daily listings for
show(ing}s of one or two days.)

LE PASSE AU PRESENT Lynn Bianchi
and Robert Bianchi, black 8. white
photographs, featuring studies of
nudes; 69 Spring S1; TUES-SAT. 1-6 pm;
247-0304 (thru JUNE 9)

THE BALLROOM presents Betty, 253 W
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28 St, $15, Sundays at 7 pm, 244-3005
(thru JUNE 10)

HOME FOR CONTEMPORARY THEATRE
AND ART presents 2 Samue/ff. Etc.,
written and directed by David Greenspan,
involving such topics as gender confu-
sion, homosexuality, masturbatory fanta-
sy, censorship, self-observation,
pornography, the creative process, and a
shower; 44 Walker St (two blocks below
Calla I); $12.50-$15;WED-SUN at 7:~ pm;
431-7434(thru JUNE 10)

PS 122 presents Eileen Myles' //Iodem
AI( about women and men, censorship,
and the impact of feminism on the con-
temporary art world; with choreogra-
phy by Ellen Fisher, sets by Tom Berry;
featuring Tom Carey, John McDanal,
Claire Moed, Nancy Swartz, Carol
McDowell, Anne d'Adesky, Theresa
Haney, Laura Flanders, Jennifer Mon-
son, Jennifer Lacey, David L Wright,
percussion by Barbara Barg and S.
Faybelle Mah-Hee; 150 1st Ave (at 9 St);
THU-SUN at 9:30 pm; $10 or TDF + $5;
4n-5288 (thru JUNE 10)

THEATER FACTORY presents Kelly
Masterson's Against the Rising SBII a
"poignant, humorous· play about two
older women, two younger women, and
the period of transition both couples
face in a New England cottage by the
sea; at Pelican Studio, 750 8th Ave
(near 47 St); $8 or $3 + TDF; THU-SAT at
8 pm, SUN at 3 & 7 pm; reserve tix at
718/857-0398 (thru JUNE 10)

ARTISTS FOR AMNESTY Benefit Art
Exhibition and Sale to raise funds for
Amnesty International, the liberal orga-
nization that has yet to complain about
sanctioned mistreatment of gays and
lesbians throughout the world; artists
represented include Keith Haring; at
the BlumHelman Gallery, 80 Greene St.
and the Germans van Eck Gallery, 420
West Broadway; info 807-8400, 580-3743
(JUNE 6 thru JUNE 16)

APPLE CORPS THEATER presents Don
Rifkin's A Peffect Diamond, with Josh
Mostel, about baseball, including a gay
player; 336 W 20 St; $18; TUE-FRI at 8
pm, SAT at 3 & 8 pm, SUN at 3 pm; 929-
3064 (thru JUNE 171

THEATER OFF PARK presents Robin
Swados' A Quiet End, starring Lonny
Price, with Jordon Mott, Philip Coccio-
letti, Paul Milikin, Rob Gomes; directed
by Tony lJiordano, about four Manhat-
tan men with AIDS who have lost their
jobs and families; 224 Waverly Place
(btwn Perry/II St, west of 7th Ave); $20-
$23.50; MON-FRI at 8 pm, SAT at 7 & 10

pm, dark SUN; 279-4200 (thru JUNE 171

THEATER 22 presents Seth S. Gold-
man's Evenings With The Leviathan,
based on Moby Dick, "an action-filled
adventure on a 19th-century whaling
vessel...a meditation on the nature of
social responsibility"; 54 W 22 St (off
6th Ave); $10; THU-SUN at 8 pm; 575-
1376 (thru JUNE 171

THE NEW FESTIVAL 1990 (NY INTER-
NATIONAL FESTIVAL OF LESBIAN AND
GAY FILM) Opening Party May 31 and
Closing Party June 17, with a June 7
Center Benefit featuring Vito Russo's
Images from the Eighties; Biograph
Cinema, 225 W 57 St; box office opens
noon for each day's screenings; $7 gen-
eralj$6 students and seniors 60+; five
weekday passes (for films M-F, noon -
5pm) for $25; five general passes (any
time except Benefits) for $30; for spe-
cific films and events, see the GOING
OUT daily listings or call recorded list-
ings, 966-1722; for catalog and festival
info, 966-5656 (thru JUNE 17)

EIGHTYEIGHTS presen1SJim Pallone, 228
W 10St (btwn HudsonJBleeckerl, Wednes-
days at 10'.30pm,924-1D18 (thru JUNE 20)

VILlAGE PLAYWRIGHTS PRODUCTIONS
presents 0 Sappho, 0 Wilde, "a hilari-
ous tour of lesbian and gay life: direct-
ed by Bill Cosgriff, musical direction by
Joe Maisano; featuring sketches by
Marc Castle, AI Luongo, Claire Olivia
Moed, Karen Mullen, Carol Polcovar;
performed by lisa Goodman, Raven Hall,
John Kudan, JoAnna Rush, Joe Spencer
White; at the Duplex, 61 Christopher (NE
corner 7th Ave/Christopher); every
Thursday in June at 8 pm; $8 + 2-d rink
min.; rsvp 255-5438 (thru JUN E28)

THE CENTER NATIONAL MUSEUM OF
LESBIAN & GAY HISTORY Cartoon
Show, showcasing the work of 40 car- '
toonists who deal with the lesbian and
gay experience; with work by Jennifer
Camper, Howard Cruse, Mark Johnson,
Burton Clarke, Jerry Mills, OutWeeKs
Bechdel; 208W 13St; daily, 4 ~ pm; 620-
7310 (thru JUNE 30)

PENINE HART GALLERY Survey of les-
bian and Gay Artists, in recognition of
lesbian and Gay History Month; with
work by Nancy Brody, Steve DeFrank,
Lousie FIShman,Lola Rash, Ester Hernan-
dez, Keith Haring, Peter Hristoff, Peter
Hujar, Zoe Leonard, Robert Mapplethorpe,
Donald Moffett, Ann Wilson; 568 Broad-
way, 1stRoor; 334-3522(thru JUNE 30)

HERITAGE OF PRIDE, MARANATHA,
GLADIS, RIVERSIDE SOCIAL JUSTICE



MINISTRY Photo Exhibit: Essence III
hmily. ,.iClures III Pride, a look at last
year's Pride events by Gail S. Goodman;
Riverside Church, Riverside Drive at 120
St (#1/#9 to 116/Bway); call for
dayS/times; HOP 691-1774 (thru JULY 4)

PROVINCETOWN'S GIFFORD HOUSE
HOTEL presents Kerry Ashton's The
Wilde Spirit, a one-man play with
music based on the life and works of
Oscar Wilde; 9-11 Carver Street,
Provincetown, MA; $10; WED-SAT at 7
pm (also on JULY 2 & 3, and SEPT 2; 7
pm); 508/487-6400 (thru SEPT 15)

THE NEW DUPLEX presents Funny Gay
Males, Jaffe Cohen, Danny
MCWilliams, Bob Smith; 61 Christopher
S1;FRI and SAT at 10 pm; $10 + 2-drink
min.; reservations 255-5438 (open run)

PRODUCERS' CLUB presents Ed Cachi-
anes's Everybody Knows Your Nllme,
starring Joe Pichette; a play about AIDS,
a fat gay man, and his support group;
358 W 44 S1;$10; THU-SUN at 8 pm, also
SAT at 2 pm; extra show Wednesday,
June 13,8 pm; 279-4200 (open run)

RAPP ARTS THEATER presents pre-
viewing Thomas M. Disch's black COlll-

edy one-act, The Cllrdinlll Detoxes,
starring George McGrath; "a chilling
look inside the hierarchy of the modern
Catholic Church exploring such issues
as AIDS, abortion, ties to organized
crime, and homosexuality"; also Disch's
-hair-raising- curtain-raiser, The
Auditioa; official opening is MAY 31;
THU & FRI at 8 pm, SAT at 8 & 10 pm;
SUN at 5 pm; $10; 529-5921 (open run)

Longtime Compllnion, a feature film fol-
lowing the. lives of eight gay men in
New York during the AIDS crisis;
Carnegie Hall Cinema, 7th Ave at 57 St,
265-2520; Chelsea Cinema, 23 St btwn
7th/8th Aves, 691-4744; Angelika Film
Center, Houston & Mercer Sts, 995-2000

MONDAY, JUNE 4
THE NEW FESTIVAL presents the world
premiere of Joy Chamberlain's Noc-
turne at 1 pm; the US premiere of ,.ink
Ulyesses at 3 pm; the world premiere of
Crocodiles in Amsterdllm at 6 pm; Gay
Asia Series' With Belluty & Sorrow at 8
Pl'[l; Ron Peck's Empire Stllte at 10:15
pm; for info see UVELYARTS

AUBURN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
One-Week Course: Sexulllity lind the
Church,with Beverly Harrison and James
Nelson; 3041 B'way at 120S1;662-4315

SAGEOngoing Therapy Group: Adult Sur-
vivors of Sexual Abuse, led by Barbara
Clark and Joyce Meyers, limited registra-
tion; atthe Center, 208W 13Sf; 741-2247

COMMIITEE ON LESBIAN AND GAY
ISSUES IN MENTAL HEALTH Monthly
Meeting, with co-chairs Harold Kooden
and Susan Frankel, covering the history
of the committee, its services and
goals, future elections; 93 Worth St,
Room 407; 9:30 am (open to members)

HERITAGE OF PRIDE General member-
ship meeting, at the Center, 208 W 13
St, 8 pm, 691-1774 (also JUNE 11, 19)

LAVENDER LIGHT GOSPEL CHOIR 30-
Minute Perfonnance Sets at Delta 88
Soulfood Restaurant 332 8th Ave at 26 S1;
9'.30 & 10:30pm; $10, dinner reservations
924-3499;info 212/222-9794,711!{624-1196

TUESDAY, JUNE 5
THE NEW FESTIVAL presents the wor1d
premiere of Comrlldes in Anns and the
US premiere of Rames of ""won at 1
pm; AIDS Series' A DfIIIth in the FMRily
and Clm:hing Rte at 3 pm; the NY Pre-
miere of the 1989 Academy Award win-
ning Common 11ItrNIdsat6:15 pm;Women
Direct Series' DesertHetUfs at 8 pm; Part-
ing Glances Series' I.IIw ofDesite at 10:05
pm; for info see UVELYARTS

MID-MANHATTAN UBRARY Writers on
Writing Series, to honor Gay & Lesbian
Pride; with Becky Birtha, For Nights
Like This One: Stories of Loving
Women and Cheryl Clarke, Humid
,.itch: NII"lItive "oetry, reading and
discussing their work; 455 Fifth Ave (at
40 St), 6th Floor Conference Room; 6
pm; free, but limited seating

GRADUATE FEMINIST ARTIST'S COL-
LECTIVE OF HUNTER COLLEGE,
WOMEN MAKE MOVIES, ET. AL. pre-
sent A Week of Videos and Films By
Women, tonight Mona Hatoum's Mea-
sure of Distance, Pratibha Parmar's
Emergence, Leslie Thornton's There
Was an Unseen Cloud Moving, Ayoka
Chenzira's Hairpiece: A Film for Nappy-
Headed People, Attiat EI-Abnoudi's
Permissible Dreams; at Voorhees
Gallery, 1st Floor, Hunter College Art
Dept, 450 W 41 St (near Port Authority,
btwn Dyer St/1Oth Ave); 6:30-9:30 pm
(films/videos shown consecutively);
free; info from Kate or Trish, 695-2154

GAY MEN'S HEALTH CRISIS HIV Health
Seminars: Benefits InfonDlltion and
Legllllssues, tonight and every 1st
Tuesday; 129 W 20 St, Benefits on the
3rd Floor, Legalon Lower Level C; 7 pm;
free; 807-6655,TOO 645-7470

CENTER STAGE sees August Wilson's
11Ie,.illno Lesson, with Charles S. Dut-
ton; 8 pm; $46; info/rsvp 620-7310

CHERYL BOYCE TAYLOR presents a
PoetJy Perfonnance and Dance, about
the struggles and triumphs of a young
Caribbean girl who migrates to the U.S.
and deals with racism and sexism; with
artwork by Nina Carole; followed by a
Women's Dance; at the Bond Street
Cafe, 6 Bond St (off B'way); 8 pm; $5;
info 718/596-4389 (Editor's note: Bond
Street Cafe has a women's dance every
Tuesday.)

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 6
10th Anniversary of Men of All Colors

TogetherINY

THE NEW FESTIVAL presents Gay Asia

Series' The LlISt Song at 1 pm; Boy's
Lives (Boys/Life, DH,.G Mon Amour,
Fellr ofDisc/osute, ,.lIttItions, ViVli Eul;
M8IIt Bradley Hamson, ,.ieklesime" at
3 pm; Women Direct Series' OIMII at 6
pm; Marlon Riggs' Tongues Untied and
Prati~ha ~a.r.D.'a(s Resh & ""per at 8
pm; 'Jijli:ks Iii. rile Snow ("ervolll) at 10
pm; for info see LIVELYARTS

COLLEEN GRECO GALLERY Recaption
for Impotfllnt issues and workS by Keith
Haring, sales proceeds go to TOUCH,

' .

Rockland County AIDS organization; in
Nyack, NY;3-6 pm; by appt only, 9141358-
4336 (showing continues thru JUNE 16)

GRADUATE FEMINIST ARTIST'S COL-
LECTIVEOFHUNTERCOLLEGE,WOMEN
MAKE MOVIES, EI AL present A Week
of Videos and Films By Women, ton ig ITt
Gloria Ribe's From Here, From This Side,
Tracey Moffatt's Nice Colored Girls, Shu
Lea Cheang's Color Schemes, Julie
Dash's Illusions, Laleen Jayamanne's A
Song Of Cey/orr,at Voomees Gallery, 1st
Floor, Hunter College Art Dept, 450 W 41
St (near Port Authority, btwn Dyer St/1Oth
Ave); 6:30-9:30 pm (films/videos shown
consecutively); free; info from Kate or
Trish,695-2154

INTERNATIONAL CENTER OF PHOTOG-
RAPHY New Picturemakers Lecture
Series: Gran Fury, Activism, a slide pre-
sentation with moderator Marvin
Heiferman; 1130 5th Ave at 94 St; 6:30
pm; $7; 860-1776

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE Positive
Approaches Toward Healing Seminar:
Trllnscending Fellf, for those whose
lives have been affected by HIV or life-
threatening illness in themselves or a
loved one; 227 W 13 St; 7:30-9 pm; $5;
929-0586 (Editor's note: Hatha Yoga
classes are offered Saturdays.)

;.

CONGREGATION BETH SIMCHAT
TORAH'S EDUCATION COMMIITEE
presents Christie,Balka and Andy
Rose, editors of Twice Blessed, the
first collection of writings by and about
lesbian and gay Jews who are main-
taining ties to the Jewish tradition; 57
Bethune St, in the Westbeth Artist
Housing Complex, up the center court-
yard ramp; 8 pm; free; 929-9488

GAYAND LESBIAN-AWANCE AGAINST
DEFAMATION (GlAAD)- Forumn; Cen-
sorship as Gay Bashing, with a panel of
artists and writers. At The Center, 208 W
13th St, 8pm, 966-1700

A DIFFERENT UG,HT Reading Series:
Eric Swanson: 11IeGreenhouse Effect,
her long-awaited memoir; 548 Hudson
(btwn Char1eS/Perry); 8 pm; free but lim-
ited seating; 989-4850

AN ANONYMOUS? PRODUCTION GO
FISHI With performances by DAN-
CENOISE and Gay Nation. OJ Craig
Spencer. Rapp, 220 E 4th St, bet A&B.
Doors open at 9pm.lnfo: 212-460-5082

MY COMRADf/SISTER MAGAZINE pre-
sents Chllnnel 69 at the Pyramid, with

>,, '*.1 .'!:~ <,.,..',

live game shows, Gay Jeopardy (a test
of gay trivia) at 12:30'am, ancj Strip-o-
Rama (where contestants take it off) at 1:X1
am; 101AvenueA(btwnlV7 Slst$5; 4:D-l!m

EAGLE BAR Movie Night Cookiff, 142
11th Ave (at 21 St); 11 pm; 691-8451

•

THURSDAY, JUNE 7 .
THE NEW FESTIVAL presents the AIDS _,
Series' US premiere of Another Life at 1
pm; Gay Asia Series' Nick Deocalilpo's
Oliver and Children of the Regime at 3
pm; Mandy Merck's British Gay/Lesbian
TV Show, Out On Tuesdlly /11, moderated
by Jim Fouratt, at 6 pm; a Center Benefit
screaling of Vrto Russo', Imllf18SFIDI/J
, tire Eighties, dedicated to Bill Sherwvod
at 8 pm ($15 advance sale); Parting
Glances Series' TIIKiZullI Klo (T1IKi *' the
Toilet)at 10pm; for info see LIVELYARTS

BRENT NICHOLSON;EARLE sets out on
his Riinbow Run for the End of AIDS, a
1000-mile run from San Francisco to
Val\c,ouver, arriving August 4 for the
opening of Gay Games III; pledges
per/mile to 212/533-4913, 415/861-1453

T!iE NAMES PROJECTQuilt on Display
at Atlantic CitY Convention Hall, NJ;
thru JUNE9

GAY MEN'S HEALTH CRISIS Workshop
on Community Health Models for Gay
Men of Color: cross cultural techniques
in outreach, education, and counseling
for Latino gay and other men who have
sex with men; with Sylvia Muniz (AIDS
Initiative Dept., Harlem Hospital) and
James Paul Lopez (People of Color Pre-
vention Programs, GMHC); at GMHC,
129 W 20 St, 3rd floor classroom; 4-6
pm; 807-6664 (A different workshop is
offered every Thursday in June.)

CENTER NATIONAL MUSEUM OF LES-
'BIAN & GAY HISTORY Opening Recep-
tion for "teiudice lind ,.ride: 11IeNYC
GIlY& Lesbian Community, World Wllr
11- "tesem, first presented at City Hall's
Tweed Gallery in 1988, a show of 80
photographs portraying NYC's gay/les-
bian history, pre- and post-Stonewall;
atthe Center, 208 W 13 St; 6-8 pm; 620-
7310 (Thereafter MON-FRI, 9 am - 5 pm,
unless pre-empted by other activities.
Call first) (thru JULY 31)

PENINE HART GALLERYReception for A
Survey of Lesbilln lind GIlY Artists, in
recognition of Lesbia n and Gay History
Month; with work by Nancy Brody,
Steve DeFrank, Lousie Fishman, Lola
FlaSh, Ester Hernandez, Keith Haring,
Peter Hristoff, Peter Hujar, Zoe Leonard,
Robert Mapplethorpe, Donald Moffett,,
Ann Wilson; 568 Broadway, 1st Floor; 6-
8 pm; 334-3522 (thereafterthru JUNE 30)

GRADUATE FEMINIST ARTIST'S COL-
LECTIVE OF HUNTER COLLEGE,
WOMEN MAKE MOVIES, ET. AL pre-
sent A Week of Videos and Films By
Women, tonight: Marsha Wallner's
Deep Dish 1V Public Access Spigots
for Bigots or Channels for Change,
Muriel Jackson's The Maidsl, Marta
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ROdriguez and Jorge Silva's Love,
Women and Flowe;s, Julie Harrison
and Marilyn Rousso's Positive Images:
Portraits of Women With Disabilities, at
Voorhees Gallery, 1st Floor, Hunter Col-
lege Art Dept, 450 W 41 St (near Port
Authority, btwn Dyer St/1Dth Ave); 6:3().
9:30 pm (films/videos shown consecu-
tively); free; info from Kate or Trish,
695-2154 (Editor's note: Martha Wallner
will be present to speak.)

JUDITlI'S RDDM BDDKSTDRE presents
Jeri HIIderIy, MtIti: A Lalli." 1It1mMt:.

. Ac,., Comi__ 681Washington St (at
Charles St); 7 pm; free, but limited seat-
ing; 7'lJ-T.r1IJ (wheelchair accessible)

INTEGRITY/NY Euchari.t of Pe.tecost
with Celebrant, Rev. Karen C. Murphey;
Preacher, Brother Robert Sevensky, DHC;
Program: Health and/or AIDS Issues; at
Episcopal Church of St. Luke in the fields,
487 Hudson St (at Christopher); 7:30 pm
(info from Box 5202, NYC 101115-0043)

CENTERSTAGEsees VhDRuuo'.I'atII.,
G",m:.: .""".,. "'lie a,a program of
clips from significant films dealing with
gay/lesbian l()Ves and rIVes;dedicated to
Patting Glances director, BiH SheIwood,
prepared for The New Festival's Parting
Glances Series; Biogreph Cinemjl, 22S W
fi1 S1; 8 pm; $15; 620-7310 (for New Festi-
valinfo, see uvaYARTS)

sent A W~k of Video. aid FilII. By
Womal,tonight Alexandra Juharz's
Living With AIDS: Women With AIDS
and Tefln Mothers, Ellen Spiro's DiAna's .
Hair Ego: AIDS Info Up Front, Tami Gold
and Lyn Goldfarb's Prescription for
Change, Lori Hiris's With a Vengeance:
The Fight for Reproductive Freedom; at
Voorhees Gallery, 1st Floor, Hunter Col-
lege Art Dept., 450 W 41 St (near Port
Authority, btwn Dyer St/1Dth Ave); 6:»
9:30 pm (filmS/videos shown consecu-
tively); free; info from Kate or Trish,
695-2154 (Editor's note: Alixand.ra '
Juharz will be present to speal)

.oPEN CIRCLE Gatherlill o. the FuU
MOOII,tIDCal .... tile GocVdea; at the
Center, 208 W 13 S1; exactly 7-7:30 pm
(come early to be on time); $Z donation
(info from DC, Box 4538, Sunnyside,NY
11104)

TlIE ANSWER IS LDVING WoaI8II Talk-
Inll Women'. Tllk: The Gree.-Eyed
MonItOr; -Jealousy, Envy and all that
jazz . .of whom, of what, why? Self
esteem, not enough.-, led by Ruth
Berman and Connie Kurtz; Sheepshead
Bay, Brooklyn; 7:45-10 pm; $8; 7181998-
2.305 .

GAY MEN .oF AFRICAN DESCENT Dls-
cusslcin: G., ..... nd/or God: The
'G'",., .,.,."...", the problems of nego-
tiating one's sexuality and one's reli-

A DIFFERENTUGHT luis CIItH:III""Terry gion, with brothers and sisters of the
MlIII'IWIIIldngtouraf""'1IIge;989-II9l cloth scheduled to participate; at the

Center, 208 W 13St. 1st Floor; 8 pm; 620-
GAY WDMEN'S ALTERNATIVE's pre- 7310
sentation of pIJofo 10um.1l1t, Betty. ,
1.1... , has been canceled due to illness. EVA RDSAHN and, RITA CORD.oVA pre-
(GWA's programs resume In the fall) sent a FonIIII: U.S. polltlc./PrllDn."

, ' .nd fiI. Le.III.Ir/G., Community, dis-
CHIP DUCKm presentS HCIIIIOBI'CIIIcArt ' cussing why our community needs to
It IhIIckl, tonight featuring the work of support the over 100 political prisoners
Art PCllitlve, multi-media works on sex In U.S. prisons; with Ms. Cordova,
and sexual politics; plus dancing/party- National Committee to Free Puerto
ing with OJ John Suliga; 6 Hubert St (off Rican Prisoners of War, and Ms.
Hudson, 5 blocks below. Canal); from 10 Rosahn, a -former grand jury
pm; $111I$7 with invite; 925-2442 ' resister/political prisoner"; a video on

the Resistence Conspiracy Case defen-
dants awaiting trial in Washington, DC,
will be shown; at the Center, 208 W 13
S1; 8 pm; $2; Info 316-9381

FRIDA~JUNE8 '
THE NEW F~STIVAL presents Gay Asia
Series' US premiere of I Am A "'.nat
noon; Th.t War Widow at 2:10; AIDS
Series' Harvey FIerstein', 71dy'Endin,.
and Tell'Bnce McNally'. And,.~""""..
er at 4 pm; Parting Glances Series'
p."lng GI.nces at 6:30 pm; J.sfl .. ~
Film and C.n't You T.k •• Joke plus
.horts at 8:30 pm; San Francisco award
winner Th.lie." Expo.'" at 10:30 pm;
for info,see UVELY ARTS

,

WDMEN ABDUT Catskill Home Week-
end, thru JUNE 10; deck, boating, hik-
ing, your own meals; $30/person +
transportation; Sandy 718/263-3517
(rsvp by JUNE 11

CENTER,SPcORTSsees Mats VI. Pirates;
$14 Center membersJ$19 non-members;
620-7310-
GRADUATE FEMINIST ARTIST'S CDL-
LECTIVE .oF HUNTER CDLLEGE,
WDMEN MAKE MOVIES, ET. AL pre-

SATURDAY, JUNE 9
THE NEW FESTIVAL presents U.d.r
R.,IIIr: Cultural Identities Program at
noon, followed by a Pa.el: Under
Ii.p.'r, moderated by Jewelle, Gomez
(free admission) at 2 pm; AIDS Series'
Slifer Sex Shorts at 5 pm; the US pre-
miere of Eric de KuyPer" Pink Ulysses
at 7 pm; the world premiere and .oNLY
SCREENING of p.rI. I. Burning at 9 pm;
the NY and US premieres of B.yond
Gravity and Mght Out, plus fIlii/dOllS,
at 10:45pm; for info ~e UVELYARTS

WDMEN ABDUT Beacll Day, Robert
Moses or Jones; Judith 201/433-1974

WOMEN ABDUT Hook Mountain Hike,
Nyack, NY;Ana 71811'1!Hf147

GAY MEN'S HEALTH CRISIS Keep It
U,I Safer Sex Workshop; at the Center,
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208W 13St. 3rd Floor; 10 am (sharp)- 6
pm; free; register 807-6655, TOO 645-
7470

STRONGAND CDURAGEDUS PRDDUC-
TIDNS presents a staged reading of
Darren Jollnson'. T.'ent, directed by
Darren Pitts; about three black, gay
performing artists, their loves and rela-
tionships; buffet reception follows; at
the Center, 208 W 13 St; 8 pm; $10; rsvp
718/485-3069 (6-8 pm only) (a second
reading takes place tomorrow)

SAGE First AII.ual Gala ,. Street Fair
with clothing, crafts, ethnic foods,
houehold items; featuring the Court-
yard Cafe, a white elephant sale" con-
tinuous entertainment; to benefit
SAGFs programs/services for seniors
and the home-bound elderly; 13th
Streat between 1th/Greenwich Aves (in HISPANIC UNITED GAYS & LESBIANS,
front of the Center, 208 W 13 St); 10 am - LAS BUENAS AMIGAS, BDRICUA GAY
6 pm; free; 741-2247 (for info orto make & LESBIAN FDRUM Latino/a Pre-
donations); rain date Sunday, JUNE 10 . Parade Dance; at the Center, 208 W 13

, St; 9 pm - 1 am; $5; Center 620-7310 ,
ARI fRIDKIS, CSW Worksllop for Gay
Me.: G., Sonl/Stralght F.th.rs, -to
provide Ii supportive group setting for
gay men to Come together to better
understand and talk about their unre-
solved feelings about their fathers"; on
Central Park West; 111'.30am - 3:30 pm
(bring lunch); $40 (reduced fee avail-
able); n4-7205

AIDS CENTER .oF QUEENS CDUNTY
eay/BIILes.ian Youtll Group; topics
include sexuality, making friends, com-
ing out, family issues, AIDS/HIV, safe
sex; in Queens; 11 am - 1 pm; free (and
confidential); 71W896-2500

DDWNTDWN CDMMUNITY TELEVI-
SIDN CENTER Panel Di.cus.ion:
S, •• k Out for Prog,. .. with Videol,
screening of videos and brainstonning
on how community groups can use TV
more effectively; with representatives
of ACT UP, Brooklyn AIDS Task Force,
NY Union of Homeless, Skylight, Educa-
tional Video Center; DCTV, 87 u.fayette
St (2 blocks south of Canal);, 11 am - 4
pm; 966-4510 (open to all)

GRADUATE FEMINIST ARnST'S CDL-
LECTIVE .oF HUNTER CDLLEGE,
WDMEN MAKE MDVIES, ET. AL pre-
sent A Week of Videos and Film. By
Women, tonight: Mona Smith's Hon-
ored By the Moon, Caroline Sheldon's
77 Rooms or What Do Lesbians Do In
Bed?, Heramedia Collective's Just
Because of Who We Are, and Women
Uke Us or Resh and Papers (depending
on availability); at Voorhees Gallery, 1st
Floor, Hunter College Art Dept., 450 W
41 St (near Port Authority, btwn Dyer
St/IDth Ave); 6:»9:30 pm (films/Videos
shown consecutively); free; info from
Kate or Trish, 695-2154 '

GAYS & LESBIANS IN BRODKHAVEN
H.w.llan Night Pot Luck Dinner and
. Dance, where you ·bring your favorite
dish and enjoy the enchantment of a
Tropical Paradise"; at .old South Haven
Church, BrOOkhaven, U; 7:30 'pm; $5
(benefits DSHC Restoration Fund); info
from Mike & Jeff, 516/289-8374

DIXDN PLACE presents Reno, ·recently
I've been feeling very fifties·; 37 East
1st St (btwn lst/2nd Aves); two shows,
8 & 9:30 pm; $6 or TDF; info 673-6752 (no
reservations, arrive early) (Editor's sin-
cere apologies, to Reno and
Romanovsky & Phillips for listing their
June 1 concert under May 31.)

SANDCASTLE LDUNGE presents Vince
Capri In Concert, 86 Mills Ave, South
Beach, Staten Island; 7111{447-!E365(ElfItOr's
naIB:This is Staten Island's only gay club.)

,

SUNDAY, JUNE 10
Puerto Rican Day Parade

TlIE NEW FESTIVAL presents San Fran-
cisco award winner The Nee"~ at
noon; You'd Nevar Guess (lesbian docu-
111811Wies~Outin Subutllia. A MrlrMIII
My p/eIDtm and Ufelime Commhmllnt at
2:15,pm;The War WJdow at 4:10pm; AIDS
Series' AnoIher Uffl at 6:30 pm; Women
Direct Series' She 1ttJstBe Seei., JIJIngs
at 8:30 pm; AIDS Series' AIDS Activist
SlIorts: The World Is Sick (Sic), Stiff
SIHIeIs. I'rfde. and Voices From lie Front
at 111'.30pm;for info see UVELYARTS

DlFF'RENT SPOKES Gay Pride Ride to
Jones Beacll, cycling about 50 miles
round trip, spending the day lit Field #6;
Neil, 212/533-1079

HISPANIC UNITED GAYS & LESBIANS
(and blher groups, see JUNE 9) join todays
Puiito Rican Day PaI8de, 691-4181

LESBIAN ARAB NE1WDRK Fonnlng, to
build a cultural support group for self-
defined Arab lesbians; women of all
faiths welcome; at the Center, 208 W 13
St (info: LAN, Box 1161,Peter Stuyvesant
Station, 432 E 14St. NYC 10009)

•

WDMEN ABDUT Fire Island Sunken
Forest. Cllerry Grove Trip; -stroll along
the beach and enjoy the Grove-; Ellie
212/362-5173 (till 10 pmt

,

DDBBS FERRYCHURCH celebrates les-
bian and Gay People: A MoIv Ught C0n-
gregation hosting a special worship
service with Rev.Joe Gilmore; South Pres-
.byterian Church, 343 ,Broadway (at Clin-
ton), Dobbs Ferry, NY;10am; 9141693-0473

STRDNG AND COURAGEDUS PRODUC-
TlDNSpresents a ,staged readinll of
Darren Jollnson's T.'ent, about three
black, gay 'performing artists, their
loves and relationships; at the Center,
208 W 13 S1; 2 pm; $5; rsvp 718/485-3069
(6-8 pm only)

NEW YORK BANKERS GROUP Walking
Tour of Greenwich Village, 2-4 pm, $15
(member info, 718/852-2125, NYBG, Box
867, NYC 10274)



JUDITH'S ROOM BOOKSTORE presents
Judith Plaskow, Standing Again at
Sinal: Jllda/,m from a Femlnl,t "er-
,ptlCt/Q; 681 Washington St (at Charles
St); 3 pm; free, but limited seating; 727-
7330 (wheelchair accessible)

LAVENDER UGHT GOSPEL CHOIR Per-
fonnlnce of Selected Song. It Unity
Church, Plul Robe.on Thelter; 54
Greene Ave, 2nd Floor, Brooklyn
(A,C,URR to Lafayette Ave, walk to Green
Ave/Fulton St, 2 blocks to 54 Greene); 4
pm; info 212/222-9794, 7191624-1196

PYRAMID presents Loren Lomb ..... ; 101
Avenue A (btwn 6{7 Sts); $5; 420-1590

STU1Z presents Kenny Da.h, plus male
strippers; 202 Westchester Ave, White
Plains, NY; 914/761-3100

MONDAY, JUNE 11
THE NEW FESTIVAL presents TllIets in
the Snaw {l'el'llflla} at 1 pm; the US pre-
miere of Womeo Like U, Ind Split
Stitches at 3 pm; Mandy Merck's lritish
GayJLesbiln TV shaw, Out On Tuelday
n. moderated by Jim Fouratt, at 6 pm;
the NY premiere of Dry Ki_ Only plus
No No Nookly TV at 8 pm; Gay Asia
Series' NY premiere of Anguilhed l.oIIfI
at 10 pm; for info see UVELY ARTS

HERITAGE OF PRIDE General member-
.hlp meeting, at the Center, 208 W 13
St, 8 pm, 691-1774

LAVENDER LIGHT GOSPEL CHOIR 30-
Minute Perfonnance Sets It Delta 88
SouIfood Restaurant; 332 8th Ave at 26 St;
9'.30 & 111'.30pm; $10, dinner reservations
924-3499; info 212/l22-9794, 7191624-1196

TUESDAY, JUNE 12
THE NEW FESTIVAL presents AIDS
Series and Gay Asia Series' Rille slDUP
and .",. Homosexual, at 1 pm; Mandy
Merck'. lritish GavlLesbian TV show,
Out On Tue,day 13. moderated by Jim
Fouratt, at 3 pm; AIDS Series' ONLY
SCREENING of Wamen 1& AIDS: OiAna~
HairEgo:AlDS Info ~ Herm--y
Ind Family Valu.. at 6 pm; the US pre-
miere of Mark Harris' MIctIaJre at ~ pm;
the ONLY SCREENING of Fan Video Mix:
."", Feeling 01Poww. Noa.. .- -Out"T.., 71IiI"NotAnAlDS
""'- IJIed *' ~A HatrI
llelgn~Son". Fell, V" lor ..,. Straw-
beny-.e.Mfr"'.:"""AIIasrapr. end
.",., alii l.tMt *' WIiGrJ ~ at 10:40
pm; for info see UVB.Y ARTS

NATIONAL GAYAND LESBIAN lASK FORCE
Gala IIacepb tur .. 1.AIIMIay III..
1nDIddan1ll .. FedanII GarI&LeIIJiIn a.
.... III.honoring tonner CongresswomanBell...,Congressman Tal Walas, Sana-
1Dr -. Crntan; MIl humorist r.CInIDn;
at CapGJI Hil Cklb (National RepubrlCanDub),
:m First St, SE; Washington, DC; 5:30-7:30

Tuning In: A TV/Radio Guide for OufWeek Readers
Information must be received by Monday to be included in the following
week's issue. Send items to Rick X, Tuning In, Box 790, NY, NY 10108.

and (ugh) Sam Kinison, live from the 69th Infantry Bat-
talion Annory in Manhattan, with perfonnances from '
David Bowie, the Rolling Stones, Bad English, Eric Clap-
ton, Melissa Etheridge, Dave Stewart; presenters
include Ed Begley, Jr., Patty Smyth, Buster Poindexter,
many others; CH 7 (1:30)

11:00 PM TNT DT8am Lover(I986): another dream research
, experiment flick, Kristy McNichol, whose name was
recently bleeped out on Gers/do, makes this unsettling
spookiness work (2:10)

Midnight RB PROD Th, Robin Byrd Show. male and female
strippers; Manhattan and Paragon Cable, CH J/'l3 (1:00)

THURSDAY, JUNE 7
1:00 PM WBAI-FM This Way Out the international gay and

lesbian news magazine; 99.5 FM (:30)
1:30 PM WBAI-FM An Aft9moon Outing. (the new name for

Bf6alcing th, SiI,nc,), Larry Gutenburg with an audio cal-
endar of Gay/lesbian Pride Month activities; 99.5 FM (:30)

4:30 PM HBO Just a R,gular Kid: An AIDS Story. another inno-
cent victim, this time a transfused high school student (:45)

9:30 PM GMHC Living WithAIDS: health and politics; Man-
hattan Cable, CH J/'13 (:30)

10:00 PM WABC- TV Prim, TIme: Judd Rose reports live on
how Thai children are victimized by the local sex indus-
try; CH 7 (1:00)

10:30 PM GCN Prid, & Progres!>. news, health, sports; Man-
hattan Cable, CH J/'l3 (:30) (For Paragon, see SATURDAY)

11:00 PM GCN Th, Right Stuff: media, entertainment,
advice; Manhattan Cable, CH J/'13 (:30) (For Paragon,
see SATURDAY)

11:30 PM RB PROD M,n For M,n: Robin Byrd presents gay
male porno stars; Manhattan Cable, CH J/'13 (:30)

11:30 PM GMHC Living With AIDS: health and politics;
Paragon Cable, CH J/'13 (:30) .

ME (AI1s&EnIBr1a~!HiFifthAve, 1011A, N'tC 10011;1»1_
cm (Rick X. Box 790, NYC 10108)
GIS (Gay Broadcasting System, Butch Peaston, 1787th

Ave, Ste. A-3, NYC 10011; 243-1570) .
GCN (Gay Cable Network, Lou Maletta, 32 Union Square

East, Suite 1217; 477-4220)
GMHC (Gay Men's Health Crisis, Jean Carlomusto, 129 W 20

St, NYC 10011; 807-7517)
RI PROD (Robin Byrd Productions, Box3!i, NYC 10021;!JB8.2973)
WAIC-TV (7 Uncoln Square, NYC 10023; 456-7777)
WBAI-FM (505 8th Ave, 19th FI, NYC 10018; 279-0707)
weal-TV (524 W 57 St, NYC 10019; 975-4321)
WNIC-TV (30 Rockefeller Plaza, NYC 10112; 664-4444)
WNET-TV (356 W 58 St, NYC 10019; 560-3000)

MONDAY, JUNE 4
1:00 PM CNN Sonya Life in LA: David Dinkins and Phil

Donahue (1:00)
1:00 PM WBAI-FM Th, History of Gay Radio, Part I: Larry

Gutenburg plays archival tapes from 21 years of gay
radio onWBAI; 99.5 FM (:30)

9:00 PM TNN Music City N,ws Country Award!>. live enter-
tainment by Barbara Mandrell, Jimmy Dean, Reba
McEntire, Statler Brothers, Randy Travis, Ricky Van
Shelton, Clint Black, Garth Brooks, others (2:00)

9:00 PM WNET-TV Stalin, Part II: in the decade leading up
to WWII, his labor camps, mass purge trials, and mas-
sive man-made famine killed millions; CH 13 (1:00)

10:t111PM GCN B,My Gu,st Sybil Bruncheon with a panel
game show; Manhattan Cable, CH J/'13 (:30) -

11:30 PM Tomorrows TV Tonight entertainment; Manhattan
and Paragon Cable, CH 0/17 (1:00)

Midnight CCTV Th, Closet Case Show. repeat of May 28
show with 9-stop Sunday Club Map, Jack Lofton at The
Break, Phillip Roth's BoyS/lif, j.o. party, Klosat Klips,
Mars strippers; Manhattan Cable, CH C!16 (:30)

12:30 AM TNN Music City N,ws Country Awards, see 9 PM
1:00 AM Gay Nogay male porno cOps;Paragon Cable,CHJIZi (~
4:00AM WNET-TV Stalin, Part II,see 9 PM

TUESDAY. JUNE 5
9:00AM WABC-TV 'legis & Kathi, L,e: SNJ:s Nora Dunn

(Andrew Dice Clay protestor); CH 7 (1:00)
9:30 AM WWOR-TV Everyday. lawsuits involving sexually

transmitted diseases; CH 9 (:30)
1:00 PM WBAI-FM Th, History of Gay Radio, Part II: Larry

Gutenburg plays archival tapes from 21 years of gay
radio on WBAI; 99.5 FM (:30)

2:30 PM WBAl-FM Lesbian and Glly Health Issues for the '~
a preview of the July 12 Nat'l/3rd 1m'1 Lesbia,yGay Health
Conference and 8th Nat'l AIDS Forum in WaShington, DC;
produced/hoSlBd by Deborah Feller; 99.5 FM (1:00)

4:00 PM WCBS-TV Gflraldo: politcally and socially powerful
women (repeat); CH 2 (1:00)

8:00 PM WNYN-TV (Fox) R,al Life: Albert Brooks' endear-
ing spoof about his family's attempt to make a "typical
American family" documentary; CH 5 (2:00)

10:t111PM WNET-TV Living the Last Day!>.a 1989 documen-
tary about a WS Angeles AIDS hospice, and the
courage of now-deceased co-founder Chris Brownlie;
more "gay· programming from the station that promises
two days of non-AIDS gay/lesbian programs on June 22
& '13;CH 13 (1:00)

11:00 PM GBS Out in the 90's: community news, discussion,
interviews; tonight a live call-in Roundtable Discussion
with VIVian Shapiro, Larry Kramer, others;
Manhattan/Paragon Cable, CH C!16 (1:00)

11:30 PM A&E Improv Tonight Greg Louganis hosts (:30)

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 6
5:00AM WNET-TV Living the Last Days, see TUESDAY, 10

PM
9:30 AM WBAI-FM Ghosts in th, Machine: women in pop,

with Victoria Starr; 99.5 FM (2:30)
4:00 PM WCBS-TV Gflraldo: the love lives of celebrities

(repeat); CH 2 (1:00) ,
9:30 PM WABC- TV International Rock Award!>. Gary Busey

•

FRIDAY, JUNE 8
7:00 AM WABC-TV Good Morning America: First Lady Bar-

bara Bush's first major public appearance since news
of her supportive letter to Parents & Friends of Lesbians
and Gays (PFLAG) has reached the horrified right; CH 7
(2:00)

2:30 PM WBAI-FM Rompiendo el Sil,ncio: todos los
viernes, Gonzalo Aburto con temas y noticias para la
comunidad latina gay y lesbiana; 99.5 FM (:15)

7:30 PM The Gay Dating Gam, Show; Manhattan Cable, CH
J/'13 (:30)

8:00 PM Ufetime S,cond SeNe (1986): TV movie stars
Vanessa Redgrave astranssexualtannis pro Renee
Richards; Manhattan Cable, CH l!i{B (2:00)

11:00 PM Gay W. male porno clips; Manhattan Cable, CH
J/'13 (:30) .

1:00 AM RB PROD Robin Byrd Show. male and female strip-
pers; Manhattan and Paragon Cable, CH J/'13 (1:00)

SATURDAY, JUNE 9
6:30 PM GCN Pride & Progres!>. news, hea Ith, sports;

Paragon Cable, CH J/'13 (:30) (For Manhattan Cable, see
THURSDAY)

7:00 PM GCN The Right Stuff. media, entertainment, advice;
Manhattan Cable, CH J/23 (:30) (For Manhattan Cable,
see THURSDAY)

11:00 PM RB PROO The Early Byrd. Robin Byrd presents
male/female strippers; Manhattan Cable, CH J/23 (1:00)

SUNDAY. JUNE 10
6:30 PM WBAI-FrJ The Gay Show. Larry Gutenburg and

Bob Storme host an expanded version for Gay/Lesbian
Pride Month; John Glines, Tony Award winner, discuss-
es his new play, Manhattan M'IT; Butch Peaston, Kurt
Wolfe, Rick X disucss non-commercial public access
cable; 99.5 FM (2:00)

11:30 PM GCN Men & Film!>.male erotica; Manhattan
Cable, CH J/'13 (:30)
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THURSDAYS • GCNClose-Up<,}t Comm ResearchInstitute (CRI)'Dr
'Hi' : Sports ·<'1: BernardHari, Exec.Dir. ~RI and'AIi~e

< Lavender Health "; Spears,OutReachCoordinator,CRI.
) The Right StuH II;Rpm Hosted by Phil Zwickler

• Naming Names}}
• All About Women/
• Media Watch
• Staying Out
• Around the Country
• RazorSharp

I

PRIDE & PROGRESS AIRS ON
PARAGON CABLE CHANNEL J (23) ON
SATURDAYS FROM 6:30 TO 7:30 PM

,

Mlln & Film. 11:30 2m JUNE 10
) > Reviews of male erotica along with

IUNDAYS/ interviews behind the scenes with film
"I..)'· stars

H'

Interview with Lee
Baldwin
Lee Baldwin in "The
Jehova Witness"
Reviews of "For Sale by
Owners"

Be My Guest 10:00 pm and" First Mate II

...: ::.::>;:<::::-::':- ... -:, '> .:.-- '.. -':-<.,;. ..:'

'MbNlllfS, ., , ,.

Sybil Bruncheon hosts a panel

~~~r~:~~'Zs~i~~~~~~~jp~~~~~s:,i < .','\ ....,....
soap opera..' ', ..••> ..H ./>

. ,Y .', ,.,','. ".,.."'.H ..• H"' ',.

32 Union Square East;Suite1217
NeWYOi'kNY10003. . .' -'.-..' - .

(212) 477,-422.0,.'
, . --

,
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Celellrallngour'th year.
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Monday
Private Eyes (jQjarc Berkley's Kool Komradsw/ Razor Sharp & strippers;
preppies and guppies) 12W 21 St, club 206-7772
Tuesday
*Love MachinelLarry Tee & Lahoma Van Zandt, young & exotic crowd)
860 Bway, at 17 St; 254-4005
Wednesday
"Better Days (primarilY gay men of color) 316 W 49 St (8/9 Aves); 245-8925

Private Eyes (Jeffrey Sanker & Dallas's Club Bad; many preppies and
guppies) 12W 21 St, btwn 5th/6th Aves; 206-7772

*Pyramid (Les Simpson's My Sister/Comrade party, starts June 6) 101
Avenue A, btwn 6{7 Streets; 420-1590

Silver Uning (2-4-1 drinks, also open Tues-Sun, women SAT) 175 Cherry
La., Floral Pk, LI; 516/354-9641

Stutz (2-4-1drinks, also open daily)2D2Westchester Ave,While Plains;9W761-3100
Thursday' '
*Boybar (BoyBar 1Jeauties new wave drag show) 15 1/2 St Marks Place,
btwn 2nd/3rd Aves; 674-7959 _
*Cop~cabana (last Thu. ofthemonth Susanne Bartsch party, next is May
31; iffy door) 10 E 60 St, at Fifth Ave; 755-6010
Excalibur ($1 drinks, also open Tues-Sun, women WED) corner 10th/Jef-

ferson behind football stadium, Hoboken, NJ; 201-795-1161
Grand Central (2-4-1 drinks, also open Wed-Sun) 210 Merrick Road,

Rockville Centre, Ll; 51WS36-4800
Hatfield's (2-4-1 drinks/female impersonators; also open nightly, women

on TUE & FRI) 126-10 Queens Blvd, Kew Gardens, Queens; 718/261-8484
*Mars (mixed TVs/gay/straight; DJ Patrick's Wonderland, on small3rd

Floor) Westside Highway and 13th St; 691-6262
*Quickl (Chip Duckett Thursdays) 6 Hubert St (on Hudson, 5 blocks

below Canal); 925-2442
Friday
*BoyBar (st'udents & local East Village crowd) 15 1/2 St Marks PI., btwn
2nd/3rd Aves; 674-7959
Columbia Dances (1st Friday of every month, including summer, next is

June 1) 116th St & Bway; 854-3574 days
419419 N. Highway, Southampton, LI; 516/283-5001
*La Palace de Beaute (Larry Tee & Lahoma; straight, gay, TVs, tourists,

club kids), 34 E 18 St, off 5th Ave; 228-8009
Octagon (primarily gay men of color) 555W 33 St; 947-0400
Private Eyes (YMVA Night, many preppies and guppies) 12W 21 St, btwn

5th/6th Aves; 206-7772
*Quickl (Scott Currie/Panty Girdles; TVs, straights, gays) 6 Hubert St (on

Hudson, 5 blocks below Canal); 925-2442
Reds (-drink free 10 pm - 1 am-; also open THU; women SAT) 6096 Jeri-

cho Tpke, Commack, LI; 516/543-4740
Saturday
Barefoot Boogie 1smoke & alcohol free) 434 8th Ave (btwn 9/10 Sts); 832-6759
*BoyBar 151/2 St Marks Place, btwn 2nd/3rd Aves; 674-7959
Columbia Dances (3rd Saturdays, Same But Different Dance, June 16)

116& B'way, 10 pm - 3 am; info 629-1989
419419 N. Highway, Southampton, LI; 516/283-5001
Girth and Mirth Club at the Center (3rd Saturdays, heavy men & their

admirers) 208 W 13 St; 620-7310
*La Palace de Beaute (Larry Tee & Lahoma, mixed straight/gay, started

5/12) 34 E 18 St; 228-8009
*Mars (Keoki's Drop Lounge, floor varies; small eclectic crowd: TVs,

Asians, hi-tech music fans) 13 St & West Side Hwy; 691-6262
Octagon (monthly Jason & Joel party, Hi-NRG hunks; next is June 16,

midnight-9 am, $20) 555W 33 St; 947-0400
Private Eyes (Jeffrey Sanker & Dallas's Club Bad; many preppies & gup-

pies) 12W 21 St, btwn 5th/6th Aves; 206-7772
*Roxy(mixed gay/straight/TVs/club kids; door can be mobbed after 12)

515W 18 St (btwn 10/11 Aves); 645-5156
Scull Facby (mixed gay/straight.Acid House,no alc0hoi,opens 11pm)531W 11St

(btwn l00V11thAves~643.0n8
1\wnIy/lWanly(FTMs Evening ofDance,cateringtothe SairtcrtMd, 10pm, $10; start-

ed May26) ZlW Zl Sf;727-8141

Sunday
*BeUer Days (primarily gay men of color) 316W 49 St (8/9 Aves); 245-8925
The Building (Club Bad's The Men's Room, 10 pm; $12; probably prep-

-

•

La Palace (Michael Fesco's Power Tea,4 pm - midnight; $6; hi-NRG gym
hunks; started May 20) 34 E 18 St; 228-8009

*La Palace de Beaute (Hunk Club: drag queens, go-go guys, gay kids;
midnight - 4 am) 34 E 18 St; 228-8009, ,

*Mars (Chip Duckett's Mars Needs Men; 5 floors, go~go boys, perform-
ers, and a roof) Westsrde Highway and 13th St; 691-6262

*Pyramid (Junior's Tea Dance 6-10 pm, Mona Foot's Gay Cabaret at mid-
night) 101Avenue A, btwn 6n Streets; 420-1590

*Roxy (Molly House Sundays at Roxy; mixed gay crowd; club kids, guys,
hunks, men) 515 W 18 St (btwn 10/11 Aves); 645-5156

Twenty/Twenty (FTM's Hi-NRG Tea, catering to Saint crowd, 5 pm - 2
am, $6; started May 27) 20 W 20 St; 727-8841 '

Every Night (or almost)
Magic Touch (ethnic mix: Anglo/Latin/Asian) 73-13 37th Rd, Jackson

Heights, Queens; 718/429-8605
Monster (West Village) 80 Grove St at Sheridl!n Sq.; 924-3557
Spectrum (closed Man & Tue, WED free, THU free & 2-4-1 dri'nks, FRI

mlf strippers, SAT guest stars, SUN live shaIN & free 9-10 pm; Coors
served) 80264th St@8th Ave, Bay Ridge, Bklyn; 718/238-8213

*Zest (was Club 43; to be gay on special nights; June 6 opening; call for
info) 108W 43 St; 354-7348

, ,

DANCING OUT for Women
Tuesday, -
Bond Street Care (women's dance, 8 pm) 6 Bond St (off B'way); 979-6565
Hatfield's 126-10 Queens Blvd., Kew Gardens; 718/261-8484
Grand Central (women's night, also open Wed-Sun) 210 Merrick Road,

Rockville Centre, LI; 516/536-4800
Usmar Lounge (Ste"a'sLoveShack,all music) 411stAvenue at2ndSt;m-9477
Wednesday
Bedrock 121Woodfield Rd, W. Hempstead, LI; 516/486-9516
Excalibur (Ladies Night, $1 drinks) corner 10th/Jefferson behind football

stadium, Hoboken, NJ; 201-795-1161
Thursday
Bedrock 121 Woodfield Rd, W. Hempstead, LI; 5.16/486-9516 .
Pyramid (Jenny's Girl Bar, 8 pm - 2 am) 101Avenue A (btwn 6{1 Sts); $5;'
415-3538 .
Red Zone (Angelica Terry's And Then There Was Woman, VIP Room)

440 W 54 St; info 473-1935, club 582-2222
Friday
Bedrock 1~1 Woodfield Rd, W. Hempstead, LI; 516/486-9516 .
Chapel at Limelight (Shescape party, opens 10 pm; Coors served)
49 W 20 St at 6th Ave; 645-6479
Hatfield's 126-10 Queens Blvd., Kew Gardens; 718/261-8484
Millennium (Ladies' Night) 1770 NY Ave (Rte 110), Huntington, LI;

516/351-1402
Visions 56-01 Queens Blvd, Woodside; info 718/846-7131, club

718/899-9031
Saturday'
Bedrock 121 Woodfield Rd, W. Hempstead, LI; 516/486-9516
Chapel at Limelight (Shescape party, opens 9 pm; Coors served) 49
W 20 St at 6th Ave; 645-6479
Mike Todd Room (Her Planet, alternate Saturdays here start June 2)

123 E 13 St; club (Palladium) 473-7171
Reds ~women's partY, buffet, burlesque show) 6096 Jericho Tpke, Com-

mack, LI; 516/543-4740
Silver Uning 175 Cherry Lane, Floral Park, LI; 516/354-9641
Starz 836 Grand Boulevard, Deer Park, LI; 516/242-3857
Sunday
Bedrock 121Ql./oodfield Rd, W. Hempstead, LI; 516/486-9516
Cave Canem (Sandwich Sister Sundays) 24 1st Ave at 1st St; 529-9665
Roxy (Jill and Jan's The Nunnery. alternative music) 515W 18 St (btwn

10/11 Aves); 645-5156

Every Night (or almost)
Cubby Hole (tiny dance floor) 438 Hudson St@ Morton St; 243-9079
Duchess" (small dance floor; Coors served) Sheridan Sq. & 7th Ave

South; 242-1408
Spectrum (closed Man & Tues; good gay/lesbian mix, see Every Night,

above, for details) 802 64th St, Bklyn.; 718/238-8213
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A.c.o.c.
AIDS CENTER OF QUEENS COUNTY

SOCIAL SERVICES. EDUCATION· BUDDIES
COONSEUNG • SUPPORT GROUPS,

Volunteer Opportunities
(7181 88&-2!iOO1voicel 1718188&-2985ITDDI

ACI' UP IAlDS CoaIiti.n til Unl_h Po_rI
498A Hudson Street, Suite G4 NYC 10014

12121988-1114
A diverse, non-pertisan group of individuals united in
Inger and committed to direct action to end the AIDS

criais. Gen. meetings Mon. nights 7:30,
at the Community Center 208 W.l3th.

AIDS RESOURCE CENTER IARCI
Supportive housing for homeleaa PWAs IBa~ey House
and apartmentsl. Non-judgementsl pastoral care for
PWAs and loved ones. Volunteer opportunities.
1212148H270, 24 West 30th Street, NYC 10001

ALOEc:fAPLN-NY
(Asian lesbians of the East Coaat/

Asian p,acific Lesbian Network-New Yorkl
Wa are a political, social and supportive network of
Asian Pacific lesbians. Planning meetings on the 1st
Sunday and social events on the last Friday of each
month. Call 12121517-5588 for more information.

"

ARCS (AlD5-Ralatwd Community Samcesl
for Dutche88, Orange, Putnam, Rockland, Sullivan,
Ulster and WNtchester counties. AIDS education,
client aervice., crisis intervention, support groups,

ca .. management, buddy and hospital visitor progrem.
214Cen1ra1M.Whi1B PIaiIa. NYlcm1l914)9I&CD
838 Broect.vay ,Newburgh, NY 1225019141!i&2-!mi

AlDSlin. 1114)-...07

ATR (AIDS TREATMENT REGISTRY,INC.I
• Publishe. a bi-monthly Directory of clinical triala of
experimentel AIDS/HIV treatments in NYINJ, and has
aducational materialr/seminars for trial participants.
ATR also advocate. for improvements in the trial r;va-
tem. P.O. Box 30234, NY,NY 1011-0102.12121288-4196.

Publications free/donation requested.

BAR ASSOClAnON FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
Lawyers Referral

Sarvice for the Lesbian and Gay Community
Full Range of Legal Services 12121459-4873

BAR ASSOClAnON FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
Free Walk-in Legal Clinic. Tuesday &-8 pm

L.sbian & Gay Community Centro Ground Roor

BIDS IBISEXUAL DOMINANCE &
SUBMISSION GROUPI

Share SIM experiences and fantasies with others in
a positive, non-judgementel atmosphere. First Sun-
day of the month, 4:45pm at the Community Center
208 W. 13 Street, NYC . This group is part of the New

York Are. Bisexual Network.

BISEXUAL PRIDE DISCUSSION GROUP
Topical discuaaiona on issues of interest to the com-
munity in I congenial atmosphere, followed by an
informal dinnar at a friendly local restaursnt Every
Sunday, 3:00- 4:30pm at the Community Center 208 W.
13 Street, NYC. Pa rt of the New Yorlt Area Bisexual

Network.

BIWAYS NEW YORK
Monthly socialevente for the Bi.exual community
and frienda. Call NYABN for deteils of upcoming

8vents.11181353-8245

BIPAC ,IBISEXUAL POUTICAL
, AmON COMMmEEI

Politicalaotion on iaaues of importance to the Bilex-
uaVLesbia,yGay community. Monthly meetingfpolluck
held 8:00pm on fourth Thursday of the month at mem-
bars homes. Call NYABN for this month 'a location.

17181353-8245
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BISEXUAL YOurtl
Informalaocial & support group for Bisexual
kids/youth. Monthly meetingfpotluck lunch held
1:OOpmon fourth Sunday of the month at members
homes. Call NYABN for this month's location. This

group is part of the New York Area Bisexual Network.

BLUS-BRONX WBIANS
UNrrED IN SISTERHOOD

Social, political and support networking group for
women and their friends. Regular social events and
meetings on the first and third Fridays of every month.
At The Community Center, 208 W. 13 Street, from 8:3G-

8pm. For more info call Usa at 12121829-9817.

BODYPOSmvE
If you oryour lover has tested HIV+,we offer support
groups, seminars, public forums, referencelibrery,
referrals, social activities and up-to-date national

monthly, 'THE BODY POSmVF 1$2!i(yaarl.
12121721-1348.

208 W. 13th St, NYC, NY 10011

BROOKLYN'S WBIAN AND GAYPOUTICAL CLUB
lAMBDA INDEPENDENT DEMOCRATS

LI.O. endorses and works for candidates in local,
state and national elections, lobbies for legislation,
and conducts community outreach through street
fairs and meetings on special topics. Join us.

338 Ninth St, Suite 135
Brooklyn, NY 11215
11181965-8482

CIRClE OF MORE UGHr
Spiritual support and sharing in a gay/lesbian affir-
mative group. West-Parle Presbyterian Church

185 West 88th Street
Wed: worship service 8:30 pm, program 7:30.
Marsha 12121304-a73 Charlie 12121891-7118.

COMMUNITY HEALTHPROJECI'
208 West 13th Street, NYC, New York 10011

For Appointments and Information
12121875-3559 (TIY/Voicel

PROVIDING CARING, SENSITIVE AND LOW COST
HEALTHCARE SERVICES TO THE LESBIAN AND GAY

COMMUNITY

COMMUNnY RESEARCH INrrlATIVE
PWAs, PWARCs & their physicians taking the initia-
tive to seek promising intervention egainst AIDS in a
resp. manner. For more info or to volunteer please

call 12121481-1 050.

CONGREGAnON BETH SIMCHAT TORAH
NY's Gay and Lesbian Synagogue Services

Friday at 8:30pm fi7 Bethune Street
For info. call: 12121929-9498.

CONGREGATION B'NA1 JESHURUN
Monthly Spritual Gatherings and free catered festive
luncheons for 1//People With AIDS,their lovers and
families. Program includes music and discusaion led

by our Rabbis. Call 12121787-7800

DIGNnYlBlG APPLE
A community of Lesbian and Gay Catholics. Activities
include Uturgies and socials every Sat, 8:00 pm, at

the Center, 208 W. 13 Street, NYC.
Call 12121818-1309.

DIGNITY NEW YORK
lesbian and gay Catholics and friends
AIDSMinis1Jy,Spiritual Dewiopmenl

The Cathedrsl Project
Worship SeMCes& Social-Sun. ms.7~ John'a
Episcopal Church 218West 11th Street 0Waverly-675-2179

,

EDGE
Education in I Di.. blad Gay Environment
For th~ physically disabled Lesbian and Gay

Community. 1212198&-1921
P.O. Box 305 Village Station, New York, NY 10014

FEMME SUPPORT GROUP
For lesbians who 881fidentify as Femme. For info and

meeting times call Lisa at 12121829-9817. No man please.

,RlONT BUNNERS
A running club for lesbian and gay athletes

of all abilities. Fun Runs of 1-8 m~es held every Sat at
lOam and Weds. at 7pm in Central Park
and every Tues. at 7pm in Prospect Park.
For information: call 12121724-9700.

THE RIND FOR HUMAN DIGNnY
National Gay and Lesbian Crisis Line

'AIDS BOO"---l-BOO-SOS-GAYS
Educational Resource Center; Positive Images

Media Center; NY Stete Arta Program
6fl8 &'way Suila 410 NYC, NY10012 12121529-11D1

THE GAYAFRICAN AMERICANS
OFWESTCHESTERO'he G.A.A.I

is a community based support group formed in
Westchester County. Various activities are planned

for the coming months.
Please call 914-37&-0727 for more info.

GLAAB
Gay. Lesbian Alliance Against D....... ti.n
8OVarickStreet, NYC 1001312121988-1700

GLAADcombats homophobia in the media and els&-
where by promoting visibility of the lesbian and gay
community and organizing grassroots response to

anti-gay bigotry.

Do you have 30 minutes a month
to fight homophobia 1

Join the GlAAD PhoneTreel
Call 12121-988-1700 for informalion.

GUB
Gay and Lesbian Independent Broadcasters invites
you to tune into OUTLOOKS on WBAI-NY, 99.5 FM
every other Sunday, 7:3G-8:3Opm and join us every
other Tuesday at 7:30pm to become a member of

GLIB. No experience needed.
50S Eighth Avenue, 19th lIoor.12121749-D405.,

GAY. U:SBIAN HEALTHCONCERNS
An office of the NYC Dept of Health, provides link-
ages betwn NYCHealth & Human Svcs, and the Les-

bian & Gay community, focusing in ALL health
concerns; resource information for health services
consumers and providers. 125 Worth Street, Box 87,
New York, NY 10013. For info call 12121566-4995.

GAY& WBIAN PSYCHOTHERAPY
Sliding scale fees • Insurance accepted.
Institute for Human Identity. (2121799-9432

GAYMALE SIM ACI'MSTS
Dedicated to safe and responsible SIM since 1981.
Open meetings w/programs on SIM techniques,
lifeatyte issues, political and social concerns. Also
special events, speakers bureau, workshopa, demos,
affinity groups, newsletter, more. GMSMA -Dept 0,

498A Hudson Street, Suite D23 ,NYC 10014.
12121727-9878.

GMADIGAY MEN OFAFRICAN DESCENTI
80 Va rick Street, NYC 10013 a support group of Gay
Men of African Descent dedicated to consciousness-
raising and the development of the Lesbian and Gay
Community. GMAD is inclusive of African, African-
American, Caribbean and Hispanic/l..atino men of
color. Meetings are held, weekly, on Fridays. For

more information, call 718-802-0182.

GAYMEN'S HEALTHCRISIS HOruNE
FOR INFORMATION ON SAFER SEX AND HIV-RELAT-
ED HEALTHSERVICES, AND FOR INFORMATION ON
ONE-TIME, WALK-IN AIDS COUNSELING SERVICES

212-807-8&&5
212 .... 7470 TDD IFor the Haaring Impairedl
Mon.-Fri. 10:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. Sat 12:00 to 3:00



GIRTH&MIRTH CWB OFNEW YORK
Social club for heavy, chubby gay men & their admir-
ers. Monthly socials at the ·Center", weekly bar

nights Thursdays at the ·Chelsea Transfer", monthly
Fat Apple Review, bi-monthly FAR. penpals. For more

information call Ernie at 914-699-7735 or write:
GaM/NY, Dept 0, P.O. Box 10, Pelham, NY10803.

HEAL (H.. 1thEducation AIDS Liaison)
Weekly info. and support group for treatments for
AIDS which do not compromise the immune system
further, including alternative and holistic approaches.

Wed 8pm. 208 W. 13th St (2121674-HOPE.

HERITAGEOF PRIDE. INC.
Organizers of New York's Lesbian and Gay Pride
even1s: the March, the Rally and the Dance on the

Pier. Call (212) 891-1n4 for meeting schedule or more
information. 208 West 13th Street. NY,NY10011.

HETRICK-MARTIN INSTITUTE
for lesbien and gay youth. Counseling, drop-in cen-
ter(M-F, 3-8pm), rap groups, HaIVey Milk High
School, AIDS and safer sex information,

referrals, professional education.
(212) 833-892OIvoice)

(212)833-8928 TIY for deaf

HISPANIC UNITED GAYS& LESBIANS
Educational services, political action, counseling and
social activities in Spanish and English by and for the

Letino Lesbian and Gay Community.
General meetings 8:00 pm 4th Thursday of every
month at 208 West 13th Street Call (212)891-4181
or write H.U.G.L, P.O. Box 226 Canal Street Station,

New York, NY 10019.

IDENTITYHOUSE
Now in our 20th year, we provide

paer counseling, therapy referrals and groups
for the lesbian, gay and bisexual community.

Call us at (212)243-8181. Visit us at 544 8th Ave.,
between 14th-15th Streets, Manhattan.

lAMBDA LEGALDEfENSE
AND EDUCATIONRIND

Precedent-setting litigation nationwide for
lesbians, gay men and people with AIDS. Member-
ship ($35 and up) inc. newsletter and invitations to
special events. Volunteer night on Thursdays. Intake

calls: 2-4pm Mon thru Fri (212)995-8585

LAVA(LESBIANS ABOUT VISUALART!
Call for slides for Lesbian Artists' Exhibition, Gay &
Lesbian Community Centar, NYC.For more informa-
tion, send SASE to : Miriam Fougere, 118 Fort Greene

Place, Brooklyn, NY 11217.

THE LESBIAN AND GAYBIG APPLE CORPS
Get your instrument out of the closet and come play
with us. Symphonic, Marching, Jazz, Dixieland, Rock,

Rute Ensembles and Woodwinds.
123West 44th St Suite 12L New York, NY 10038

(212) 889-2922.

LESBIAN 8. GAY
COMMUNITY SERVICES CENTER

208 West 13th Street New York, NY 10011
(212) 621).7310 9al11-11pm everyday.

A place for community organizing and networking,
social services, cultural programs, and social events
sponsored by the Center and more than 150 commu-

nity organizations.
, '

LESBIAN AND GAYLABOR NElWORK
An organization of Lesbians and Gays who are active
in their labor unions working on domestic partnership
benefits and AIDS issues. For more information call

(212)923-8690.

LESBIAN AND GAYRIGHTS PROJECT
of the American Civil Liberti •• Union

ICNOWYOURRlGIfTS/WE'RE EXPAMlING THEM
(212) 944-9800, ext. 545

LESBIANS AND GAYSOF RATBUSH
Brooklyn's social organization for both gay men and

lesbians. P.O. Box 106, Midwood Station
Brooklyn, NY 11230 -(718) 859-9437

LESBIAN HERSTORYARCHIVES
P.O. Box 1258

New York, New York 10116
217/874-7232

Since 1974, the Archives has inspired, shaped and
reflected Lesbian lives everywhere. Call to arrange a

visit or to volunteer for Thursday worknights.

LONG ISLAND ACT-UP
P.O. Box 291, New Hyde Park, NY 11040
Support us for change on Long Island.
(516)338-4882(518)997-5238 Nassau

(516) 928-5530 Suffolk

MEN OFAll. COLORSTOGETHERNY
A multi-racial group of gay men against racism. Meet-
ings every Friday night at 7:45 at the Lesbian and Gay
Community Services Center, 206 W. 13th Street For
more info. call: (212) 245-6368 or (212) 222-9794.

MmOPOUTAN TENNIS GROUP(MTG)
Our 200 member lesbian and gaytannis c,lub includes
players from beginning to toumament level. Monthly

tennis partias. Winter indoor league. Come play with usl
For information: MTG, Suite K63,498-A Hudson St, New

York,NY 10025. (718) 852-8582.

MOCA (Men of Color AIDS Prevention Prollrem.)
Provides safer sex and AIDS education information'
to gay and bisexual Men of Color; coordinates a net-
work of peer-support groups for gay end bisexual
Men of Color in all 5 boroughs of Ne)VYork City.

303 Ninth Ave, New York, Ny 10001
or call (212) 239-1798.

NATIONALGAYAND LESBIAN TASKFORCE
is the national grassroots political organization for
lesbians and gay men. Membership is $3IVyear.
Issue-oriented projects address violence, sodomy
laws, AIDS, gay rights ordinances, families, media,
etc. through lobbying, education, organizing and

direct action.
NGLTF 1517 U Street NW, Washington, DC20009.

(202)332-6483.

NEW YORKADVERnSING
AND COMMUNICATIONS NElWORK

NYACNis the community·s largest gay and lesbian
professional group, welcoming all in communica-

tion&-and their friends. Monthly meetings, 3rd Wed
8:30pm at the Community Center. Members' newslet-
ter, job hodine, annual directory. Phone (212) 517-
0380 for more info. Mention OutWeek for one free

newsletter.

N.V.WOMEN'S SOFTBAll. GUILD
For experienced, serious Softball Players, Coaches
and Managers. We play mod/fast pitch weekends in
Manhattan and (lueens. Try-outs begin Feb. 11 thru

April· or until filled. (212) 255-1379 Janet

, NINTH STREET CENTER
Since 1973, a community dedicated to demonstrating
that a homosexual lifestyle is a rational, desirable

choice for individuals dissatisfied with the rewards of
conventional living. Psychologically - focussed rap
groups, Tues., Sat, 8 to 10 pm. peer counselling avail-
able. 319 E. 9 Street, New York, NY 10003, for info call

(212) 228-5153.

NORTHAMERICAN MAN/BOY
LOVEASSOCIATION (NAMBLA)

Dedicated to sexual freedom and especially
intereted in gay intergenerational relationships.
Monthly Bulletin and regular chapter meetings
on the first Saturday of each month. Yearly mem-
bership is $20; write NAMBLA. PO Box 174, Mid-
town Station, New York, NY 10018 or call (212)

807-8578 for information.

, NOIITf!ERN UGHTS ALTERNATIVES ,
Imp~oving (luality of Life for People with AIDS/HI'y•.

THEAIDS MASTERYWORKSHOP: Exploring the pos-
sibilities of a powerful and creative life in the face of

AIDS. Call (212) 255-8554

NYC GAY8.LESBIAN
ANTI-VIOLENCEPROJECT

Counseling, advocacy, and information for survivors
of aim-gay and anti-lesbian violence, sexuala88ault.
domestic violerice, and other types of Victimization.

All services free and confidential.
24 hour hodine
(212) 807-0197

PEOPLEWITH AIDS COAUTION
(212) 532-0291V1-800-828-3~HotIine (212) 532-0568

Monday thru Friday 10am-6pm
Meal programs, support groups, educ,ational and

referral services for PWA's and PWArc's,'

PEOPLE WITH AIDS HEALTHGR"UP
Underground buyer's club importing not-yet-approved '

medications and nutritional supplementB.
31 West 28th St 4th RoOr

(212) 532-0280

SAGE: (Senior Action in a Gay Environment)
Social Service Agency. providing care, activities, &
educational services for gay & lesbian senior citizens.
Also selVes DIIOr180homebound seniors,& older PWA's.

208 West 13th St NYC10011,
(212) 741-22§7

SETHIAN GAYS, LESBW4~ AND BISEXU~ ,.
For all of us interested in reaching out to each other
with exuberance to spontaneously explore and, '

expand upon the SetfVJane Roberts ·philosophy" as
it relates to our liv88,

personally, sexually and politically.
Call AI (212) 979-5104.

THE OUTREACH
USING COMMUNAL HEAUNG (TOUCH)'

Conmunityvolunteers providing a weekly buffet supper
for the Brooklyn AIDS community. TOUCHmee1BMonday
eves. 5pm to 6:30pm- at downtown Brooklyn Friehds
Meeting House (110 Schermerhorn St near Boerum

Place). Limited transjxlrtatiori may be arranged. Info:(718)
822-2758.TOUCHwelcomes contributions offunds, food

and volunteers.

ULSTER COUNTYGAYAND LESBIANAllIANCE
Meets first and third Monday of each month

at 7:30 p.m. atthe Unitarian Church on Sawkill Road
in Kingston.

For information, call (914) 626-3203,

UPPER MANHATTANTASK FORCEON AIDS
Education, HoUine, Supportive Case Management,

and Volunteer Recruitment and Referral.
212-870-3352

WHAMI (WDllllln'. Health Action Mobilization)
A non-partisan coalition committed (0 demanding,
securing and defending absolute reproductive free-
dom and quality health care for all women. We

meet every Wed. at 6:30 pm at the
Village Independent Democrats,

224 West Fourth Street (off Sheridan,Sq.). We are
not affiliated with ,VID.

(212) 713-5966.
Mailing address: WHAMI, P.O. Box 733, NYC 10009

WOMEffS ALTERNATIVE
COMMUNITY CENTER(WACC),

A non-profit, Lesbian community center serving
(lueens, Nassau and Suffolk counties. Thurs night
weekly discussion grps. 8:30pm, for other activities

please contact us at
(516) 483-2050.

•
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CHELSEA Duchess II, 70 GroveSt (7th Ave.).242-1408

Dugout, 185 Christopher St., 242-9113 (fonnerly
the Ramrodl

Eighty Eights, 228 W lOSt., 924-0088

J's, 675 Hudson St., 242-9292

Julius, 159 W. 10th St., 929-9672

Keller's, 384 West St. (at Christopherl, 243-1907

Kelly's Village West, 46 BedfordSt., 929-9322

The Locker Room, 400 W. 14th St. (9th Avel,
459-4299- Temporarily Closed

Marie's Crisis, 59 Grove St. (7th Avel, 243-9323

The Monster, 80 Grove St. (7th Ave.). 924-3558

Ninth Circle, 139W. 10th St., 243-9204

Sneakers, 392 West St., 242-9830.

Two Potato, 145 Christopher St., 242-9340.

Ty's, 114 Christopher,741-9641.

Uncle Charlie's, 56 Greenwich Ave., 255-8787

Barbary Coast, 64 7th Ave. (14th Stl, 675-0385

The Break, 232 8th Ave. (22nd St.l, 627-0072.

Chelsea Transfer, 131 8th Ave. (bet. 16th & 17th!.
929-7183

Eagle's Nest, 142 11th Ave (21st St.!, 691-8451

Private Eyes, 12 W. 21st St. (bet. 5th & 6th!.
206-7770

Rawhide, 212 8th Ave., (21st St.!. unlisted.

Spike, 120 11th Ave., 243-9688
,

WEST VILLAGE
, ,
, The Annex (to Cellblock 281,673 Hudson St. (bet.

13th & 14t~!. 627-1140- Temporarily Closed
- ' .

Badlands, Christopher & West St., 741-9236

Boots & Saddle, 76 Christopher St., 929-9684

Cellblock 28, 28 9th Ave, 733-3144-hopes to
re-open June 3

The Cubbyhole, 438 Hudson (Morton SO,
243-9079

D.T.'s Fat Cat, 281 W. 12th St., 243-9041

WESTSIDE
Candle Bar, 309 Amsterdam Ave., 874-9155

•

•

I

•
,

','.-

..

•

It 95 per minute, $2.00 for the first
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Cat's, 730 8th Ave., 221-7559

Don't Tell Mama, 343 W. 46th St., 757-0788

Gents, 360 W 42 St. (9th Ave). 967-0659

La Escuelita, 607 8th Ave (bet 38&391, 502-4905

Sally's Hideaway, 264 W. 43 St., 221-9152

Town & Country, 9th Ave at 46th St., 307-1503

Trix, 246 W. 48 St. (bet. Bdwy & 8th Avel, 664-8331

The Works, 428 Columbus Ave (at 81 stl,
799-7365

EASTSIDE

Bogart's, 320 E. 59th St., 688-8534

Brandy's Piano Bar, 235 E. 84th St., 650-1944

G.H. Club, 353 E. 53rd St., 223-9752

Johnny's Pub, 123 E. 47th St., 355-8714

NY Confidentia I. 306 E49 St., 308-8390

Regent East, 204 E. 58th St., 355-9465

Rounds, 303 E. 53rd St., 593-0807

South Dakota, 405 3rd Ave., 684-8376

Star Sapphire, 400 E. 59th St., 688-4710

The Townhouse, 236 E. 58th St., 754-4649

Twenty-Nine Palms, 129 Lexington Ave., 686-
8299

EAST VILLAGE "L

The Bar, 68 2nd Ave. (at 4th St.l, 674-9714

Boy Bar, 15 St. Mark's PI., 674-7959,

The Pyramid, 101 Avenue A, 420-1590

Tunnel Bar, 116 1st Ave (7th St.l, 777-9232
•

BROOKLYN (718)

After Five Plus, 5 Front St., 852-0139

Spectrum, 802 64th St. (at 8th Ave). 745-9611

Sweet Sensations, 6322 20th St., 435-2580

QUEENS (718)

Breadstix, 113-24 Queens Blvd., Forest Hills,
236-0300

Hatfield's, 126-10 Queens Blvd., Kew Gardens,
261-8484

Hideaway, 87-36 Parsons Blvd., Jamaica, 657-4585

Love Boat, 77-02 Broadway, Elmhurst, 429-8670



Magic Touch, 73-13 37th Rd, Jackson Hgts,
429-8605

STATEN ISLAND

Sandcastle,86 Mills Ave., (718) 447-9365

WESTCHESTER (914)

Playroom, 590 Nepperhan Ave., Yonkers,
965-6900

Stutz, 202 Westchester Ave, White Plains,
761-3100

LONG ISLAND NASSAU (516)

Bedrock, 121 Woodfield Rd., West Hempstead,
486-9516

Blanche, 47-2 Boundary Ave., Farmingdale,
694-6906

Grand Central. 210 Merrick Rd, Rockville Centre,
536-4800

Millennium, 1770 NY Ave, Huntington, 351-1402

Pal Joey's, 2457 Jerusalem Ave., North Bellmore,
785-9301

Silver lining, 175 Cherry lane, New Hyde Park,
354-9641

LONG ISLAND SUFFOLK (516)

419, 419 North Highway (Rt. 27), Southampton,
283-5001

Bunkhouse, 192 N. Main St. Sayville, 567-2865

Cherry's, Bayview Walk, Cherry Grove, FI, 597-
6820

Club Swamp Disco/Annex Restaurant, Montauk
Hwy, Wainscott, 537-3332 '

Ice Palace, Cherry Grove Beach Club, FI. 597-
6600

Kiss, 161 Farmardie Dr., lake Ronkonkoma, 467-9273,

Club 608,608 Sunrise Hwy., W. Babylon., 661-9580

Starz, 836 Grand Boulevard, Deer Park, 242-3857

Thunders, 894 W. Jericho Tpke., Smithtown,864-1410

NEW JERSEY (201)

Charlie's West, 536 Main St., E. Orange, 678-5002

Feather's, 77 Kinderkamack Rd., River Edge,
342-6410

Friendly's Bar, 6310 Park Ave., West New York,
854-9895

Excalibur, 10th & Jefferson, Hoboken, NJ,
795-1161

Nite lite, 509 22nd St., Union City, 863-9515 .

•

The Cubbyhole
438 Hudson Street

at Morton
,.

. (212) 243-9079

A neighborhood bar for
both gay men & women

•

•

•
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It's a poweriul tool. And

one that should be

excercised judiciously.
, ,

,:. '. .

So please, patronize

lesbian and gay"

businesses.

• 1'he CUtillo CuIlu,.1 CenItr pi t.......,;

The Collected Emotions qf

, .A. ,_ ,

A POLITICAL FANT ASY
bv Dan Friedman & Fred ~l'wman. "

•
ThUl~,-Sat..june 7-9. 14-16,It 8 p:m.

Sun .. june 10& 17at ~ p,hl.
rickel' 510 (lli/Sat.),

58 (Thurs.lSun,)
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ATTORIIIS
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ACCOUITIIG

AIIOIICEMEIIS
•

T"E'IN~TITUTE FOR ~ IDENTITY,
pres.nts.

, DR. CHARLES SILVERSTEIN

.• p.~k1,naon

APARTIIIT

CLIAIIIGACCOUNTING
I . BUDDY DIKMAN, CPA

BARBARA L1,CPA
YEAR-ROUND TAX PLANNING AND

PREPARATION
PERSONALFINANCIALPLANNING

586-3000

.~
,

"

LATEST BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH INTO
THE "ETIOLOGY" OF HOHQSEXUALITY
AND NEW ATTEMPTS TO "CURE" IT

,

W.dn ••da,. Jun. 20. 1990
7.30 PI
'..

,C"","",nlt, 'C.ntor
208 w••t 13th St

•
AdM••• lon. 16.00

, .
For InforNt lon, call IHI at 799-9432

APARTIIIT

CLEAIIIG

A CLEANER CLEANING
WITH A MIDWEST FLAIR DONE BY A
GUYWITH BRIGHT REDHAIR WEEKLY
AND BIWEEKLY LEGIT ONLY RATES
$40.00 AND UP CALL PAUL 941-0603•

CASTLE CARE by C.C.lnc.
Gay owned, Reliable.

Office open Monday-Friday.
Cleaners available 7 days.

call (212) 475-2955.

ART BUI/SILL
,

wGROWING SUITEw BY KEITH HARING
Priced to sell. $52,000. Michael 212-932-

2452. •

KEITH HARING '
Specialist

LARGESTSELECTIO.~BJI'f-Sell-
Trade-Locate Warhol, Wesselman,
Lichtenste[!!, Crash, Hockney, Kostabi
and others Daniel Acosta ARTSOURCE,
Inc.212.255.668O FAX212.255.6680

APARTIEIT SUBLIT
FOR CAT LOVER

Col. U. area sub July, August Cozy,
furn'd l-bdrm/amenities.$700/mo. w/
sage feline. Non-smoker preferred.
Deposit/refs req'd 212{663-5890.
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COMPASSIONATE CLEANERS
> LESBIAN OWNED
We are a holistic cleaning company
that uses only environmentally safe,

non-animal
tested cleaning supplies. Apartments

. and offices.
RELIABLEI THOROUGH I EFFICIENTI

JILL 420-0385

HEY!!
WANTA

SUBSCRIPTION?
CALL

1-BOO-OUTWEEK

•

Criminal Cases

Injury & Accidents

• Home or 'Hospital
Consultations
• NoRecovery No Fee
~~~~-§: ---~~

• False Arrest
• Public Lewdness

• DWl

Robert Feldman. Esq.
Ihp""'nud, And. "99""ssWt R'Pf'$"ntcu\on1I 170 Broadway-Suite 5~1

(212) 964-0725. (718) 656-
~- '

CLIBS .
S.O.S.

Society Of Spankers S&M Play Parties
For Men Only.

Mondays: 6/4, 6/25, 7/16, 7/30 7:30-1:00.
Full Dungeon & Bar Paddles atZone
OK, 540W.21 St. Members $12, Others

$15799-8275.

SMALL
in size or height? Like those who are?
You are not the only one concerned
about their size. Meet guys city/

nationwide. Feel proud of what you
have. FREEinfo. SASE SMALL PO Box

294 Bayside, NY 11361.

CHIROPRACTOR
DR. CHARLES FRANCHINO

30 5 Avenue, New York, NY 10011, call
fo r info (212) 673-4331.

COIDOS/COOPS
SERVINGTHEWESTVILlAGE .

Studios to lofts + coops to condos, 6th
to the river, 14th to Houston, dedicated
to matching qualified buyers with
motivated sellersl Contact Larry

Cavendish 924-9316. THE SILVERMAN
GROUP212-260-3900 .
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CIIDII/CIIPI

CO-Ops/coNDOS
Helping o.ur Community
Buy and Sell Real Estate

Since 1980
AndrewWeiser l212)721-4480

The Corcoran Group

CIII11Cl111

" l<

" ACECanl",c'ar. Crew
A•• je~._".' ..

_c:e"'."t ofleetria.o _k 0

., ••• " ••• 0 i.III. 0 Slit...
(21ZIm-JUZ

,

Dlll1111
OUAu[yPERSONALDEMnSTRV

William De Bonis DDS. Suite 704, 200
West,57 Street. New York, NY 10019,

, " Office hours by appointment only call
212-333-2650.

IIlCl1111111

•

AffORDABLE ELECTROLYSIS
Permanent Hair Removal

New Airflow Techniqua with I.B. Probe
, Co.MPUMENTARYCo.NSULTATlo.N

PRo.FESSlo.NALLY o.PERATED
GREENWICH VILlAGE

, QUIET,PRIVATEo.FFICE
Kenneth Hay 226West 4th Street

New York, NY 10014 Lower Level, By
Appointment o.nly.
(212)727-1850

Certified Electrologist
Member I.G.P.E.

I

I
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PERSON WITH AIDS?

Terminally ill? Need cash? ,
BGR (Beatthe Grim Reaper) Interna-

tional pays up to 80% cl!sh of ,
your life insurance policy's f~ce value
nowl Personal, Confidential Service

Call: 854-0362124hourtape.

,

RNANCIAL
....

Concerned about your ca.h flow, life
and health In.urance, credit manase-
ment, employee beneflta, Income tax,
e.tate and peraoncare planning, pre-
death llfe-lnaurance aattIementa? We're
expelfenced In HIVdiM... coun •• nng.
ean for free coneultallon & fee ..tImete.
MIdtown NYC. (212)697-2580

FlRaclIl CIInIUng Ie .........
CIntIr " ... YIrII

flllill
PERSONAL TRAINER

Strength, Endurance, Rexibility,
And/o.r Sport Specific

Training
JUUE (212) 734-7511

, 0e OWThe simple. natural My 10
eIninIII )WMight JIIIIbIeIII
bMt MeIIInto yOur naIInI
Shape ~ dieting. pillS.

EATING pawdtts. or deprtyation.

AWARENESS Be I freedom eater!

TRAINING (2121 929-0661.

,

flllill
LOSING HAIR?

Concerned about wrinkles?
Defy the aging processl

Complete hairfitness preparation
Twice the strength of Foltene
None of Minoxidols side effects
Ask about nonsurgical facelift,
Body;Nutritionaland Sun Unes.

201-722-5683

I

I

flllill
AURALGRATIACmON

Important gay and lesbian leaders talk
a boµt critical issues on audio

cassettes recorded by o.U1WEEK
reporter John Zeh make great listening.

Commuting, jogging, relaxing, or
completing chores become educa-
tionall Great gifts for armchair ac

tivists and in-depth coverage for avid 0.
U1WEEK readers. For catalog, send $2
(ap plied to first order), address,&'

phone to Capital Coverage Cassettes,
1455 Chap in St NW, Washington, DC

20009-4510.

GAlllllllGI
FRENCH LESBIAN,OUTWEEKWRITER.
seeks to marry New York based gay
man in orderto stay in the U.S. Great
opportunity for someone who'd like to
work in France, or after 1992, anywhere
in Europe. Serious ad. I need a man

ASAPII o.U1WEEK Box 2606.

,,
,

ONGOING HIV+ GROUP
Caring gay male support group seeks

additional members who have
completed the Body Positive seminars.
We have a positive attitude and share
our feelings. We meet on Thursdays in

Manhattan at 7:30 PM (no fee or
charge). Please send a brief note

express
ing your interest along with a phone
number and the best time to contact
you. Discretion and confidentiality

assured.
Contact Richard, Box 23H

496A Hudson Street NY, NY 10014

HIV+ GROUP FORMING
Being HIV+ affects our lives in many
ways, but does not have to define our
tOtal being. This therapy group will
address how we live our lives,

including but not confined to how we
live with being HIV+.lt will support you
and challenge you to be your bestl1/2
hours on Tues. nights, $40 per session.
o.ne required consult'is $50; Therapist
familiar with emotional and spiritual

issues. Call Trinity Counseling Center at
212-285-llO29, leave message for David

Bailey.
III!III
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TIRED OF PHONE SEX? BARS & LETTERWRITING?

HERE IS THE ALTERNATIVE

-
See your ad in our premier advertisement on or about June 15.
Send this form today. Applications post-marked by June 5

will bring a dozen free condoms
in addition to the free ad.

SUBMJ$SIVE, 45;6', 190 Ibs., married. Seeks
midday play by dominant, aggressive master.
EXT ��oo

KONAN NEEDS ADONIS, 25, 5.10, 180 Ibs.
Great body into sweaty workouts, leather.
Giving stnct tiiscipline with my big uncut
1001. EXT 0000

BIG BELLIED MAN WANTED. Big gut makes me
Wint you more. I'm hoI. tall, slim, young,
ready. EXT ��oo ATHLETIC PROFE~SIONAL, 38, Good lookino.

needs mustached, hairy chest guy to meat and
eat and ... EXT 0000 ~

Area Dialogue will put you in contact with the man of
your choice - Read his ad, call his extension - Hear .his
voice - Then leave your personal message. Within
hours, you will be talking directly with the man of

your choice, who lives in your area. ,.
ARTIST, 36, 5.9, 160 Ibs .. trim, beard, loves
opera, travel, French films. Seeks young men
with similiar interests. EXT 0000

UNCUT LATIN, needs athletic body serviced by
hung and horny good looking men_ Me. 32. 5.9
good looking. 150 Ibs. EXT��oo

,

BEEFYBOTTOMS! GBM,'6.2. 190 Ibs., 32
needs buns to work on. Butch bottoms call
now, sate. EXT 0000BETWEEN25-40; Attracrlve with nice

round buns and want It worshipped for
hours. Call this altractive GWM, mid
30's, 1951bs, 6.0, moustacl;le, hungry.
EXT��oo

Mail this form to: N.Y.(. Area Dialogue,175 Fifth Ave., Suite 2360, New York, N.Y, 10010, We will notify you when the ad will appear.
Telephone rate is 50.99 per minute (51,99 the first minute), Answer as many ads as you want in the same caU- Respond to ads any

time - 24 hours a day, seven daYJ a week,

Personal & (onfidential- Available through touch tone phone only,
-------------------------------------
Please print clearly and lin'if your personal message fo the space provided.

-I I I I I I I I I f---f----I-·-f I

Nom. _
Day Phone ( Eve. Phone! J _

Address
Siole Zip

You will be nolifitd by moil when you, ad will appear and insliluled on how to "t,ieve Ihe responSes. A"o Dialogue reserves the righl 10 edit ollejecr any ad.

..

•
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GIOIP IISSIGI,
MEN'S MASSAGE GROUP

.Gettogetherwith a group 'ofmen to
" give arid receive massages. Taught by
'TlirryWeisser:Licensed Masseur and
. ~eacher afthe Swedish Institute'. ,

.,S!lndays, 7~10pm, $20.00, call (212) 463-
., . '9152.
•,

'HllPWIIIIO '
;,.'

GAY PRIDE FESTIVITIES
Distributors needed for handing out
variety of materials. Good pay. Come
onemcome alii Call Mr.Harris 212-935-

3440.

CHIPPENDALES'TYPEWAITERS
NEEDED

on Christopher St on Gay Pride
Sunday-June 24. Must be available

on all Sundays for the summer, possibly
Saturdays also. Men of all colors are .
, needed. Leave message at (212) 714--

8227.

HOUSE-BOY FIT OR HVY PIT
Stable gay couple. Michael 212-924-

8015
,

" SCRUB TECH
,i Qusy gay surgical firm. Paul 212-517-
" ~5il.

PT, MEDICAl OFFICE STAFF
Reception/clerical. Contact Miles 212-
255-5209, Leave name and telephone #.

SALESCLERK-PHARMACY
.'Some experience necessary. Must be
good at dealing with public. Salary
, _ negotiable. Call 807-8022.. .. -, .

, . HOT ~LE MODELS
'. needed for print-advertising phone sex
,Fli~eS;Fit muscularphysique:-alltypes
,..welcome. (Rugged, Daddies, a,+1.
Please send photos + info to D.I.S.; 866

U.N. Plaza-;:-Rmf406, NYC 10017.
Absolutely rio walk-ins accepted.

•

PC USERS
Super Support is a PCtraining service
always in need of good usersto train
others in the business world. Good pay.
. Flex. hrs. Esp. need WORD 5.0 trainers.

Call 718-854-2746.

,

STOP AIDS
HUMAN RIGHTS CAMPAIGN FUND is

, building grassroots pressure on
Congress via SPEAK OUTto save lives.
Needs confident, assertive people to

join new canvass staff. Make $15-25 an
" hour while improving our chances for
. 'victory. Call 914--693-7018 or contact

HRCF Canvass Unit, P.O Box 1}23,
Washington, DC 20013 or call 202-628-

4160.

•

"-
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IISIIIICI
INSURANCE. ••

mof every kind

BERNARD GRANVILLE
(212) 580-9724

IISSAGl.lICllSIO
MICHAEL

Licensed massage by handsome well
hung 6'1"200lb. muscular hunk. Call for
appointment 212-496-Q020 at home or
beeper #212-616-2352 enter your phone

land presS#button.

IIIIIS
WOMAN AND VAN
, No job too small

Prompt and Professional
Storage Available
Last Minute Jobs
(201) 434--5309

Beeper (212) 461-2349

10111S.lICIIS10

•• ~ •••
NO Extra For Travel TIme
NO Extra For Box Delivery ,

YES Local & Long Distance
. YES Pianos, Artwork, Antiques

(212) 447-5555
(718) 251-5151

ServingiheGay Community

TIRED OF HOMOPHOBIC MOVERS?
Try Brownstone Brothers instead.

Professional and Reliable.
Serving the Gay Community 15 years.
Sensitive, fun people who getthe job

done right with no bullshit
Licensed DOT 10166. Insured. Reason-

able storage rates.
Pianos-Art-Antiques

Packing. Moving Supplies. 426 E91
Call 289-1511.

Mention OUTWEEK for Special
Discount Free Estimates.

liS ICIISIIICI I01,
IMPROVE YOUR VOICE

In Chelsea
Professional teacher and author

Excellent pianist
Learn new songs for auditions
Beginners learn self-confidence

Call Jerry 564--4691

IISIC IISIIIC-

The BuddySystem™

1101
PIANO INSTRUCTION

Irs NEVER TOO LATE I All levels taught
by patient, experience d professional.
Beginners welcome. Conve nient West

End Avenue location.
Reasonable rates.

(212) 799-3747 (Message answered
promptly.)

PHOIISIIIICIS

AIDS & VD
1-900-646- HELP
Recorded information
concerning symptoms
and treatments for AIOS
and other sexually
transmitted diseases.
$2.00 first minute,

$1.00 each additional.

(212) 319-2270
FREE MEMBERSHIP NUMBER:

6-2-3-5

After you call us, dial the FREE membership

number to be ANONYMOUSLY connected to

the next caller, The connection is FREE. Local

tolls. if any. extra, Be 18, This is NOT a 550.

540, 900, or 976 call. This offer is REALLY

FREE, Find a lover or a lantasyman tonight.
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I Addre88: ".

I City/State/Zip: _ _=_------::-----------_=_
I Charge my \7 Visa '7 Mastercard. Acct. If: Exp.: _
I \7 Check or money order ,enclosed
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1
I
1
1
1
I
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1
I
I
1

Signarure: _

\7 Plea8e do not make my name available to other mailing8.
\7 Please mail my Out~eek in a confid,ntial envelope.
Plea8e allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery of first paid i88ue.

Mail to: 159 West 25th Street. 7th Floor, New YorkCity 10001
'.

For immediate service call Toll-Free 1-800-0UT-WEEK.L ~
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PHOTOGRAPHY
HIV· POSITIVEMALE MODELS WANTED

Top creative pro photographer is
looking for cool guys with hard bodies
to pose for hot art & male magazines.
Man, I'm f or real. Send photo phone
info to: Cit yboy-B P.O. Box 1978, NYC

10013-1978

and
HAVING A PARTY?I

Need a waiter or bartender? Call Ron
Eric at 212-924-2253. DEPRESSED

SIIIIR SHARIS
-f.eling blue. Clown,hopei... ,
-Lo.. 01 a"ep. ap~liIt or Internta'
-Trouble coping. concentrating'
-Anxloua? Irrltablt?

FANTASY PHOTOS
Ever dream of having a nude photo
taken of yourself or your lover, but

didn't kn ow who would take it" Here's
your chance -reasonable rates. Call

(212)734-7157.

FIRE ISLAND PINES
Room or bed in contemporary cedar and
glass F.I. Pines house with fabulous hot
tub. Available day, week, or holiday.
Short-term share okay. 516-597-6162.

ARE ISLAND PINES
2 BR house, secluded, 4 beds, deck, 3
min. from ferry, is available for one or
more weeks June thru Labor Day.

(212)255-2636.

1\1 Maybe we can help. To learn more about
~ our Iree and conlidential research program'
': can us at Cornen Uni. Medical Center.

I'

PHYSICIAIS (212) 746-3921

CHP - COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECT
208 W. 13 Street New York, NY 10011,

fo r info call (212) 675-3559.

ANAL WARTS, FISSURES, HEMOR-
RHOIDS

treated in minutes with lasers. call for
a free consultation. Laser Medical
Asso c., Jeffrey Lavigne M.D., call 1-

800-MD- ruSCH.

TAIIIIG INDMDUALS--COUPLES
sensitive and supportive therapy
to help you enhance your self
and your intimate relationships.
15years experience helping Gay

men become more fully themselves
Call David Rickey212/242-2983

GET THAT HEALTHY, SEXY GLOW ...
CITY IMAGES TANNING-
GRAMERCY PARK
(212) 529-1191

284 3RD AVENUE (AT 22ND)
PIIIICATIOIS

IMMUNOLOGY
Comprehensive report presents latest
information onthe Human Immune

System. Learn to enhance and protect
your immune system naturally. Know all

you can. Stay healthy. Full report
$13.95. Cambridge 3527 Oak Lawn,

Suite 521 Dallas, TX 75219.

GAY SONS/STRAIGHT FATHERS
a workshop for gay men to explore
their relationships wI their fathers
whether living or dead. Sat. May
12 or Sat. June 9., 10am-3pm
(reduced fee available).315 CPW.
$40. For brochure, more info, and
reservations call Ari Fridkis, CSW
(212) 724-7205

-

THIRAPY
BRIEFTHERAPY

You can take significant steps in 12
weeks of intensive focus. Are you ready

to make a change in attitudes or
relationships?

FORMORE INFORMATION CALL
Susan McConnaughy, C.S.w.

(212)460-9973
W. Viii * Licensed * Ins. Accepted

RIIIISTITII

SERVING THE GAY
COMMUNITY OFMANHATTAN

Buying, Selling, Renting Real Estate.

Call Tony Czebatul.

212-777-0510
EYCHNERASSOSIATES, INC.

VICTORIA SOLIWODA MSW, CSW
Lesbian Feminist Psychotherapist For

the Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual
Community Supportive/Ethical/
Professional Approach Licensed

(212)353-2407
Ind,y,dual ~ Family

Couple [I!IL1 Group

Gotham
Psychotherapy
AssociatesARE ISLAND PINES

Rentals/Sales
TAUSSIG REAL ESTATE AGENCY

212-355-6739

David Lindsey Grifrm,
C.S.W., C.A.C.

Gay Affirmative Therapy
• Individuals I Couples

• Alcoholism and Substance Abuse
• ACOA and CODA Issues

• Career and Professional Blocks
• Sexual Compulsion

Fees based on the ability to pay
Liscensed/ Insurance Reimbursable

(212) 582-1881

In.urlnee
ShOr1& Long Term TherlPY

N.Y.State Certified

212/903-4033

PASTORALPSYCHOTHERAPIST
Professionally affiliated in the gay com-
munity. Experienced in individual, group,

and couple therapy. Will help you
integrate emotional, interpersonal and

spiritual aspects of being gay.
Village and Park Slope area .
Daniel McCarthy, M. Div.

718-638-5839

DISTINCTIVE DECO APARTMENTS
Fully renovated apartments in the art
deco district of Miami Beach. Perfect
full time residences orthe best in

affordable
second homes.

VINTAGE PROPERTIES, 1520 Euclid
Avenue, Mia!1li Beach, Fl33139.

(305) 534-1424.

•

•
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NAMES & NUMBERS
FOR

DIRECT CONTACT!

24
HRS!

• HOT PHONE TALK
• INTIMATE ENCOUN-. ~

• RELATIONS/l,

T
FAST LOCALCONNECTIONS FOR MEN

-
TM

IN NEW YORK:
(212 I 516 I 914 I 718)

540 1122 (213 1818)

• 976·2100970 ·11 22 $2,00 per call· Must be 18 or older
$3,50 per call • Musl be 18 or older
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THIIIPY

I,

IDENTITY POSmVE
PSYCHOTHERAPY

Un",", Eperi.need TherapistoII.ra
Empathic Apprlllch 1DReIOI". Plllbl .....

. 'Rel.ted 1D

,-Male Intimacy -Dlp",ssion
-Anxiety and Stress -SeH Esteem
-Ca",er'and Creative Blocks

_lIeelize Your POlandal

l.divid •• I,Glllip •• d eolpl ..
11.INlce Reimblrsabla_

Waher J.Alvarez. CSW
Bo.'" Celfified Diplomat
So.o/Villa.1 I:ocado.
(212) 941-9830

•

SUBSCRIBE!
1·800·0UT·WEEK

-
SUPI'ORTIVE GAY

THERAPIST
Michael A. Pantaleo' CSW-CAC

Indlvldual,Couple/Group Therapy

.Alco!iollsm.and Substance Abuse.

.ACOA and Co-dependency Issues

.posltlve Gay Male Identity
,1·Relationshlps
·AIDS
·Anxlety
.Depression

•

-Experienced ·Llcensed
-Insurance Relmbursible

Chelsea Office 212-691-2312
I ; ;ai.' _.j I

• •

"CO,",PASSIONATE, CARING THERA-
PIST

Supportive individual & couple therapy
by institute-trained licensed psycho-
therapist. Help with relationships, gay
identity, dealing with yourfamily, and
life in the age of AIDS. Sliding fees. NY
and NJ offices: (212) 724-7205 (201). ,

567-2445. ,
ARI FRIDKIS, C.S.W.
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INSTlTUTEFDR HIJIIAN IDENnTY.1
INC.

11IW.1Znd Sine" Suite 1
NewYorl&. NY 10023

(212),.9432

Non-Profit Lesbian/Gay
Psychotherapy Center

'Sliding Scale Fees

TIIIll.

ONEIDA CAMP
In northeast Pennsylvania

Under the moon & stars or
tucked in under the trees,

it's camping at its best on 100 acres with clean
lake swimming, two ponds and nature trails.

75 sites'Weekend/Season
Lodge w~h Private Rooms'Cabins

Water/Elec,"Modern Bathhouses"Flush Toilets
Stage*Dancing*Video*Volleyball*Refreshments

Camping as it should be, there is only one such
place: Oneida Camp! Located between
Scranton/Binghamton. 1·81 exit 67, Go righ~
then 0,7 mile go left, then 2.3 miles on right.

* Socialize * p_rty * Grow·
SASE to PO Box 531, New Mi~ord, PA 18B34

717-465-7011

DOWNTOWN BED &. BREAKFAST
ENJOY NYC IN LUXURY SKYSCRAPER.
CLEAN, MOD, SPACIOUS ACCOMO-
DATING CABLE T.V. NEAR: SOHO

VIUAGE &.MORE. UBERAL28Y.O. HOST
WELCOMES GROUPS. AFFORDABLE

DAILYWEEKLY MONTHLY RATES, CALL
(212) ~124. LVMESSAGE.

TRADE WINOS INN
Enjoy one of Provincetown's finest
guest houses. Centrally located,
parki;lg. pat io, and Continental

breakfast. For reser vations or brochure
CAll (508)487-0138 0 rWRITE 12

Johnson Sl, Provincetown MA02651

ESCAPE FOR A DAY
Get away for a day and meet other gay
me n and women into adventure. Join us
for white water rafting down the lehigh
Rive r. We have other trips also. Call

Great Escapes 718-622-4471.

•

TIAlll
COUNTRY COUSINS BED &. BREAK-

FAST
1824 Greek Revival House, music room,
wi th Cathedral ceilings, Runford
fireplace, outdoor hot tub. A truly

,traditional B &B. Weekly and wkday
specials. Contact Rt 10 Box 212

Shaftsbury, VT 05262 or cal 1802-375-
6985.

REWARD YOURSELF. ..
ESCAPE TO SOUTH PADRE ISLAND.

The World's LDngest Sand
ear'er l5/and

ENJOY OurFtiendly Atmosphe,.,
.Gourmet Rest.,r."t., and a Day
01Shopping in OldMe';co

Convenient Air Connections via American
and Continental Airlln86

'\ \eWrit. or Call For Brochu,.,:
,"" P.O, Box 2326
'1(,. South Padre '

. ISland, TX 78597
512-76t-LYL£

•

e
I

$65
SINGLE
Tax Inc!,

Newly Renovated Brownstone· AllRooms Have,
Washing Facilities. Share Bath· Breaklast Incl.·
Studio $100 itax incLi. Advance Reservalions
Suggested. 212·243,9669

Colonial House Inn
CHElSEA 318 W, 22nd. St., NYC 10011

KEYWEST - REDISCOVER A MAN'S
RESORT

Island House 1129 Fleming Street, Key
We st, Fl33040, for info call 800-526-

3559.

MEMORABLEVACATIONS
Bookings atthe best Gay (or non-Gay)
ho tels & resorts I Call Robert Seabury,
tra vel agent 718-499-7955 Mornings •



OUR
7th YEAR

ave

Ame(/ca's Largest Gay/Lesbian Computer Information Service
CALL US WITH YOUR COMPUTER I

(718) 849-1614 (modem)

OUTRAGEOUS BULLETIN BOARD·
luve a message or listen to one telt by other men

CONFERENCE· With up to a hot guys
MANSCAN • Exclusive one on one rematch tuture
THE BACK ROOM· Printely coded connectiDns

,
99. PEA MINUTE I YOUMUST BE,8

A public service of th~ National Instit4te on

Drug Abuse and the O'fice for Substance
Pr v ntion

.,11111
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19 Y.O.WEll-ENDOWED ADONIS
Gives complete rubdown.

$75/IN $100/0UT
Call bstween 12 and 7
Charles 581-3179

HOTTORSO
Athletic bodywork from boyish 145# 5
27 yo with very muscular build and a

e tan line. Clean cut and friendly.
Noon t04am.

CHRI,S(212) 254-4570

HOT BLOND JOCK
Bodyrub by young stud 24 hrs. C

Scott at 969-0232.

ITAUANGREYHOUND
gives safe, slow, sensuous bodyru
Strong hands-built to satisfy. $75/i
$1DO/out, noon to 9pm Serious onl
No phone sexl Convenient West

,;" Village location I Call Michele 212
". '.' ,,242-4979.

. ~-. :Jo'''l

IIOllS/ISCIRISRUBDOWN WITH MUSCLE
11/2 hour deep rub by sexy guy. In/O

Marc (212)864-0091. VIRILE HOT EUROPEAN
topman very sensual, amazing stamina.
Available for nights on the town (great
dancer), all nighto~"lr by the hour.
Also--Iunch hour ,r;; a convenient

midtown location.
MARK-779-3160 IN/OUT •

Ni"~AGEBY r•"':ER
West 14th Street locatioil Call Robe

929-4019
ITAUANBOY

Gives best rub Complete satisfactior.
Vinnie (212) 255-2303.

DISCREET MASSAGE
r'i:dssage for the discreet male.
, Early or late.

ERIC924-2253
----

TREATYOURSELFI
Older sweet man with great hands
seeks clients for nude nonsexual
vigorous Swed ish/Esalen massage
$45 an hour. CA certified. Gary 212

228-2243. Serious onlyl

NORDIC GOOD LOOKS
20 years, 5'10", 140, blonde, green. Ask
about selected trades of services

and discounts.
Midtown East Location
City and suburban visits

KEVIN 683-8733

AUSTRALIAN BODY MECHANIC
9 years experience with Swedish &

Shiats u. Fortune-ups ring Joseph. (21
633-2698 8 am to 10pm

PLAYGUYS
COME& PLAY WITH US

All TYPES
Young, Sexy, Discreet. Healthy

$160 per hour Ask About Special Rates
(212)689-1683ATHLETIC MASSEUR ,

Handsome, Clean Cut Into Wrestling an
Sensuous Situations JOHN (212) 74

3282

TROPICAL ISLAND HANDS
SENSUAL DEEP EXOTIC MASSAGE BY

BLACK MASSEUR IN OROUT DAY
NIGHT LATE NIGHT EMMANUEL 718-

284-9622

BOY NEXT DOOR SENSUOUS
BODYRUB

Forthe discriminating gentleman
John 19yo Bl/BL-Steve 24yowell
equipt Cute, Cleancut and Friendly
Serving Long Island, Queens, NYC

(516)798-1753
New Models Interviewed.

COLT MODEL
Champion body, extremely defined,
handsome, friendly, a great massage.
Safe, dis creet, in/out. For a greattime

call Cou rtney212-877-3482.

GOLDEN ATHLETE
'2', 185LBS.,28YO FRIENDLY, HAND
OME,ALL-AMERICAN GIVES GREA
RUBDOWN PHILLIP (212)206-7138

VILLAGE BODYWORK
Sensitve touch Taking you away

Stroke
By

Stroke
(212) 989-5923

GOTHAM GUYS

NEW YORK'S MOST TRUSTED SERVICE
Athletes* Jocks *All Types * Spirited,
handsome, romantic Ask about our no

risk, sincere offer.
RUB DOWN/ESCORTS/COMPANIONS
24 HRS IN/OUT CREDIT CARDS O.K.

(212) 769-2646
MODELS INTERVIEWED-ALL MUSCLE MASSEUR-

-BritiBh- Film Stll"
n- fJOUBw 44c 11iBBodybuilder
Gordon Royce MIIBBllgeB from $100
pilger 1212-508-5376 enter ph. 1

NUDEJ/O$50
Sensual body contact and healthy sex
wit h hot, friendly, gdlooking guy.
Outcalls $60 (212)242-7054 KYLE

MARK
OT sour' ""N STUD-ATHLETIC, SEXY,
ERYHI>. :ME. VERSATILEW/BIG
TOOL FR/u", F/FTOP, 6'2', 30 YEARS
OLD. VERY FRIENDLY. (212) 721-3810.

BOY NEXT DOOR
ompanionship and more from tall, in·
sha pe attractive masculine bottom.
Open and affectionate. 21. FR/GR.

Discreet and safe.
MIKE (212) 239-7345.

ORIENTAL EXPERIENCE
Excellent mass~g9 & Shiatsu
By Oriental Bodybuilder

28yo 5'8' 1851bs '
West Village location

IN/OUT
Call Ken (212) 924-2559REALMASSAGEI

Real Masseurl
Real Goodl

DAN W. VILLAGE
(212)627-2486

DISCRETION ASSURED
ute, athletic 22yr.old Latin provides
ull, erotic Bodyrub ....Discount for

repeats ....SAFEFUN I
Digital Beeper: 625-0201

Or leave message at 969-8730
TERRY-OUT ONLY

MIDWESTERN BOY
5'10', 150# 19 y-o college student with
beautiful body and cute face available f
or bodywork. Very friendly. Call for in/ out
,appts. 10am-4am any day. Also availa ble

with Chris.
Damon (212) 496-6710
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CALLING ALL
EXHIBITION·

ISTSIII
2 lezzie voyeurs
seek lesbian or
gay male couples
to get us off. We're
into anything from
sweet, passionate
love-making to a
hard-driving fuck.
Show us how you
and your lover
grindll Letter to
FOR Station, PO
Box 6660, NYC
NY 10022.

me-Box 2088, 8t
yvesant Station,
New York, NY
10009.

HOT.SM FEMME
26, experienced
submissive seeks
romantic, single
dominant.
, Exploring SM .
fantasies-mine &
yours-can be the
height of passion I
Switchable is fine.
Butches especially
welcome to reply.
Long-term .
relationship hoped
for. POB 400454
Brkln 11240-0454.

bar scene or
games. Photo if
possible.
Outweek Box 2535

I NEED TO GET
OUT MORE

safe fun, movies,
scuba-cliving-
LETSPLAYI
Light-hearted,
warm intellect
seeks friends and/
or others for
Brooklyn playtime.
Photo/phonelletter.
Outweek Box 2523

DO THESE
PERSONALS
WORK?

SoberGWF
24, 5'3", 125#,
high-energy, love
to really let go on
the dance floor (I
have some of my
most intense
orgasms there)
seeking another
woman who loves
being in her body.
I'm telling it like it
is. Why don't you ...
Outweek Box 2522

VERY CUTE GWF
WANTS MORE

DATES
that was DATES -
not relationships. I
am 5'6" 125# hair
in the growth stage
and CUTE CUTE
CUTEI Enough
about me YOU
YOU YOU .
uninhibited, any
color, any size,
we'll have a great
time exploring
each other. Send a
photo and letter
that show your tru
Iy interesting
character. ,
Outweek Box 2520

come? RSVP with
photo.
Outweek Box 1939

COMING THIS
SUMMER

Lesbian nude ,
sunbathing rotating
rooftop potluck
barbeque parties
with a slew of hot
babes. Don't miss
outl Sign up nowl
phone/photo/ideas
please.
Outweek Box 2405

WOMAN,49,
LOOKING FOR

WOMEN
35-60 for meeting
of minds and
bodies, if the
chemistry works.
My interests are
intellectual,
aesthetic,
practical, sexual,
and spiritual. So if
you're looking to
expand your circle,
and feel we'd have
something to
share, please write

SEX KITTEN
FROM HELL

searching for my
tigress. Young,
strong, wicked
and hot, 5'4",
125#, deep dark e
yes, dark brown fur
and retractable
claw s. Tell me
where you want to
be scratche d,
show me where
you want to be
bitten .. .I'll make
your back arch and
your hair stand on
end. No scratch-
posts please.
Photo a must.
Outweek Box 2336

GWF, 40, PROF,
FEMME

easygoing, seeks
playmatellover to
enjoy theater,
romantic dinners,
movies +whatever
else turns us on.
You SIB Femme,
bet. 25-50, prof,
mature, non-
smoker, honest &
sincere, not into

ONCE UPON A
TIME

an attractive 27yr
old black woman
awoke to discover
herself a lesbian.
Immediately, while
laying in bed she
threw a party for
herself. Believe it
or not, the
celebration
continues. Want to

LET'S HAVE
FRIENDLY
SEXIII

Reserved and
quiet in publio--
ferocious in bed.
Open lesbian, 5'6",
120 #, short brown
hair, spectacled
brown eyes and a
mischievous smile.
Smartest kid in my
ki ndergarten
class ...Now I'm
doing the tea
ching. What do
you want to learn?
Make sure you're
fun, uninhibited
and damn sex y.
Photo/phone
please. Until we
meet.
OutweekBox
2335.

•
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CHILL, DUDE_
Put your feet up.
Have a beer. I'm
looking for a big,
relaxed, blk., latin
or Italian guy for
summer fun. I'm a
music junki~ all
type&-who lives,
for movies, books,
travel, biking, and
greasy food. 5'10",
165, GBM, nice to
look at, sort of
sloppy. PO
Box 2064;
Styvesant Sta.,
NYC 10009.

SEEKING LOVER
Middle aged
handsome male
with high position
seeks good
looking male lover
which is willing and
able to travel at my
expense. Must
love partying and
night life. Send
letter and photo-
graph to: Richard
McClain 2707
North Loop West
#900, Houston TX
n008.

BUDDY AND
LOVER WANTED
GWM, 28, 5'10"
185# brlbr cute cln
shvn verso easy
going, sense of
humor. Enjoy
beach, movies,
camping, long
walks and
weekends away.
I'm looking for
friend and lover. I
feellfs time to
marry, do you?
Smoking, LT drugs
OK. PH/PH and
letter. Mike P.O
. Box 585, NYC
10268. '
•

BLACKS/LATINS!
WHITES

GWM, 39, 5'7",
165, a bit overwt,
has a lot to offer:
intelligence,
character,

spirituality, good
ass & head. You:
clean, friendly,
20's to 40's; a nice
dick is always a
plus. 718-482-
0755.

HOT BOnOM
Wm, 53, tall, slim,
good-shape HIV+
healthy sEleksSS
topmen n,eeding
service. Any agel
race okay if into
buttplay, tits, or
punishment, foto.
Upper West
Sid&-P .0.Box
272 NY, NY
10024-0272.

MUTUALLY
BINDING

Me: 31, 5'7",170#
brlbr avg Ikng into
rope/gags/(breath
ctrl?) w/min expo
You 25-35
adventurous
imaginative into
tying &lor being
tied. No drugs/
alcohol. Safe ph!
(phot6?)/ltr to
Outweek Box 2666

AGGRESSIVE
TOP SEEKS

counterpart GWM,
50, 5'7", SPhair,
husky seeks man
30/55: to share my
warmth, my joy, '
my sorrow. Pick up
your pen be my
tomorrow. No
drugs/game
players. Be
sincere. Note and
photo please.
Outweek Box 2665

I AM YOUR BOY!
SLAVE

Boyish 29 yr old
WM will serve as
your slave
prisoner. I am
made to pose, lick
your feet, be
beaten and fucked
(safe) by older
men (only) 43+. I
look good. Your , -- .

looks unimportant.
Reply w/phone no.
P.O. Box 6259,
Grand Central
Station, NYC
10163.

GYPSY
Night of May 16th,
Mezzanine Row N,
Seat 6. You were
there with your
mother. We
wanted to talk
during intermis-
sion, but didn't.
'Drop me a note.
Box 6537, Grand
Central Station,
NYC 10163-6022.

GM, 34, SEEKS
GMORGF

interested in going
to plays and
classical concerts
once or twice a
week. Please send
note describing .
interests to:
Outweek Box 2662

COMPANERO '
GWM, Ital., 39, .
seekshndsm
Hispanic man who
wants to share
intimacy,25-40; .
with sim interests
and some disim
ones; In therapy or
in some form of
recovery/active In I
& 9 community/
eduoated a +; for
companionship &I
or oommitted,
relationship. Prefer
nonsmoker. I'm

sincere, romantic
and adventurous,
attractive but not
too handsome.
Knows Mr. Right is
,out there, just can't
find him. Could it
be me?GWM 33
bllbl 6'2" 200 Ib
nsmking profl. likes
candlelight,
firelight, light of
your smile. Take a
chance. PH/PH.
Outweek Box 2649

BIG UNCUT
HARDON

that you can't get
rid of, buddy? Spit.
Outweek Box 2655

youthful, 5'6",
138lbs., blk hr, br
eyes, mase,
hndsm, bus-prof,
grad-studt,
serious, fun-loving,
childlike at times,
spiritual, active In
I&g com; like
talking/sharing
emotions, personal
growth, music,
movies, dinners,
gym, yoga, nature,
dr wrld culture,
long sessions of
hot, creative, in-
vigorating,
cathartic, affection-
ate, safe sex.
Exploring sex &
love frontiers.
Send pix.
Outweek Box 2660

YOUTHFUL &
OPENMINDED??
GPRM 23, honest,
intelligent, very
good looking w/
athletic build seeks
secure, open-
minded & some-
what Romantic
lover willing to
share his !lome
perhaps in time.
Reply to P.O. Box
1637, NY NY ,

"." 10185.' ' , ,

MY NAME IS
, STEVE.

I am in prison for
selling drugs.
I made a mistake
thatwill take 7
years to correct. I
, would like to write
to gay men and
women. I am 28,
br. hairlblue eyes,
6'1" 195 Ibs. I am
a sincere and
,sensitive person
who needs friends
,now. If you wou,ld
like to, please write
me at:
Outweek Box 2656

COULD IT BE
YOU?

Seeking a gre~t
guy; funny yet'

- '

,MONOGAMOUS
LOVING BLAtK
MAN SOUGHT BY
WM, 40, 6'2~,
168#, black hair
,and blue eyes for
life companion.
You are not Just
c()mlng out of a
relationship or are
sort of seeing

•

•, ,
"

"

, ,,,
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someone. You are
totally free to begin
a life coll)panion
relationship. You
are 20's to 40, 5'7"
to 5'11" and .
slender but not
thin. Your body
and face are
virtually hairless
and almost silky
smooth. You
LOVE to suck, you
are extremely af-
fectionate, you
love to get fucked,
and you love to
kiss. Please call
(212) 549-8437
between 9 p.m. an
midnight. '

HANDSOME HIV+
GWM42

prof. enjoys
workouts, quiet
music, tennis,
travel & good
friends. Member
TWA Weekenders
Clubl If you're
under 40 & share
these interests,
lefs meet. Please
send photo P.O.

Box 325 New
York, NY 10113.

COCK CONTEST
ENTER

• Do you have a big
cock-prove it.
Gay pair will judge
all on a personal
basis. Winners will
receive a fun filled
evening. Taste &
touch a factor-
send photo to Box '
697 BC Midwood,
NY 11230.

BLACKIWHITE
GAY COUPLE

late 20's would like
to meet a GBM 20-
35 for friendship
and possible
sexual relation-
ship send letter
and photo to
Special K, P.O.
Box 697 Midwood,
NY 1123011I1A
sense of humor a
mustl

ever Gfoo°Late o..br ""-CJKomlWc~
"Fortune 500" Executives, Busy Professionals & Active Retirees

The Quality Service For Quality People

• Confidential Personal Service • Save Time & Money
• Long-Term Relationships Only • Money Back Guarantee*

• Successful Solutions (Since 1984) • No Embarrassing Videos
• Exclusive Compatibility Questionnaire • Voluntary AIDS Screening*

,..10,..,

-----

There are no substitutes for Classic Introductions~.
For A Free Vz Hour Consultation Call Now

«?~~ ®#no. 914-835-4444
281 Halstead Ave., Harrison, NY 10528 Gift Certlfkates AMEX VISA M/C

When you finally get serious•..
0....-'" '

,

The intrOductory service for professionally oriented gay men
Call for a free brochure Mon.-Fri. 7 pm-11 pm
In NY (21.2) 580-9595 • Out of State (800) 622-MATE

--

HOT SPANKING
GIVEN

on bare bottom

T PAR.TVLINES
ONLY

a Rlinute • 40q first

550·HARD Gay Hardcore

550·BODY BocIy··Builders

550·8888 Bi.exual Group

- -:--
•

,

,
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over the knee of
handsomeGWM
6'3" 1951bs.with
strong arms &
muscular legs 35
will use hand '
hairbrush wooden!
leather paddles,.
whatever you need
to get your ass red
hot and squirming.
Also top for your
bottom onto your
ass. Answer this
ad and only your
butt will be sorryl
P.O. Box 1467 Old
Chelsea Station,
NYC 10011.

GWM,HAND-
SOME, HEAL THV
masculine, HIV+,
young 47, 5'11",
170, stache, hairy,
natural body. I'm
intelligent, flnan.
secure prof. amd
very affectionate.
Seek attractive,
politically-
aware, mellow
man 30+ for
mature, supportive
relationship.
Photo, letter,
phone#to:
Outweek Box 2626

GWM26 HIV+
HEALTHVSTATS
6' 190# 'stache BK
hair feeling human
beIng. Loves
theatre laughing
Irony food silliness
seeks relatIonship
bound man to 40
who can deal wIth
the reality of life
and stili have fun.
WrIte w/photo (If
poss,)
Outweek Box 2621

HOT BOTTOM
seeks aggressive
top, 27 y/o student
and
actIvIst, v hand-
some, 5'10", 150#
br/br likes good '
music, good food,
good sex. Very
good looks a must.
POB 1010
Manhattanvllle,
Sta. NYC 10027.

QUALITY-NOT
QUANTITY

GWMExec41

5'11" 190 Blond
Blue husky & cute,
young looking!
acting, sincere,
down to earth very
romantic top likes
travel dining
movies quiet eves
at home & esp._
cuddling & being
together. Very
relationship
oriented & not into
barsorone
nighters. H
IV-. You are
ypunger (20's to
32), mature, slim,
attractive bottom.
Willing to work at
the right relation-
ship (so am I). I'm
real if you are too.
Please take a
chance send
letter, and/or PH
(photo opt) to 2170
Broadway, Suite
2224, NY, NY
10024. Lefs
talk.

EXECUTIVE
GLADIATORS

Chubby GWM, 39,
5'5",200, hry
chest, cln.shv., ufc
seeks well-bUilt,
masculine guys
under 45, who
want to act out
wrestling/combat
fantasies wIth a
guy my size, SS,
no "real" fighting,
but willing to try
any fIght scenario
youfl/we can
devIse pro-st
yle, offIce-type
brawls, cowboy,
gladiators, etc.
Midtown, day/
night. PH/PH toJJ,
Box 112, EXECU-
TIVE SUITE, 330
West 42nd St.,
NYC 10036-6902.
Manto man.

WEEKDAYBB
BUDDY'

Muse, vry hand-
some, vry phys M,
Br/Br, BB, 5'10",
175, HIV-, hairy
chest; seeks
serious BB, RIV-,
to 6'2", for hot time
of your life, De'
hairy chest a +. Yr
boddy ph gets
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itching to hear
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GWM,40,185#,
BRlBR

and as sane as
anyone else in
NYC in the 90's.
Told I'm goodlook-
ing but sometime~
have a hard· time
believingit. '
Politically con-
scious social
worker, bookish,
funny and just a
little bit naughty.
Have had long
term relationships
in the past and
aftersev
eral years without
looking for that
kind of connection
again. You should
be around 30-45,
aware, smart,
reasonably
attractive in face
and body with a
sense of humor,
please. Letter and

., photo gets mine.
Outweek Box 2597

•

ii-II: l'I.I:J\SlJI~I:(:I-II:5i
,

helping you meet the sex

challenges of the 90's

•
•

•

, RENT GAY VIDEOS! ONLY $9.95 EACH! *
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mine. Box 306,
Bklyn 11217.

GWM,21,
BLOND,ACT-

UPy,
guy, art student!
arts involved sks
E. Village counter-
part forsummer of
love + soul-mating
Nirvana- seeking I
Box 402--5UNY,
Purchase, NY
10577-1400. Lefs
harmonically
converge, boyl

13 BUTTON
NAVY BLUES

If the look and feel
of the above turn
you on, maybe we
should get
together. Actually,
I can get off on '
almost anything
wool-from socks
to sweaters. I also
like new sweats.
I'm early 40's, over
6' and medium
build. Available
days and some

•evenmgs.
Outweek Box 2601

EAGER TO
SERVE

Historical top now

budding bottom
seeks studs to 24
yrs old in need of
total service. I'm
35, 5'7", 1301bs,
Italian, smooth
cute. Shaved butt
and balls, for your
pleasure. Queens
Nassau area. Call
718-343-6423. '
Cum stretch my
limits. PR's a plus.
JOE.

OPPOSIT,ES
ATTRACTGWM

,33, bearded,
balding, sexy, big
hairy belly seeks
masculine sensual
man, thin to well
built under 40. Call
(212)929-8605 PS:
Especially enjoy
men with an edgel

LESBIAN
TRAPPED INA
GWM'SBODYI

Young,literary,
fun, honest, social,
25, 6ft., bldlgrn,
ex-Midwestemer
seeks similar or
OPPOSITE. I
enjoy biking,
reading, quiet
times/loud times,
Twin Peaks,
politics, Virginia
Woolf & The
Sugarcubes. If you
are diverse &
stable and dream
ofsomeda
y moving to Park
Slope with that
specialcertain-
some-person,
send descriptive
letter, photo,
phone. I'm that guy
your female friends
have always
wanted to set you
up with.!
Outweek Box 2581

GWM, 53, 6'2",
195 LBS,

wants to meet
white and Hispanic
males under 30 for
friendship. I enjoy
movies, theater,
antiques, enter-
taining and just
having a good
times. Send photo
and phone
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... PER MINUTE - $2.00 THE 1.'MINUTE
-YOU MUST BE 18 OR OLDER-

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NonCE-
OCOPYRIGHT 1980 REAL PEOPLE, LTD. i
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USE A CONDOM DURING ORAL
SEX. If you don't, avoid placing the
head of your partner's cock in your
mouth. HIV-infected cumor precum
can enter your bloodstreamthrough
cuts, tears or ulcers in your mouth.

USE A CONDOM WHEN RJCKlNG.
Avoid oil-based lubricants such as
baby oil. Vaseline, Criscoetc., as they
can cause condomsto break. Instead
usewater-based lubes like KY.The
older a condom, the less reliable, so
find condomswhose manufacturers'
dates are less than three months old.

USE DENTAL DAMS DURING
ORAL·VAGINAL SEX. HIV is present
in some amounts in vaginal secretions,
urine, menstrual blood, and infection-
related vaginal discharge.

NEVER SHARE WORKS. This
includes needles, syringes, droppers,
spoons, cottons or cookers. If you must
reuseworks, clean them after each
usewith bleach, or in an emergency
with rubbing alcohol or vodka, by
drawing the solution into the needle
three times and then drawing clean '
water into the' needle three times.

AVOID RSnNG, RIMMING, OR
SHARING UNCLEANED SEX TOYS.

,

AVOID POPPERS.

AVOID EXCESSIVE ALCHOHOl OR
DRUG USE. Many people are unable
to maintain safer sex practicesafter
getting high.

,

DON'T HESITATE TO: Fuckwith a
condom, have oral sexwith a condom.
Playwith, but don't share, clean sex
toys, vibrators and dildoes. Enjoymas-
sage, hugging, masturbation (alone,
with a partner or in a group),and role-
playing.

Remember, sex is good, and gay
sex is great. Don't avoid sex, just
avoid the virus. Learn to eroticize
safer sex and you can protect

othe{S, remain 'safe and have fun •
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number.
Outweek Box 2577

NEW TO ALBANY
AREA

BltWlM, body-
builder, 5'8",195,
masculine,
muscular, straight-
acting/looking.
Would like to meet
other masculine,
athletic men in the
Albany area to
show me around.
Am one-of-a-kind.
Plloto/phone a
must to POB 2532
Albany, NY 12220-
0532.

READY AND
WILLING

WM. 46, 6ft, 190,
HIV+. healthy,
horny, visit NYC
often. Sks well
hung SS Topmen
to pal around with
and service as you
like. Age/race/etc
unimportant if
hunglhomy/
dominant. Can
travel or entertain.
PO Box 847
Provincetown, MA
02657.

ETHNIC CHAS-
ERS

Chubby GWM,
babyfaced 39,
5'5",200. Cln. shv.
hry. chst. utc offers
SAFE sweaty
times 2 well-built,
mase. chasers,
Midtown, day/
night. TJ. Box 112,
EXEC. SUITE, 330
w. 42nd, NYC NY
10036-6902. BB,
Ethnic (Asians &
Middle-Easterns
are hotl), and fanta
sy wrestlers a +.
Photo PIs.

A BALANCED
GUY ...

...MOMA, Joyce
Theater, films, Met
opera ...M~rs,
Quick, Sound
Factory ...gym, no
drugs!
alcohol...career,
goals, prr PH.D
student ...very
attractive, fun,
easy-going, no

bullshit: GM, So.
Americ, 31, 5'7",
140. Sks similar
28-38 WM for fun,
friendship, and?
Box 6097, FDR
STA, NYC 10150.
No loners, snobs,
or closet cases I

ASSPLAYHOT
TOP

GWM 45 170LBS
HIV Neg ill great
shape you GWM
25-45 into safe
assplayFF
enemas getting
fuckedwith
condoms must be
unir.hibited virility
preferred no fats or
fems . Photo not
necessary but
apprec. Reply AF
GPO Box 7652
NYC 10116.

CHUNKY HARD
AND CUTE

GWM, 28, BL, 6',
225, receding hair,
bit of a gut, masc,
preppy but funky,
silly, passion for
theatre, film,
looking for GWM,
secure, 26-36,
healthy, masc,
quirky sense of
humor. No
Ballerinas or
Momma's Boys.
Send ph/ph to
Outweek Box 2561

YOUNG DAD
WANTS SON

Handsome healthy
Daddy 30's BIM
wants willing son
SS onlyl No phone
sex. You must be
over 21 single and
stable. Write nowl
PH/PH All ser. rep.
ans. P. O. Box
314, New York, NY
10009.

25 YO ENGLISH
HUNK

looking for young
Puerto Rican boys
who can quench
my thirst. Photo
and phone a must.
Outweek Box 2549

TOM CRUISE
CLONE

Let's get into some
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ALL-MALE MINI THEATER'
(Lower Level)

Man,.S.t.: 111m·11pm I Sun,: 10am·7pm

Ann Street
Adult Entertainment Center

21 Ann Street (btwn. Broadway & Nassau St.)
New York City I (212) 267-9760

Mon.-Fri.: 7am-11pm / Sat.: 10am-11pm
Sun.: 10am-7pm

LARGE SELECTION OF ALL:MALE
VIDEOS / MAGAZINES I SCREENING BOOTHS

• • •
NOVELTIES / PERIODICALS / TOYS / ETC,

• • •
VIDEO RENTALS / MEMBERSHIP PLANS

JOWI'\jVIOfO MLf!l;. NC.

~

~

OPEN 24 HOURS·
EVERYDAY LOW
VIDEO SALE ,.
RENTAL PRICES
and overy thing .118
you would exp.ct from
a Quality Male
Book Shop!

•

"TH E" ALL·MALE
UPTOWN BOOKSTORE
217 West 80th Street
(btwn, B'way & Amsterdam)
New York, NY 10024

" ,,
,

'I ' I
I t ,I I

. 'r"f I I

JOWI'\jVIDfO MU!I;. NC.

,. 500 HUDSON STREET
;' pt (at Christopher St.)

New York, NY 10014
24 HRS.

• MAGAZINES, NOVELTIES

('~,-f I' .I •PERIODICALS, TOYS, ETC.
• 'STATE-OF-THE-ART'

SCREENING BOOTHS SHOWING THE NEWEST RELEASES

NEW YORK'S LARGEST
SELECTION OF ALL-MALE

VIDEO TAPES FOR SALE OR
REN,T AT THE LOWEST

PRICES IN TOWN!
MOllE THAN A BOOKSTORE ... A LANDMARK,
SERVING NEW YORK'S GAY COMMUNITY FOR OVER

20 YEARS!
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eet the men you want to meet from the New York
area. With The Gay Connection, talk privately one-

on-one with others who share your interests. Or, call Gay
Selections and listen to "voice personal" messages left by
others, and respond with a message of your own.

Two great ways to meet the right one.

(.1\Y
SIU..I~(~rl'I()NS™

l1II GAY
CONNECTION"

6 3 3 8

1..900..468..MEET,

,

1..900 ..370..2211
•
Probability of matching varies. Only $1.00 per minute. ,

Only 98' per minute. .
Must be 18 years or older. © Jartel, Inc., 1990.

TRY OUR DEMO #'s:
(212)967-8809 (one-on-one) • (212)594-1901 (voice personals)

108 OUTTWEEK June 13, 1990 '

risky business wants to snuggle
while we're losln' it with a wise &
in my room painted wonderful, creative
the color of money. & stylish, polit
I'll give you ically correct,
endless love thafs downtown kind of
legend-ary . guy ready for a
Whether you were relationship. I'm
bom on the fourth nonsmoker, like to
of ,July or the Fifth cook, entertain,
of May, I'm sure travel, summer at
you'll have all the the beach & seek
right moves as love, sex, romance
you aim your top & the pursuit of
gun at me. Ou~ happiness with
passion taps all ' someone who can
reservoirs in the meet physical,
nights of rain, man, emotional, and
or even in days of intellectual needs.
thunder. I need some
Outweek Box 2542 excitement, life is

too short, it won't
AMERICANS 'be boring. Game?
NEED NOT Write/photo/phone
APPLY! gets mine.

28 ~o 6ft 170 blJbl Outweek Box 2528
100 ing for
eurotrash to fuckl HOT & ROWDY
Photo/phone ACTIVIST
required. .' New Yori<er, 30,
Outweek Box 2547 looking for men of

all colors who like
GWM 385FT 61N hot sweaty gay

BRHAIR sex.! like hot men
Br eyes 130 Ibs who like to shower
looking for GWM after a roll on the
18 thru 30. Fun mat. No clean
loving warm queens, please.
theater music Write with photo/
GMHC volunteer phone.
Act Up member Outweek Box 2526
Jack 718-729-
5088. I GOOD LOOKING,

29Y.O.
NYU JOCKS (looks 25) GWM,

or gymboys from br. hair, blue eyes,
Megafitness or 5'.,., 150 Ibs.,
Apple Gym ~an get smooth body, good
great service from shape, 30· waist,
a butch little blond .smart, fun,
only 2 blocks independent, safe.
away. Massage, Seeks a pal to play
mutual J/O or with. Should be
some of the best young (25-35),
head in NYC. Phi bright, independ-
Ph to Box 478, 496 ent, confident, and ,
laGuardia PI., ~ very playful. Send
NY 10012. photo/phone #with

letter.
GWMSEEKS I Outweek Box 2521
BOYFRIEND

5'10·, 145, brlbl, BOY WANTS SEX
38, goodlkng, nice GWM 21 (looks
body, pr~ cock, younger) 5'8· 125

. • HIV+ doing fine tight te en body
except I want a mascwants
boyfriend-a creative safe FUN
sweet, wonderful, sex wtyoung cute
sexy, handsome lean straight-
GWM 28-38, wlbr looking boys esp
eyes, gd body, wlbeefy feet. Lefs
smooth chest, who trade photo's &
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fantasies: J.e.
Box 8007 543 W.
43rd St, NYC
10036. '

SOMETIMES
THERE'S
TRUTH IN

ADVERTISING
Handsome, fit
GWM,41, HIV
neg. I'm fun,
bright, passion-
ate, accom-
plished. Seeki ng
similar guy for the
long run. Phone (
photo appreci-
ated) to Box
20141, NYC,10
028-9991.

DOM. MAN (25-
60)SOUGHT ,

Submissive,
manly GWM, 59,
seeks in-shap e,
dominant man
(25-60) for SIS.
No drug s, pot,
boozers, hustlers.
Easy apt. car

Must be 18 or over.
$1.50 1st minute·
45¢ each additional

parking here. Write
to Box LSA, 147
W. 42 S t., #603,
NYC 10036. I love
men wearing
uniforms, business
suits, and jeans.

OVER 6'2"?
OVER20O#?

Sexy GWM seeks
big brawny guys
with big imagina-
tion. Gym body
NOT necessary.
Coc ksize
unimportant.
Prefer handsome,
hai ry, versatile
ltal. All others send
foto • Me: Attr, 36,
5'11", 190, brlhz,
hot. PON 2520
Times Sq. Sta.
NYC 10108.

4 SKIN LOVER·
QUEENS

GWM 6' 1751bs
yng 46 seeks ufc
Latino or Euro-'
pean 18-40. Also

like Arab or S.Asi
an. Must be mase.
>1 am cut restoring
, my 4skin. Write
P.O. Box 647,
Maspeth, NY 1
1378 or call 718-
424-1 064. No JO
calls.

GLORY HOLE
SERVICE

Hot, horsehung, no
nonsense
cocksucker. Goes
down for other
horse dick dudes.
Experienced,
museular rootmilk-
ing deepthroat
assured. Age,
race, unimportant.
Cock size IS.
Serious. DUKE.
(212) 691-3601.

SWEATY HORNY
JOCKS

Do you want your
big feet (size 11+)
serviced by a hot
WM, 33, 6'1", 185,

vry hdsm, mase,
+wks out? Then
call Ray, btwn
8pm-12mid, at
212-675-7352 to
meet (no phone j/
0), for exciting
locker room
scenes, explosive
action, and more.

CHILL, DUDE.
Put your feet up.
Have a beer. I'm
looking for a big,
relaxed, blk., latin
or Italian guy for
summer fun. I'm a
music junkie-all
types who lives
for movies, books,
travel, biking, and
greasy food. 5'10",
165, GBM, nice to
look at, sort of
sloppy. PO
Box 2064,
Styvesarit Sta.,
NYC 10009.
,

SEEKING LOVER
Middle aged

MAKE DATES ...

MEET NEW FRIENDS ...

SHARE PHONE FANTASIES!

LISTEN TO NEW YORKERS TELL YOU WHAT

THEY HAVE AND WHAT YOU WANT!

THEN LEAVE YOUR ANSWER IN COMPLETE PRIVACY ON

OUR EXCLUSIVE ELECTRONIC MAIL Box SYSTEM-

You DON'T LEAVE YOUR PHONE

NUMBER ON AN OPEN LINE!

110 OU~EEK June 13,1990

handsome male
with high position
seeks good
looking male lover
which is willing and
able to travel at my
expense. Must
love partying and
night life. Send
letter and photo-
graph to: Richard
McClain 2707
North Loop West
#900, Houston TX
77008.

BUDDY AND
LOVER WANTED
GWM, 28, 5'10"
185# brlbr cute cln
shvn verso easy
going, sense of
humor. Enjoy
beach, movies,
camping,long
walks and
weekends away.
I'm looking for
friend and lover. I
feel it's time to
marry, do you?
Smoking, LT drugs
" OK. PH/PH and
letter. Mike P.O
. Box 585, NYC
10268.

BLACKS/LATINS/
WHITES

GWM, 39, 5'7",
165, a bit overwt,
has a lot to offer:
intelligence,
character,
spi rituality, good
ass & head. You:
clean, friendly,
20's to 40's; a nice
dick is always a
plus. 718-482-
0755.

HOT BOnOM
Wm, 53, tall, slim,
good-shape HIV +
healthy seeks SS
topmen needing
service. Any agel
race okay If Into
buttplay, tits, or
punishment, foto.
Upper West
Side-P .0.Box
272 NY, NY
10024-0272.

MUTUALLY
BINDING

Me: 31,5'7", 170#
brlbr avg Ikng Into
ropelgagsl(breath
ctrl?) w/min expo

Listen 10messages 9r to leave your answer

970-CALL
(970·2255)

Try our New Number First!

970-5225
II busy ,cIIi 970·2255

You 25-35
adventurous
imaginative into
tying &lor being
tied. No drugsl
alcohol. Safe phi
(photo ?)1Itr to
Outweek Box 2666

AGGRESSIVE
TOP
SEEKS

counterpart GWM,
50, 5'7", SP hair,
husky seeks man
30/55: to share my
warmth, my joy,
my sorrow. Pick up
your pen be my
tomorrow. No
drugslgame
players. Be
sincere. Note and
photo please.
Outweek Box 2665

lAM
YOUR

BOYISLAVE
Boyish 29 yr old
WM will serve as
your slave
prisoner. I am
made to pose, lick
your feet, be
beaten and fucked
(safe) by older
men (only) 43+. I
look good. Your
looks unimportant.
Reply wlphone no.
P.O. Box 6259,
Grand Central
Station, NYC
10163.

COULD IT
BE

YOU?
Seeking a great
guy; funny yet
sincere, romantic
and adventurous,
attractive but not
too handsome.
Knows Mr. Right Is
out there, Just can't
find him. Could it
be me? GWM 33
bVbI 6'2" 200 Ib
nsmklng profl. likes
candlelight,
firelight, light of
your smile. Take a
chance. PH/PH.
Outweek Box 2649

BIG UNCUT
HARDON

that you can't get
rid of, buddy? Spit.
Outweek Box 2655
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CLASSIFIED I PERSONAL ORDER FORM
••

Address _

City/State/Zip _

Phone, _

All OutWeek Classified Advertising is prepaid.
The Deadline is NOON MONDAY, one week before on-sale date.
OutWeek reserves the right to edit, reject or rewrite any advertisement.
In case of error on our part, no refunds h additional insertions only.
$15.00 fee for copy changes or cancellations,
Mail sent to OutWeek Box #'s is forwarded weekly, on Mondays,
OutWeek boxes are NOT to be used for the distribution of bulk mail or advertising circulars.
FORYOUR SAFETY,NO STREETADDRESSES ARE PERMITTED IN THE PERSONALSSECTION.
OUTWEEK BOX If's OR P.O.BOXESONLY.

CLASSIFIED RATES:

$3 per line (seven line
, minimum!. Please conform your
ad copy to the grid,

FREQUENCYDISCOUNTS:
4x """,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,10%

13x.. " " " " " ," ," ," .. ," " ," " 15%
26x,."., "." "," ,",," ,,, .... ,..20%

PERSONALS RATES:

$1 per line (seven line
minimum), Please conform
your ad copy to the grid.

DISPLAY CLASSIFIED
RATES: .

$25/ column inch. Please inquire
for frequency discounts, Column
width: 1 7/8'

PERSONALS

_lines @ $1 ,00 (seven line minimum)=

times '- weeks ad is to run:

Give me an OutTWeek Box If
and forward my mail each week for __
months @ $20 per month -;

'. Telephone verification charge:
lif your phone If appears in ad) @ $10.00 =

. TOTAL ENCLOSED:

CLASSIFIED I PERSONAL ORDER FORM
One letter, space, or punctuation mark per box,

OFFICE USE ONLY

#-----------------
Start Issue:: _

Paid Keyed Proofed__

Return this entire page,
with appropriate payment, to: '

Out~Week Classifieds
159 W. 25th Street. 7th Floor

New York, NY 10001.

CLASSIFIEDS

i I ! I L-.L_1
2
3
4
5
6
7
~

8
9
10~~~~~~~~~~~~LLLLLL~~
11~~~~~~~~~~~~LLLLLL~~
12~~~~~~~~~~~~LLLLLL~~
13~~~~~~~~LL~~~~_LLLLL~
14~~~~~~~~LL~~~~_LLLLL~
15~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

11111111111I1111111111111111111"!'II!,! 11,.".-..10... __ "'::

Category: _

_lines @ $3.00 (seven line minimum)=

, times _ weeks ad is to run:
,

if ad is to run four or more times,
deduct appropriate frequency discount:

TOTAL ENCLOSED:

Charge my Visa / Mastercard. Accl. If: , Exp,: __

Signature: ~ _
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1 12 13 14 _5 16 17 19 110 - 20. Mr. Kringle
23. Sins

11 I I I _12 I I 113 _14 I I I - 24. Passover feast

15 I I I _16 I I I _17 I I I - 26. Scarlett's home
27. Inasmuch as

18 I I I 119 I I I I 120 I I 29. Decorate again
30. To's opposite
31. Of the kidney

29 I 32. Island greeting
34. Beseeches

34 I I I I I I I 36. December sights
40. Stitched anew

35 I I 136 37 I I 38 I I I I 41. The Grimms, e.g.

39 I I I 140 141 I I I 142 43 I I I 42. Designer's device
46. Course for immigrants (abbr.)

44 I I I I I _45 I I 146 49. Jungle Book character

48 I 149
51. Tbe Seed
52. Troubles

50 I I 151 152 153 I I , I 154 155 156 I 53. Four of an alphabetic fivesome
54. Alter course

60 I I I I 55. Congers

63 I I I I 56. Fr. town
57. Jefferson Davis was its pres.

66 I I I I 58. Disencumber

SOLUTION IN NEXT WEEK'S OUTWEEK ON SALE MONDAY

ACROSS
48. Curve
50. Common Lives, "women's

publication
57. Boast
59. Actor Guiness
60. Assemble
61. Stop or exit, e.g.
62. Sixth-century date
63. Burroughs, to Ginsberg
64. Madison Ave. output
65. La Fonda del __
66. In addition

SOLUTION TO LAST WEEK'S PUZZLE

1. Man or Capri
5. Arsenic and Lace
8. Author Levin
11. Coagulate
12. Author Ephron
14. Cicatrix
15. Apiece
16. Hockey score
17. Years and years
18. Gay Parade sight
21. Le soleil
22. Baptism, et al.
25. Explosive letters
28. " ~ang for My Father"
30. Angelico
33. Annual women's publication
35. Depend (on)
37. Hosp. personnel
38. Rosebud is one
39. Magazine for lesbians
43. Broadway letters
44. Resurrection Symphony

,

composer
45:

0

Italian family of crossword fame
47. Danish island

•

DOWN 5 PAR A E G IRe 0 5 A
P 0 N EST 0 N E 0 V E R
OUT 0 THE C L 0 5 E T 5
T R E R ISH PIN TO.,

BRA G TEN SON
5 b R REA R 0 5 E
T R I ED T R E E ":!:PT':O~O
A NAT BAR A 5 TON I
GEL A TOM RON 0 0
1I!IPI~~S7-hT:+;<-RE W CON G E R
CAR I B 5 C HUG
ORA M A I 5 L E 5 LAG
B E FOR EST 0 N E W ALL
A T T N BEE 0 E E T T E
L E 5 5 BET 5 Y N EON

1. Some tea and coffee
2. Kill
3. Canal feature
4. Flammable liquid
5. Continuous
6. "The Song of the "
7. Colorless
8. Fish genus
9. Operated
10. Poetica
13. Clay, today
14. Believing, it's said
19. Toper
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95¢PER MIN.· $2.00 THE RRST MIN.
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1990 MAJORDONORS: to date: Niles Merton & DavidRussell. The Rose Tatto. Rob Eichberg· R. Thomas Watson· Outweek· Doris Mandelker

~ 00

Become an Individual Sponsor
;.-

by contributing $100, $250, $500, or more, lend your name

Become a SponSOring Organizalion
by contributing $100, $250, $500 or more, lend your name

Wear an ICOD , -Shirl Keith Haring Design Shown Above
$J5 + Postage & Handling

call or write to order yours now! MC + Visaaccepted

Take Your leKI Slepl I

Co-Chairs: Rob Eichberg,JeanO'leary

Executive Director: Lynn Shepodd

National Coordinator: Pilo Bueno

whatever that may be, in the process of fully coming out.

ParllclPale
in a National Coming Out Day event in your community

;;

"

,

I


